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INTRODUCTION

On July 28, 1982, the Board of Educktion for the
Toronto (TBE)
approved Recommendation #48 of
the final
report of the Work Group on Third Language
Instruction:

City o'f

#48

That the Director
o
Education
develop a comprehensive, in-depth
documentation
report
based'- on
available research and other valid
information
documents
on
the
subject
of
bilingual/trtlingual
education.
(The Board of Education for the
City of Toronto, March, 1982, p.47)

This documeilt is the result of work done to carry
out that recommendation. The document has gradually
evolved so that it is now a review of 110 research
studies conducted during the past twenty-five years on
the subjects of bilingual education and bilingualism
and that are available in the English language through
the Library Services Department of the TBE. Research
on trilingual education is virtually nonexistent and so
the term has not been included in the title of the
document although the couple of studies that were found
are incorporated.

Bilingual education is defined as the use of two
languages as media of instruction in part or all of the
school curriculum and may be organized according to a
variety of models such as immersion, morning-afternoon
repeated -instruction,
alternate days
non-repeated
instruction or concurrent/simultaneous translation.
It
does not include school
programs _where a second
language ii-fiightioTely as a subject such as in the
cases of ESL and FSL programs.
some instances, bilingual education involves
languages that are official
in
a
country;
in
Canada, the languages would be English and French; in
Ireland, English and Irish; while in the Philippines,
they would be two of'English, Pilipino and Spanish.
In

two,

In other instances, bilingual education
one
language that
is
official
and
one
non-official.
In
Canada, the non-official
could be Chinese; in Sweden, Finnish; while in
could be English.

involves
that
is
language

Iran, it

When the
non-official
language is
also the
language associated with the children's ethnic/cultural
background, it is referred to as a heritage language.
Children may learn their heritage languages first in
home, as is the case for many Mexican-American
the

-2children in Texas and California, or they may
third
or fourth generation immigrants who do not, as is the
case for many. Okrainian children in western Cana a.
Bilingual education programs are established-for a
number of reasons (not
always clearly .steted in
research reports). The purpose of some programs is to
guide children so that they reach. as sophistic ted a
level 'of bilingualism as possible; an.excellent ex mpie
is
the Canadian
French
immersion programs
for
English-speaking children. A goal of other progra s is
to help children make a more successful transits n to
the language and environmentof the school and'is o ten
attempted by first educating the children in t eir
heritage language; thig has been tried, for 'example,
with Aboriginal
children in Australia.
In
*ome
communities, bilingual programs are set up to help
children maintain a heritage language that they are
exposed to in their homes; programs for Cuban child en
-in Florida are illustrative.
In other communiti s,
fourth'
and
third,
fifth generation immigrants may
.discover that they have become so assimilated to t e
dominant culture that the children are not learni g
their herita4e language. and may therefore want a
bilingual program to help revitalize their.language a d
culture;
such is the case for many Ukrainians
n
western Canada. In some countries, the second langua
is a highly prestigtous one, representipg the language
of business,
higher education and
upward social
mobility as English is in the Philippines.
In other
areas, the second language is important because of the
proximity and influence of another ethnic/cultural
group; consider, for example, the role that the Spanish,
language (non-official in the United States)'must play
in
the
lives of .many California Anglo children.
Finally, some consider the ability to communicate in
two or more tonguages simply a matter of bei"ng_ better.
educatedwhile others go even further and claim that it
actually promotes the growth of the intellect and mind.
The task of judging the success of a bilingual
education program thus becomes a complicated matter.
However, one ingredient that is essentially mandatory
is
that of
a
comparison or control
group and,
consequently, studies without some form of a control
group have mostly not ueen considered for inclusion in
this document. Some investigators design their studies
with more than one type of cniteol group, each used to
evaluate a particular aspect of the experiment or
bilingual program. Others may have access to only one
type of control
group and leave other portions of the
tOmeWhat_10.4X__Woote.
_Ober_
appropriate comparison groups.
Some investigators are
limited because
expense of
of the
including a
comparison group while in other cases they encounter
legal restrictions.
A great deal of wJight has been
placed on the role of control groups in this document

9
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-- the matter iS\repeatedly alluded to -- for it seems
impossible to understand the results of any study
without first having a cldar picture of the nature and
characteristics of the control
groups.
At
times,
researchers include control groups but fail to provide
useful, explicit details.
Bilingualism is not easily defined or measured.
the studieS reviewed that compare bilinguals and
monolinguals, investigators identify and choose samples
of
bilinguals according to' a number of different
criteria and strategies. .fiow bilingualism is defined
influences how results are interpreted. Some use the
Hoffman
Bilingual Schedule
(Hoffman, 1934)
that
requires each individual to be interviewed and consists
of such questions as extent 'of second language usage
with various "embers of the family, extent and language
of reading matter used by members of the family, and
second language social and religious functions attended
by the individual and members of the family.
Other
researchers make use of
a
Word Association Test
developed
by Lambert
(1956).
The
test is
an
association fluency technique. Words of the first and
second language are presented alternately and the
individuals are asked to write down as many words as
they can think of in the same language that seem to "go
with" or "belong with" each word. The sum of all the
associations to all the first language words are
calculated (NF). The same. is done for the second
language (NS).
These two sums are then used to
calculate a balance score:
In

Balance

NF - NS
NP + NS

x

100

A zero score indicates perfect balance between the two
languages, a plus score means first language dominance
and a minus score second language dominance. Another
test developed by Lambert, Havelka and Gardner (1959)
is called the Word Detection Test.
In this test it is
postulated that bilingualism might express itself in
the facility of finding'short embedded first and second
language words (say, for example, English and French)
in
a
series
of
letters
such as
DANSONODEND.
Approximately equal
numbers of first
and
second
language words are embedded in each group of letters.
A oalance score Is also calculated for this test.
Frequently, children are labelled bilinguals, but
their actual
areas of strength in both languages are
not spelled out. Fishman, Cooper, Ma et O.
(1971)
developed an_ i nstrument_to hel p _determine. the .context's.
in
which children are proficient in bath languages.
The measure calls for children to name objects commonly
found in settings associated with the domains of home,

.
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education,
religion, and neighborhood.
The setting
might be, for example, the kitchen, the school, the
street, and the church.

Some researchers Wave subjects rate their own
ability to. speak, read, write and understand the second
language. Others estimate the degree of bilingualism
according to the number of yetrs a student has been
studying a second language.
the
Intervielts with
parents are often used as a source of information as
are interviews with teachers. Experimenters may also
in
choose
individual
everyday
to
engage
the
conversation and switch back and forth between the two
lang4ages in
'order. to
degree of
determine. the
bilingualism. Place of birth, place of residence and
family names have also been used to assess children's
degree of bilingualism.
The
vast majority of the 110 studies reviewed
involve children
in
kindergarten
and the
early
elementary grades and very few of the researchers have
followed the children for any more than five or six
years.

This literature review has been organized for the
most part according to dependent variables; that is,
aspects of children's education and development thpt
may be affected by bilingual programs and bilingualism.
However,
at times, independent variables become the
focus of discussion.

RESEARCH LITERATURE REVIEW
Speaking,

Speaking an Official. First Language
studies
have examined
primary
pupils'
abilities to speak their official first language while
educationally immersed in a second official language.
Five are
of ?Ontario and
Quebec English-speaking
children immersed in French and the sixth is of
California
English - speaking
children
immersed
in
Spanish. While immersion programs each have-their own
characteristics, many have been modelled after the St.
Lambert French immersion program that began in Montreal
during the mid-1960's and which has been briefly
described as follows:
Six

In September 1965, the South Shore
Protestant Regional School Board
began its first experimental French
immersion classes for a group of
Canadian
English
kindergarten
pupils. Pupils attend kindergarten
and, grade one
classes
taught
exclusively
in
French
by
francophone
teachers.
English,
their mother tongue, 1s formally
introduced for the. first time in
grade two.
The amount of English
instruction is gradually increased
so that by grade five, the children
are participating in an essentially
bilingual
program
with
both
anglophone
and
francophone
teachers.
ACampbell et al., 1973, pp.106-7)
!

In evaluating speaking in these studies, children
were
either expected
to tell
stories or
give
descriptions In their first language, English, about
stimuli such as cartoon strips and Rockwell paintings
or to retell
stories in English. Usually the stories
were taped and sometimes transcribed for analysis.
In
some cases, linguists scored the stories according to
detailed schemes involving counts of nouns, verbs, etc.
and
judgments
of
fluency,
enunciAtion
rhythm,
intonation, etc.
In other cases, adult or adolescents
sebied the stories globally on."5-point or 10-point
rating scales.
Taken as a group, the findings suggest
that middle ..class. and _.(for.ome- study}-wocklng--class-children in immersion programs
speak their first
language, English, as well as
their counterparts of
similar Intelligence in regular programs. lambert and
Tucker summarize their findings of five years of
detailed analysis as follows:

Bruck et al, 1973
Edwards
Caseerly, 1976

Beeesee0979(k)
Lambert t
Tacker, 1972
Samuels at a '1969
Cokes, 1

.-6-

inient
They
retell and
short
stories in English with as much
comprehension and with at least'as
good command of rhythm, intonation,
enunciation, and overall expression
as the Controls. Their spontaneous
productions are as long and complex
and their vocabulary
as rich and
diverse.
(Lambert s Tucker, 1972, p.203)

Speaking a Heritage Language
Several .schools in Manitoba and the Edmonton
Public School Board have conducted programs in the
elementary grades that have divided the instruction
time equally
between two languages,_
English and
The subjects taught in Ukrainian in the
Ukrainian.
Edmonton schools were: Ukrainian oral language arts,
studies, music, art and physical
social
education.
Chilefreii-Tifltrele programs varied
their use of
Ukrainian in the home.
They participated in the
programs to learn Ukrainian, which one must assume was
a heritage language for most.

mama, MR

Undon

Public._

.Schools,

Nailer dal:et,

Evaluators in both settings tested the children's
oral skills in Ukrainian with the Ukrainian Language
Skills Test developed by the Edmonton Public School
Board and found that pupils improved from year to year
on the basis of pre-post testing.
However, since
appropriate control groups were not tested and were
probably not available, no' definitive statement can be
made about the pupils' Ukrififfin speaking skills.
In
fact, 64% of 14 Edmonton teachers rated the overall
Ukrainian speaking skills of 22 classes of children as
"poor" or every poor".
1978) describe three Montreal
schools that taught. English-speaking Jewish children
religious and cultural subjects in Hebrew; -two schools
taught the remaining subjects mostly in French until
grade four while the third school taught the regular
and taught French-as-a-second
subjects in English
language.
Native adult speakers
rated
of Hebrew
interviews
on
tape-recorded
children
with
the
grammar
pronunciation,
vocabulary,
and
communicativeness; and,
while appropriate
control
groups educated entirely in Hebrew were not studied,
the authors seem satisfied with the Hebrew speaking
skills of the children in all three schools.

Seitesile tt al, i

The acquisition and maintenance of 'Spanish by
native
Spanish-speaking kindergarten
children
as
measured by a communicative competence task has been
shown to be better in a program where curriculum
content and concepts are presented totally in Spanish
for half the day than in a program where English-taught

Legorreis, 1979.

s.
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-subject matter is immediately translated into Spanish.
The first program, referred to as alternate immersion,
used Spanish 50% of the time; the second progr&m,
referred to as concurrent translation, used Spanish 28%
of the time. In both types of programs, Om staff was
.bilingual and the classroom environment was bicultural.
No
comparisons were
made
with children
taught
completely in Spanish, as they were probably not
available.

The Redwood City study of bilingual schooling for
Mexican-American children in grades three to five can
be described as follows:

Cohen, 1975
Cohen it al, 1976

teachers and aides used both
Spanish
and English
with
the
children.
Generally, this meant
that Spanish and English were used
in
the
same
lesson,
either
interchangeably (word
for word,
phrase for phrase, sentence for
sentence).or one after the other...

Subjects such as math, social
studies,
and
science
were
introduced bilingually, even at the
outset,
in
keeping
with
the
teachers' simultaneous (concurrent)
uses of both Spanish and English.
Although the
intention was
to
introduce Spanish reading before
Englith reading, in actuality the
tWo
,Were
introduced
almost
simultaneously.
(Cohen et al., 1976, pp.2-3)
Because of. poor economic conditions, 60% of the
project children
moved away.
of "those
However,
remaining, a Spanish word naming task bydomain (home,
neighbourhood, school
and church) and a Spanish story
retelling task scored by linguists on general fluency,
grammar,
pronunciation,
intonation,
language
alternation and descriptive ability indicated that the
project children were not significantly better than the
comparison
children receiving
no
in
instruction
Spanish.
Both groups of
children came from low
socio-economic (SES) families and had home language
backgrounds that could be described as Spanish dominant
or monolingual in Spanish.

Three other studies of preschool and kindergarten
children described bilingual programs in schools and
homes and measured speaking skills in .the children's
heritage languages. The first is a Toronto study, of a
kindergarten Italian transition
program.
In
this
program, maintaining or teaching the Italian language
were not direct aims of the program; the mother tongue

14

Chesterfield

it al, 1982
Owens, 1972.
Purbboo &
N.

Shepson, 1975

.

8.
was used only as a temporary fridge to aid the
The use
understioding of and instruction in English.
of language in the classroom was described by the
authors as follows:
that
standard
out
turned
Italian, dialect and English were
and
freely,
quite
used
all
translation was rarely needed to
clear up misunderstandings,
It

In the classroom, one language
was never heard for long before
A child might
another was used.
begin a thought in English, then
switch to Italian if the words
weren't coming fast enough, or vice
versa...
the
use of
The teacher's
language depended very much on the
individual she was speaking with.
She might ask a question of the
whole class in Italian, receive an
and
English,
answer
in
that
continue in ___Engl i- sh`WI th
individual-, or begin in English and
change to Italian. In other words,
always
language was
'choice of
spontaneous; no one was ever boxed
one
language
using
into
exclusively.
(Purbhoo_i_Shapson, .1975, pp.9-10)

The second is the Spanish Dame School Project in
East San Jose, California that provided instruction in
Spanish and English for approximately 100 children
Th-eprefram---

between--t heeites-

s-

briefly described by Owens:
Children in the preschool program
spent approximately two hours a day
home
learning environment
in
a
containing five children and a home
were
actively
Parents
tutor.
involved in the learning activities
as
adult models for
and served
In the follow-up
their children...
kindergarten children received a
more structured type of instruction
consisting largely of small group
work.
(Owens, 1972, p.1)

involves Head Start
Spanish
several
in
communities in the United States.

the third
And,
bicultural
programs

15

bilingual
dominant

Using two -teacher-rating
scales, 'Purbhoo and
Shapson found that the experimental children were
better in Italian than Eng,ish, but no control groups
educated in Italian ware available to definitively
describe the speaking abilities of the Italian children
in their heritage language.

Owens reported:

In the area of

oral development in

S1,anish ... both the three and four

year
old
bilingual
project
preschool
students
gemonstrated
greater growth last year than three
control groups consisting of three
and four year old children from the
same background not receiving any
preschool instruction and a four
year old group in a non - bilingual'
preschool group, fhe four year old
children
in
the
first _year
bilingual curriculum
did- better
than all control
groups
The
bilingual kindergarten group scored
slightly higher and made somewhat
greater gains in Spanish than the
control
kindergarten group
-Also,
the second year bilingual
preschool group scored higher and
demonstrated a greater
gain in
Spanish. than did
the bilingual
kindergarten children.
This was
prointly_tnttuenzett=tyyvtie
percentage of
dominant Spanishspeaking children in the preschool
class than in
the kindergarten
class and the
heavier emphasis
placed upon oral development
in
in
Spanish
the
preschool
curriculum.
(Owens, 1972, p.6)

The Spanish-speaking children in the Head Start
bilingual programs made significantly getter pre-post
gains
in
story
telling in
Spanish
than
the
Spanish-speaking children in the regular Head Start
programs.
(The two groups of children were equivalent
on the basis of language preference, age, sex, and any
prior preschool experience.)
Speaking a Hon - official, Non-heritage Second Language

Few elementary school programs have been designed
to teach children in the medium of a second language
which is neither an official
language nor a heritage
language. One such program found in the literature was
the Cglver
City Spanish
Immersion Program
that

16

Cohen, 1974

instructed English-speaking childrer it !banish. The
ability of the thildr n to speak teAni. .:/zar two
years: in the program was examined through
story
task.
No comp rison group was available, so
Investigators
compared
the
children's
these
Spanish- speaking skill
with their English-speaking
skills and concluded:
.:,

,

The ratios f different nouns to
total nouns nd different verbs to
.total
verbs were somewhat lower
'than those
or English, but still
a
showed
certain
of
amount
vocabulary ange.
... the children
were not a
a loss for words in
Spanish.
They
were
able
to
communicate a story to a reasonable
extent.
p.100)(Cohen, 197
Soeaking_an _Off ici al Secant_

Canada has two official
languages, English and
French. Many schools across Canada are now involved
with early or late French immersion prograis for
English-speaking
children.
Several
studies
have
measured how well these child en learn to speak French;
some have compared the result to results-from programs
that teach French-as-a-second language (say 20 minutes
a day)
or that also teach another subject in French
(for a total of, say, 75 minutes a day), while others
have
French-speaking children
being
used. Quebec
educated in French as controls.
techniques such
as
taping
children's
story telling, numerous aspects of
F rench- speak i ng. skills have been
assessed' and reported
in these_si% papers and compared with English-speaking
contTiili -Ili- thi 20- --to--.75--minute
The
programs.
investigators found that, in general ,. students in the
immersion programs score higher.
Using
interviews

and

The Protestant School Board of Greater' Montreal
and the South Shore Protestant Regional School Board in
a
suburb of Montreal have easy 'access to native
French-speaking children and have thus been able to
judge the success of French - immersion .programs in a
more
manner.
Studiet in the South Siore Board
cane within the St. Lambert project (see page 5)
suggest that grade two pupils who had been instructe1
exclusively in French since
kindergarten were as
competent in speaking as native speakers of French. As
the children grew older and remained in the.immersion
programs, they were reported to continue to speak
French well, although not quite native-like:

17

Moils

A

Cesserly,
Genesee, 1976

.

Genesee it eL,'

Genesee a el,
Sweia t
-uiplan, 1977

Taker a d, *

Bucket oil 1
Mumma at di,

it

Genesee, 1978(b).

umwtt
Taker,

1974

&mods a ell
Spilka, 1978

Non-native children
enrolled in
immersion- classes could ,indeed
express themselves in their second
language as evidenced by the fact
that their stories
were always
readily intelligible to a native
speaker of French. However, they
did not perform as' .well
as nativea
children on a number of measures.
Their rate of production remained
slower, even after seven years of
schooling in the ,second language;
their ability to handle: complex
sentences was not equal to French
children's, at least as shown by
their failure
to use
asc many
sentential
Objects; they
were,
however, as flexible
as native
children 01_1M, time they reached
Grade Six. A
(Spilka, 1978, pA48)
or

And, Genesee's.work in the Protestant School Board/
essentially comes to the same conclusions,
Genesee
Also studied the effects of I.Q. and wrote:
acquisition of interpersonal
communication
skills in
French
under the circumstances of French
immersion does not seem to depend
upon the students'
I.Q.
level.
This finding is consiszent with the
philosophy of French immersion that

we -art' havetht nirtrt-nt

abilities
to
learn
language,
provided it is used as a vehicli of
meaningful communication.
(Genesee at al., 1977, p.330)

The Republic of the Philippines has three official
languages -- English, Spanish and Pilipino, popularly
referred to as Tagalog.
In 1968, an experiment with an
English/Pilipino bilingual alternate days approach was
begun with children who
were native speakers of
Pilipino. The method of instruction was as follows:
... all
subjects except Language
Arts were taught on Day 1 using
Pilipino
as
the
medium
of
instruction;
on
Day
2
using
English; Day 3, Pilipino; Day 4,
English; etc. The material covered
on
Day 2
was
not
simply
a
repetition of that covered on Day
1; but was instead a continuation
of the previous day's lesson.
(Tucker at al., 1970, p.284)
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Tucker et

1970

-12Tucker and his colleagues report that after one year
the children in the program were doing the same in
speaking English as similar children educated in a
standard English curriculum and a standard Pilipino
curriculum, both of which had English and 'ESL classes
totalling 80 minutes a day. Therefore, the alternate
days approach seemed to add little to English-speaking
skills over the standard approaches. The authors do
not comment about the influence of English in the homes
and community, but the influence may be such that a
different educational approach made no difference in
English-speaking skills.
The matter of learning a second official language
when one's first language is not official and when one
belongs to a minority group presents a different set of
Such
discussed above.
from those
circumstances
children, for examplb,-Fpanish-speaking children in the
United States, were traditionally expected to transfer
to the second language immediately uposi entering school
and were often punished, for using their first language.
Within the past decade or two, this approach has come
under considerable criticism with the consequence that
being
education are
of bilingual
various forms
are three
Here
the world.
attempted throughout
illustrations, two from Holland and one from Australia
that make extensive use of the child's first language
in the beginning years:
In many schools in cities in the
Western part of Holland more than
a
children have
of the
half
background, in
non-Dutch ethnic
some CO-Ws even -more than 80%.

negative
to certain
Owing
experimental
an
experiences,
for foreign children was
school
started in the city of Leyden
nd
Moroccan aand
...
October 1977.
Turkish children of the 6-12 age
group who had arrived directly from
of
countries
respective
their
origin were given the opportunity
with classes
to attend a school
which were specially organised for
were
classes
These
them.
Dutch
associated with a 'regular'
were
children
The
school.
instructed in all subjects in the
language by teachers from
native
their country of origin. For about
one hour every day, Dutch was the
subject (as well as the medium) of
instruction in lessons given by a
the second
In
Dutch 'teacher.
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Alhaa &
Appel, 1962

Gale at al, IVA
Wijestra, 1980
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year, school subjects were taught
about half the time in the mother
tongue of the children, and half
the time in
Dutch.
After two
ears, the foreign children went to
'regular'
in
schools
their
neighbourhood.
(Altena 11 Appel, 1982, pp.316-7)
Up

till 1937 Dutch was the only
officially
allowed
of
medium
instruction in Holland ... from
1937 the subject 'language' might
comprise Frisian
as' well.
After World War II this discussion
was
resumed
and in
1950
an
important experiment was set up in
nine schools.
In
these schools
Frisian
became the
medium
of
instruction
in the
first
two.
grades. As early as 1955 the model
was legalized,
i.e.
it
became
legally possible to use Frisian (or
another regional
language) as a
medium of instruction in the first
three grades.
.

In
1955, when the bilingual
schools
were
made
possible,
approximately two-thirds
of .the
primary
school pupils
in
the
province
(then
about
500,000
inhabitants) came
from families
with Frisian as
home language..
This proportion has not changed
significantly
since.
The
Frisian-speaking
population
is
concentrated in the countryside,
however, and in 1956 there were 26
municipalities in 'which the number
of
Frisian-speaking families was
over 90%

from
1975 the
use of
Frisian as a medium of instruction
is
no
longer restricted to the
first three grades...
(Wijnstra, 1980, pp..46-7)
As

Culturally and linguistically, the
Aboriginal
people
of Hilingimbi
'form
a
relatively
homogeneous
group, speaking Gubapuyngu and its
closely
related
counterpart,
Djambarrpuyngu.
The bilingual
program was
introduced to
the
Preschoorand Year 1 in 1973. ...
.
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their
Primary
duiing
Overall,
students receivedschool years,
about half their schooling in their
language and half in
Aboriginal
proportions
English,
although'
varied as the children progressed
A trained
through the "School.
non-Aboriginal teacher taught the
Englith parts of the program and a
untrained
trained or
partially
the
teacher
taught
Aboriginal

Aboriginal languageportions of the
program.

(Sale at 0.94981, pp.297-9)
In these three experiments, researchers, using in
one case a complex linguistic analysis of, children's
conversations as well as language tests, in another an
analysis of quantitative fluency, and in thi third oral
Dutct,discrete-point tests and analysis of spontaneous
oral language, found that the ability of the children
to speak the second language was better or equal to
similar children in mgre traditional-Dutch and English
programs.

the case 'of the study of Frisian children,
comparisons were also made with native Dutch-speaking
children. The results showed that the Frisian children
could not match the speaking skills of the Dutch
children but that the discrepancies were decreasing
over time:
In

Obviously the spontaneous language
use of the Frisidn _children is not
always as fluent as that of the
is
their
Utrecht children, nor
correct
and
.current.
Dutch always
This', is shown 4p by-a sometimes
and by the
unusual choice .of. words
unusual
use of
superfluous or
These
adverbs and prepositions.
deviations
Dutch
from
current
(roughly 12 per 1000 words) hardly
interfere with- comprehensibility,
however.
(Wijnstra 1980, p.5!)
er colleagues suggested the
positive results:

Gale and
reason for the
if

To perform well on a task such as
the
Retelling test,
the Story
in
the
children needed practice
analysis,
skills
of
story
retention, and oral production. In
the bilingual classes the children

following
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had the opportunity from an early
age to practice these skills in
their own language;
then, in their
regular oral English sessions, they
were able to transfer stills of
expression to English.
On the
other hand,. the children from the
English-only classes had had plenty
of exposure to English but because
they still knew relatively little
English.. vocabulary they had had
little practice at story analysis
and production. What practice they
had had in English was probably too
forielqn to benefit them greatly.
(Gale at al., 1981, p.304)

Three American experiments (see pages 6 and 8) in
bilingual education for Spanish-speaking children came
to similar conclusions.

Other_bilingualprogrims use

translation methods
make use
of
the
child's first
language
simultaneously while learning or not understanding the
second language.
The results ?Kos these experiments
with respect to speaking the second language are mixed.
The experiments for Spanish and Italian children are
described on pages 7 and 8. The third experiment is of
Punjabi primary children in Vancouver:
that

The teacher of the experimental'
program used Punjabi when she felt
a child was rot comprehending what
she was saying to him inEnglish.
Rather than providing him with a
direct
translation,
however,she
attempted to equate. the English to
the Punjabi through explanation and
gesture,_ thereby supplying him_ with
comprehension
as
well
as
vocabulary.
The classroom was
replete with equipment to stimulate
language
development,
inclOding
such things as a Language Master
and a listening post. The teacher
made a
concentrated effort
to
present
new material
using
a
multi-sensory approach,
and she
stressed rote learning.
The buddy
system to Caucasian child from a
regular class paired with an East
Indian child was an integral part
of their program as well.
(Moody, 1974, p.17)

Chesterfield, 1962

Legarrop, 1979
Ovens, 1972
Cohen, 1975

CoheistaL0910
Moody, 1974

Whheel'
Shwa, 'r75

Summary

A total of twenty-seven .papers measuring speaking
section. The following

have been discussed in this
themes are.suggested:

first language is an official one,
who is a member of a majority group and who is
likely of the middle class may be completely
immersed in a second language with no detrimental
(An
effects with rest:act to speaking the first.
example
is
English-speaking
Ottawa
children
learning French.)

1.

A .child whose

2.

A child whose first language is non - official, who
is a member of a minority group and who is of low
socio-economic status may do best in learning to
speak a second language if education is kW(' in
the first. (An example is Aboriginal children
learning English in Australia.)

3.

A'

4.

A child may be taught a heritage language in a
regular sehool-system by astsg, it. at a-medium of
instruction and may be shown to be making progress
in
speaking that language. However, definitive
proficiency
about
speaking
are
statements
lack
of
the
difficult
to
make
to
due
native-speaking
controls
educated
in
that
language.
(An example is Edmonton children whose
heritage language is Ukrainian.) If the child has
extensive exposure to the heritage language in the
home and community the impact of a bilingual
program on speaking skills may be moderated.
(An
example is Redwood City, California children whose
heritage language'is Spanish.)

child in an immersion program of a second
official
language learns to speak the second
language better then if enrolled-le a traditional
language program that teachbs the second language
as a subject for about 20 minutes a day, but the
child may not reach native-like proficiency. Such
a child usually has minimal exposure to the second
(An example
language in the home and community.
-children learning
is
English-speaking Toronto
When the child has more exposure to the
French.)
second language in the home and community, the
amount of school exposure may be less important in
is
(An example.
terms of
speaking skills.
Pilipino-speaking children learning English in the
Philippines.)

4

5.

Measures of
'skills.

I.Q. may not

be related

A

to speaking
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Li stening
Listening in an Official First Language
The Ontario and Quebec
educators .have shown
concern
elementary
over
children's
ability
to
accurately listen to their first language, English,
when they 'have been immersed in a second language,
French, with little or
no formal
instruction in
English. These eight papers report research resulting
from this concern.

Sara &
Seelig 1975

Brock at sly 1973
Brock at sly 1974

Gomm, 197114)
tams at $1.1 190
Wilbert &
Tusher, 1972

Listening is measured by having the children match
orally presented word with ones presented on a
screen or
in
a
book as
done in
the Peabod
Picture VocabularY Test and the word discrim na on
section .of
the Metropolitan Achievement Tests;
by
havihg ,the children answer 'ryes -no'' questions after
listening to tape-recorded text; or by a combination of
these:
an

Oliver at sly 1976

Ssmueltet sly 1969

Each child was given two twelvepage booklets; one containing sets
of six abstract designs; the other,
six photographs of a woman's face.
The designs of each set were very
except
similar
for
subtle
variations in lighting or details.
The children listened to a series
of
twenty-four
tape-recorded
descriptions, and
selected from
their booklets the one design or
photograph being described.
Two
tapes were used, one with child_
speakers
and
one
with
adult
speakers.
(Lambert A Tucker, 1972, p.73)

Taking the papers as a group, the conclusion is
that English-speaking children immersed in Frefich have
listening skills in English equal
to those of children
mostly with similar I.Q. and SES levels but in regular
school
programs.
significant
English
The
few
differences that were found favored the control groups.

Listening in a Heritage Language
Investigators of
the 50-50
English-Ukrainian
bilingual elementary, programs in
Manitoba and Edmonton
(see description on page 6) have considered whether the
children learn to listen in their heritage language,
as a' result of such bilingual education.
Ukrainian,
Tests of listening showed the studInts usually improved
from year to year and, obtained acceptable scores,
although the lack of control groups places limitations
on the conclusions that can be made.
The teachers in
Edmonton felt the children did better in,listening

24

Chapman, 19821

.

Edmonton Public
Schools, 1979
Muller at el., 1977
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in speaking Ukrainian -- 71% of 14 teachers rated the
overall abil'ty of 22 classes, of children to listen and
comprehend in Ukrainian as "will' or 'very well".

These Ukrainian children are likely to be third
and fourth generation; Spanish and Italian children in
other studies are likely to 'be first and second
generation,
with the
consequence that
Ukrainian
children are less likely, to.jie listening to. their
heritage language at home than the Spanish and Italian
children. Four studies of Sp nit!' and Italian children
have investigated the effect of bilingual programs on
heritage language.',1istening skills and conclOddd that
the bilingual programs had . no effitct.
This lack 'of
program .effect could be due to the fact that both the
control children and the prograM children have so much
experience in listening to their heritage language at
home and in the community that the extra experience the
program children get At school adds little.

'While considering these points,
is interesting
to note
that another American study
of Spanish
preschool
and kindergarten children
(see page 8)

atostanteld,

Cehee0915
Legemta,1979.
Porbimo&

Mop

1915

off, 1972

reports that on the basis of several tests the children
in
the program demonstrated greater growth in their
listenin3 skills in Spanish than control
children not
participating. Howeveri" caution must be exercised in
interpreting this study, because
even though the
control
children were
of the.
same ethnie
and
socio-economic
background,
they
initially
used
substantially more English and less Spanish than th
program children.
Genesee at al. found that with similar numbers of
hours and kinds of subjects in Hebrew instruction (see
page 6),
grade fOur children were able to listen as
well in Hebrew in a trilinwial program (Hebrew, French
and English) as
in a. bil ngual program (Hebrew and
English).The grade two children in the trilingual
programs were even significantly better. Thus it seems
possible that ,children, can learn to listen .in* a
heritage language while studying two other languages.

senssce et ale

Listening in an .Official Second Language
Numerous Canadian studies of French,/immersion
iTograms
have
examined
the
degree,- to
which
English-speaking children in-these programs learn to
listen in the second official language; French. One
group of studies. on early and late immersion programs
conducted mostly in the Mont real area,'have been able to
co pare the French listening skills/of these children
to those of French born and educated childreh of the
same age, frequently matched on I.Q. and SES.
The
results have shown that the immersion children approach

.25

Bract et 219 191
Break at al, 197

Bruck et eLOOT
&seem it sigi a
Genesee it et' *
Lambert &

Taker, 1972
Sweets it 41,
Swain et el* 19,
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native-like proficiency in listening in French and in
some cases (seeefor example, Samuels et al., 1969)
attain equivalent proficiency.
A second group of studies have compared the French
listening skills of immersion children to those of
children taking French-as-e-second language (FSL), The
results of .these stemlies consistently
show that
children at all grade levels in both early and late
immersion programs are more
proficient in French
listening than those in FSL programs.

Berth &

A third group of studies, mostly conducted in'
Ontario where French born and educated children are not
readily available for comparisons, have used results
and norms of other French immersion programs for
evaluation purposes.
In most cases, the comparisons
have been favorable. There is also a suggestion in
three of these studies that the more immersed the
children are in French ih.the school and the community,
the better their French-listening skills will be.

814rew et A, 1980
Sulk it al, 19/7

Tucker
et
,al,
in
their
study
of
the
English/Pilipino bilingual program described on page
11, found, as they did for speaking, no differences by
program in English-listening.
The
study gave no
indication of how the children might compare with
English born and educated children.
What about children of .a minority group whose
first language is not official? Several investigators
have tested minority group
children In bilingual
prograbs to determine how well
they listen in the
official, second language. The bilingual programs vary
but
include home bilingual° tutorials, concurrent or
simultaneous translation,
alternate day
bilingual
programs and 50-50 programs.
The children's first
languages include Spanish, Punjabi, Italian, Finnish,
Ukrainian, Frisian,
and Gupapuyngu.
The -cohtrolchildren are similar and are usually being schooled
mostly in the official language. The results show that
these children learn. to listen in the official second
language as well as, or better, in. the bilingual
programs
as
they
do in
the regular
programs.
Unfortunately, with few exceptions, no comparisons were
made with children whose native and school language was
the official
language. One investigator, Moody, who
made such
a
comparison
reported that
both the
experimental and control Punjabi children did poorly in
auditory discrimination when compared with Caucasian
children; Another investigator, Wijnstra, wrote that
the Frisian children were slightly poorer than the
province of Utrecht group born and educated in Dutch in
grade one but were improving by grades two and three.
Descriptions 'of most of these programs are supplied on
pages 6, 7, 6, 13 and 15.
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Genesee has studied the relationship of I.Q.
measures to listening skills and concluded that the two
are not related.
Summary

The following six paints 'arise from.the studies
reviewed in this section on listening,_
-1.

Children whose first language is an official one
and who use that language
tn the home and
comvnity w414 maintain their listening skills in
,that language while educationally 'immersed in a
'secohd language. (An example is English-speaking
ln Toronto immersed in French.)
liden 'children lis
a
heritage language at
,home, bilingual' 'schooling may
little to improve

their listenieg 'skills in their heritage language.
children in
(An exaslilln,e is: Spanish-speaking
California.)
q.

3.

When childrewdo not hear their heritage language
so each at homew.bilingual schooling .may improve
their listening. skills-ip their heritage language.
(An example is 'Ukrainian children in Edmonton.)
.

4.

,

Children. in an imiliestonfrOgram of a 'second
official language loarn'tilA: listen in the second
language better than if -Wallet( in a traditional
program that teaches the .econd language as a
subject for about 20 minutes- a day; they may:even
reach native -like proficiency.
Such children
usually have minimal expOture
to ,,,the
second
language in the home AWcommunity.
(An, example
is English-speaking Toronto
children learning
French.) When the children 'have exposure to, the
second language in the home and comiUnity, the
amount of school exposure may beinss important in
terms
of listening
skills
(An
example
is
Piiipinotpeaking children learning English in the
Philippines..)

S.

Shildren of minority groups whose first language
is not official can learn to listen to an official
second language .'in bilingual programs as well as
or.better than in official-language-only programs.
However' the
to
which these children
approach
native-like :proficiency
is
rarely
measured*
(An example
is ,Spanish- children
learning English in the United States.).
Measures of I.Q.
skill.

may not be related
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Writing and Language Skills

11wItilluulAjdomELEJUILUL4LuLAUMULEJLLEIt
Language,

Assessing the effects on writing and language
skills in the official first language, English, of
`learning through a second language in the early years
of schooling has been a. central focus of research on
Canadian French immersion programs. Three methods of
assessing the English' writing and language skills have
been used. The most commonly used method has been that
of standardized tests; the second, the evaluation of
compositions; and the third, the close procedure.
Twelve investigations
have used
subtests of
language skills from the Canadian Tests of Basic Skills
(CTBS) and/or the Nett000litan Achfevemenl Test (NAT)
that
test spelling,
punctuation,
capitalization,
these
vocabulary and usage.
researchers 'have tested
the French-immersion children at' various elementary
grade levels and in the majority of cases compared tht
results with children in regular English programs with
or without FSL and of similar I.Q. and socio-economic
levels.
The results are quite consistent indicating
initial
nitial lags
that French-immersion children
in the English skills measured by these tests up to the
grade three level , after which the _trends are reversed
and immersion students perform as well as or outperform
This is a
students in regular English programs.
immersion
programs
logical finding, since most French
spent in French and
gradually decrease the time
increase the time spent in English with each new grade

Andrew et al, /980

Bulk 1 Swela,1975
Sulk & Simla, 1978
Bulk at al, 197?
erect at al, 1973
Snuck it al, 1974.
Brack at al, 1975
Crawford, 1984

Edwards &

Cumuli, 1976
leptle it dlip 1961

Miaow & Day, 1982
Swale it al, 1981

level.

Some investigators of French immersion programs
have had students (above grade two) write compositions,
detailed
then conducted
letters and
stories or
The Genesee
of
the writing.
technical analyses
investigations scored written compositions on nine
sentence
sentence accuracy,
dimensions:
spelling,
originality,
and
variety,
organization,
complexity
length, punctuation, vocabulary and overall impression.
studied vocabulary (variety and
Swain qualitatively
errors), technical skills (punctuation, capitalization
and
sentences
grammar (types
of
and spelling),
addition to
and creativity.
In
syntactic errors)
analyses, two
researchers, Crawford and
technlcal
While
Lapkin also rated the compositions holistically.
the details and results of these studies vary somewhat,
the overall conclusion is that immersion students write
regular English programs.
students in
as well
as
Genesee and Stanley concluded:

These findings suggest that the
no
had
immersion
students
difficulty expressing themselves in
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Genesee at al, 1978
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written form.
In no case did an
immersion group score lower than a
nonimmersion group on organization,
originality, or overall; on the
contrary, the immersion students in
particular grades
scored higher
than the nonimmersion students on
each of
these dimensions.
It
appears, at least intuitively, that
organization,
originality,
and
overall
expression
are
basic
prerequisites
for
effective
expression.
Besides these basic
skills,
effective
expression
ultimately requires proficiencyln
linguistic,
skills
related -to
sentence structure, vocabulary and
punctuation. Again, the immersion
students 'performed as well as the
nonimmersion
students in
these
areas.
Therefore, the immersion
students seemed to be at least as
well equipped as the nonimmersion
students to express themselves in
written English.
(Genesee A Stanley, 1976, p.15)

.

The English Stor Com letion Test
is
athird
strategy used by
mmers on researchers for
providing a
measure of overall
English language
proficiency.
It
is
a
Ooze procedure test that
consists of passages of prose in which the first And
last paragraphs or sentences are left intact and every
seventh word is deleted from the body of the passages,
to be,completed by the students. The few researchers
who have used this test in grades three through eight
have found no significant differences between immersion
students and regular program students.

*somata.-

Wks

3+ra1A, 197$
Cluvy&

Csisies,19115

Lsomitteleit
SnInitel, MO

Thillisonton French immersion program studied by
Carey and Cummins is somewhat different from other
Canadian immersion programs in
that the children
enrolled are both Anglophones and Francorhones and are
instructed in the medium. of French for 80% of the
school
day.
This .meant
that the official
first
language, French, of the Francophone students could be
examined.
A French Ooze test indicated thit they
scored the same as Franco-Ontario students who attended
separate Francophone schools but lower than Quebec
Francophone groups.

.

Macnamara reported.
results similar
to these
Canadian French oimmersion studies after an extensive
study of English- speaking Irish children. Five groups
of fifth standard children were involved: group one was
taught ail. subjects in English in all classes; group
two was taught arithmetic in Irish as infants only;

Mansura. 'WC

group three was taught arithmetic. in Irish as infants
first
and
standard- only;
group four
was taught
-arithMetic in Irish as infants to third standard; and
group five was taught all subjects in Irish in all
classes.
Using
the
Moray Mouse English Test 14
(MHE 14) that includes tests of spelling, punctuation,
vocabulary, Capitalization, the formation of adjectives
from nouns and syntax, he found.that the five groups
did not differ significantly In mean English quotient.
Therefore, Irish children did
the same in their
official
first language when educated entirely in
Irish, bilingually in Irish and English or entirely in
English. Macnamara, however, went .a step further than
the French immersion researchers and, compared the Irish
children to British primary school children and ,found
that all five groups of Irish children performed more
poorly on the MIE, 14. Then, after devoting several
pages to a discussion of why the MHE 14 may be more
suitable for British children than Irish children, he
concludes by saying the finding is a grave matter and
questions the general policy for,the restoration of the
Irish language.
The
bilingual Ukrainian/English
progrims
in
Manitoba and Edmonton may also be included in this
section (see description on page 6).
Use of school
system tests of spelling and the CTBS indicated that
bilingually educated children performed as well
in
Englisn as
similar children
in
regular
English
programs. Caution must be exercised in interpreting
these results, however, since the authors do not report
whether the children first spoke English' at home.

Chapman, 1982

And, finally, the results of an American study in
Florida also corroborate the French-immersion findings.
In the early 1960's, Coral May elementary school
in
Florida became a complete 'two -Nay bilingual school* in
a
middle -class community in which there ware about
equal numbers of monolingual English-speaking American
children and Spanish-speaking Cuban refuyee children.
The ambitious purpose at Coral Way was to teach both
'groups
of children to understand, speak, read, and
write a second language and to learn through both
English and Spanish. 6aardner and Richardson describe
the program as follows:

Glerdner &

In
Dade County there is a high
concentration of
literate Cuban
refugees
who have
a
vigorous
culture
of
their
Many
own.
residents of the South Florida area
have a sympathetic attitude toward
these
Spanish-speaking
people.
This
attitude was
particularly
strong in 1963 when the bilingual
school was getting under way.
(6aardner & Richardson, 1968, p.38)
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The teachers at each grade level
were paired in teams consisting of
one native speaker of English and
one native speaker of Spanish. The
English-Speaking teacher of each
team
was ces onsible
for
the
academic instru
in
English of
one
group of
pat
nglishspeaking pupils and one gro
native
Spanish-speaking
pupils.
The Spanish-speaking teacher was
responsible for the instruction in
Spanish of the same two:, groups of
pupils.
Three
bilingual aides,
former teachers in Cuba, assisted
in the music, art,
and physical
education programs. They were free
to use either language in their.
classes.

a

Pupil
in,
the experimental
bilingual
rogram were taught for
approxima ely half the day through
English
n4 half the day-,through
Spanish. Normally all new concepts
were first presented in the native
language' in
the morning,
then
reinforced in the second language
in the afternoon.
II
(Gaardnir
Richardson,
1968
pp.36-7)
.

Using the English version of the Cooperative
Inter-American Reading,Tests
the investigafors found.
that the Englith-spesking American children in this
program could .spell as well as corresponding children
studying the regular curriculum in the monolingual.
control school.
anguage

Children in bilingual programs are usually not
ones learning a
non-official, .non - heritage second
language.
However,
the English-speaking
American
children. in the .mtwo-way bilingual school' descried in
the preceding section-were learning Spanish. Using the.
Spanish version.
of the
Cooperative Inter-American
Reading Tests, the AnvesSigators
found that these
children were. making.good progress toward learning to
spell in Spanish, although the lack of a Spanish born
and educated control group makes it difficult to say
just how good that progress was.
The authors state
that after four years, the children still achieved
better through English than through Spanish, but that
the differences were decreasing year by year.
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Writing

d Language Skillsrin a Her

age Language

is
again
Way stud
(see abov
The Co 1
on Cuban
pertinent, but n this ins ance the focus
The
language,
Spani
herit e
children and th=
n or
premise'was that
Cuba children would IMain
th ir native language whil at
further their skills
The investigato
nglish.
the_ same 'time learnin
reported the children per riledtliesaire- tn-Spafftsir-asThey did not
rograms.
those in regular Engslis
ban born and Spanish
compare the children.. wi h
educated children, se. it s imp sible to say exactly
how well they were achievi g in S nish. The:variable
this se ion' was that of
tested and of interest i

&Bordner &
Richerdson, 1968

"spelling ".

atisfied with
he Spanish
Cohen also seemed
e children
erican
grade
t
writing !skills of Mexicanscription
in a bilingual program in alifornia (se
tory in
children
writ
=
a
the
He had
on page 7).
Spanish as suggested, by a equence of t elve lctures
and then scored them ..on seven dimen ions: verbal
f voce lary,
qutputi range of vocabular ,' diversity
accuracy of spelling, 'gra atical carrec ness, q
ffectiveness f expres ion.
of sentence structure and
invited nu ber
his
concl
sions on a
However, he bated
c ildren b ng
control
of select NeXican-American
receiving conventio 1
educated in n. nearby echo 1
on Max can born .a
not
English-only education and
Spanish educated control chi dren.
of
studies
The
Edmonton
in
programs
Ukrainian Language Tests

bilingual
Eng ish/Ukrainiiin
the
using
Manitoba
an.
he Edmonton
dev loped by

Public School Board showed the the elemen ary children
were beginning to develop Ukr inian writ, g skills at
grade .three and made significa t improveme is from year
re studied,
to year. No control groups otany kind
and the Edmonton teachers were more likely to rate the
children AS doing every poorly* or "poorly in writing
than every well* or *well*.
Lund, Sweden
in
Department of Education
evaluated an elementary bilingual program for. Finnish
children in which they attended a Finnish-speaking/
for two years followed by an elementary
pre-school
where they were taught In both Finnish and
school
Swedish with reading and writing first introduced 10
Finnish:
The

The teaching group for a work teem
class
Swedish
two
comprised
teachers, who were responsible for
parallel class each, a Finnish
a
charge of
in
teacher, who was
Finnish teaching, and an immigrant
the immigrant
teacher to teach
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children Swedish,
In addition to
these teachers, ;certain 'sepias had
access to remedial .teachnrs on the
normal basis and -- in the case of
non-Finnish immigrant pupils .-- to
home
.language:
teachers.
This
teacher density does not deviate
from the normal resource allocation
in schools.
The only deviation
100115f occurred was that the home
language practice periods for all
the Finnish immigrant - pupils
rum\ together and the children were
assembled in e single group and
allotted their own Finnish teacher
and an extra Classrool for their
Finnish periods.
(LIffgren

and

trAtinenstitirgetstam,

2982 p.324)
As in the preceding studies, the investigators
concluded that the child ens
made imprOvements in
their heritage langu
, Finnish, but they also
compare 'the results with norms for Finnish children in
Finland and wrote:

The project chlldr 's command of
their first
limp' ge, 'both
at
pre-school level and in Grades 2-4
of elementary schoo
is
roughly
one S.O. below th
average for
single-language Finn sh children in
Finland, It should be pointed out
that
the curriculum
and
time
allocation at junior level are not
the same in Finland and Sweden,
which
somewhat
impedes
direct
comparisons of school achievements
between the two countries,
An

investigation
of
the
development
of
the
project
children's level of proficiency in
Finnish fi.om year-to year reveals
that
they
have
retained
approximately the
same relative
level compared' to children of the
sane 'age% in Finland. This gleans
that their knowledge of their first
language has developed
all
the
time.
It
is true.
that their
average level of proficiency is
lower than. that of the norm group
.
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'Finnish children in Finland', but
their development proceeds at a
normal speed.
6
(lofgren
Ovvinen-8i rgerstam,
1982, p.326)

the other hand, these Finnish children were
shown to be better in' Finnish language skills than
similar Finnish children in Swedish-only classes, This
result can be interpreted to mean that the children in
the Swedish-only classes were not able to. maintain
their Finnish as well as those studying the language at
school. Such was not the case for Cuban children in
Florida whose
Spanish spelling
was as
good in
English-only classes as in the bilingual clastes. This
difference mrly be 'Aittributable to very 'dissimilar
social
and family conditions.
In contrast
to the
Cubans in Florida (see page 23),
On

The -Finns' own identity does not
got support or acceptance from the
majority. The minority status is
low.
Unfavourable
stereotyped
ideas and prejudices are felt about
the members of: the minority.
They attempt to conceal their
ethnic origin, which is felt to be
inferior. ... They try. to avoid
verbal communication so as not to
reveal their stigmatized identity.
and
(Skutnabb-Kangas
Toukomaa
1976, p'.36)

The-parents are often both on shift
work, and work so hard that they do
not have time or energy to spend
with the children.
this small
amount of communication between the
generations
particularly
is
detrimental
for the
linguistic
development of migrant children:
To
this
we
must
add
the
communication
and
socialization
models of the social group: in a'
working class milieu, language may
be used for informative, personal
and
interpersonal' functions less
than
In
the
middle class.
Often the parents are not aware of
the importance of their own role in
the development of the children's
mother
tongue,
in
especially
migrant conditions.

Skutnabb4saps a
Too Wm" 1976

Because of
sub-culture ."

the Finns'
silent
one does not even
hear &Couch Finnish as the number
of Finns would suggest,
on tbe
street, in public, transport and in
other public places.
(Skutnabb-Kangas
and
Toukomaa,
1976, pp.39-40)

Writing and Longue'', Arts in an Official Second
Language

The Canadian researchers of French immersion have
frequently Chosen the Test de Rendement en Fran o is to
evaluate how successfully.the English-speakfig children
learn the official second language, French. It is a
series of tests of achievement in French-used by the
Commission des lEcoles Catholiques de Montreal and by
the Ministry of Education
in Quebec with native
French-speaking students.
(The grade three test, for
example, involves such topics as synonyms, antonyms,
rearranging
words. into
a
sentence,
alphabetical
sequences, tenses and stylistics.)
Raw total scores
have usually been referred to stanine.norms established
for native French. speakers in Montreal and have Shown,
on
the average that the children's French language
skills develop from year to year in immersion programs
but are not quite as .sophisticated at any particular
grade level as native speakers of French. Their scores
usually ,fell within the
third, fourth and fifth
stanines. The studies also show that children develop
better French language skills in immersion programs
than they do in regular programs that teach French-asa-second language (FSL), even
when the immersion
programs are begun late in elementary school or in high
.

Andrew t si.1
Batik Stade« 1.
awn aivaish i.
mrockstacilt
Crevford,19114
Geasson, 1976

Seemosets161

Liptlest

8141f,

Sa*Pria k hie
holopoi.

lesfomtlffe

Swan at IL, VI
Tucker at slo 19

school.
The Test de mots 1. trouver is . a Ooze procedure
test (simiTar to the English .cloze test discussed on
page 22)
that provides an overall measure of French
language proficiency. Administrations of this test to
French immersion Anglophone students at or above grade
five also indicate that the students learn French
language skills but do not do quite as well as native
French children.
Early immersion students do better
than late immersion .students.

The study of

French immersion. in Edmonton
(see
page 22)
included an English Ooze test (the second
official language) for the French children enrolled in
the immersion program and concluded that they did as
well as English speaking control children in Ontario.
The dominant English environment of these children must
therefore have some influence on their language skills
even though their school program is 80% French.
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Analyses of compositions written in French and
English by grade three and grade eight French immersion
students have indicated that the students write better
in English:

The written English language skills
'of the grade eight Immersion pupils
appear to be superior to their
written French language skills. A
comparison between the compositions'
written in
French and
English
reveals that
those written
in
French:

ware
rated as being
of a
sltghtly.poortr quelity in terms of
creativity and sophisticatton of
thought and written expressiOn
1)

2) were shorter iniength
3) contained a greater proportitn
of vocabulary, syntax and spelling
errorso.as well as errors related
to the use of adjectives, articles

and premitioni/advirbs/pronouns
4) contained a greater proportion
of simple and compound sentences

.

There was, however, a greater
variety fn the use of noun's in the
French compositions (the variety in
the use of verbs was the same for
both
the
English
and
French
compositions)
and fewer
errors
related
to
capitalization
and
punctuation.
These results indicate that
despite being
enrolled in
the
French
Immersion
program,
this
writt'n English language skills of
the pupils are superior to theft.
written French
language skills.
Many of the errors made in the
French compositions'Were in fact,
due to a confusion wit.k-Inglish.
(Crawford, 1984; p.21)

The St. Lambert French immersion students at gra
eight, however, were found to write about the same in
French as French control children, although Bruck et
al.
felt that both groups wrote very poorly.
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A study 'by

Popp somewhat supports what Carey and
Cummins -found for the French. students in a. -French
immersion program in Ediontool(see pages 22 and 28).
Popp studied the complete system ofbilingual education
(French and English) for French-speaking students in
the Niagara South Board of Education. The setting is
described as follows:

Popp

1976

-Within the Niagara South system,
one family of schools provides a
bilingual program. It consists of
three junior
elementary schools
with 900 students, one intermediate
school
(Grades Seven and Eight)
with'
300
students,
and
one
secondary school with 800 students.
All
verbal
interaction frOm
Kindergarten to Grade Two is in
French. Beginning is Grade Three,
English reading is introduced, and
English is' pursued as a subject of
study to the end of the secondary
school program. From Grade Seven,
English is employed as the language
of instruction part of the time in
Mathematics and Science, and at the
level,
secondary
SO%
of
the
subjects are presented in English.
Otherwise, a major goal of the
schools is to encourage the use of
Freoth rather than English on the
assumption that the students make
sufficient use of English in the
community at large.
(Popp, 1976, pp.366-6).

Using the 4o-operative English Tests (CET), Popp
reported that the French-speakfng children in ,this
bilingual
program did as well as English born and
educated students in the mechanics of English but less
well in English effectiveness.
,

One other research work,deals with the abilities
of children, who know one official language,
in
a
second official language in a bilingual 'educational
setting. Macnamara studied the Irish language skills
of
'English-Speaking children
in
Engtish-speaking
districts in Ireland (see page 22) and found that the
more Irish was used as a medium of instruction, the
better the Irish language skills, but that the skills
never matched those of Irish-speaking and educated
children living in a primarily Irish-speaking district.

A remaining seven papers focus on the writing and
language
skills in an official
second language for
children who are definitely minority groups and whose
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Altana I Appal, 1982
first language is.not official.
These are the Cuban
Cobs., 1975
and Mexican children in Aierica, the Finnish children
Surber &
in Sweden, the Frisian, Turkish and Moroccan children
Richardson, 1968"
in Holland and the Aboriginal children in Australia.
611s
et IL, 1981
One of the assumptions behind the bilingual programs
Liffgres & Oddest.
set up for these children (see descriptions on pages 7,
13, 23 add 20.is that children need to begin
ilrgaritam, 1982
12,
`education in their first language in order to succeed
Moore & Parr, 1978
Wijastra, 1980
in the official second language. Using standardized
tests, Ooze tests and/or ratings of compositions, the
writing and/or language skills were compared to similar
children in regular official language programs. Only
Wijnstra and LUfgren and OuvineftBirgerstam .--compared
the results to children born and educated in the
official
language.
The
results
are
somewhat
contradictory, although six investigators conclude that
the bilingual children do no worse in the official
Second language than similar children educated entirely
in the second language. Two investigations (Altana and
Appel, Gale et al.) suggest the bilingual children do
better while
one investigation (Moore
and Parr)
suggests they do.not. do as well. The Swedish study
found that the Finnish children' in the bilingual ,N
program were one standard deviation below the normative
average for Swedish--. children of the same age..
The
-Frisian study;
on the other hand,
found little
difference- in Dutch -composition writing between the
Frisian children and Dutch ,,children from Utrecht. The
lack of such comparisons in the other studies maims it
impossible to accurately judge the abilities of -.the
children in the official second language. This is
unfortunate, since obviously-control groups of children
bofn and educated in
the official
language were
available.
-

-

'

.

Bilinjual,Children in Monolingual Programs

To 'investigations
considered
the
.language
backgrounds of children enrolled in monolingual English
educational
.systems.
Bilingual
and
monolingual
children were compared on English essay writing in one
study and
language 'skills
(vocabulary, 'spelling,
capitalization, punctuation and usage) in the other,
The results were mixed.
:

4044..

Severer general observations can be drawn from the
review of writing and language skills examined in these
twenty - seven. investigations:
1.

Children whose first language is official and who
are exposed to the language in many aspects of
-'daily life
learn writing and language skills in
that
language while
bilingual
in
education
programs as
well
as
students
in
the same
geographic area educated in
a
regular first

Lewis & Lewis,
Tsushima &

Hogan, 1975
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language monblingual program.
(An example is
English-speaking
children
is
English/Irish
bilingual programs in Ireland.) Students in total
imMersion programs may experience lags in the
first years.

Children can make'progress in writing.and language
skills in a non-official, non - heritage second
language to a bilingual program while maintaining
their first official language writing and language
skills. (An exemplil is English-speaking children
in Florida learning Spanish.)
3,

Third and

fourth generation children of minority,
make progress in writing and language
skills 'in
their heritage language
while in
bilingual programs.
Howe-yore it is difficult to
say just how such Iprogrett they make, since few
investigators have used control groups born and
educated in'
that language.
(An
example is
Ukrainian children in Edmonton.)
groups'"can

4.

Children, whose first language is official can make
good progress in writing and language skills in a
second official language.
Their skills, however,
tend not to be as good as, their first language.
skillso'nor quite 'as good as children born and
educated in -that' second, official language. (An
example is English-speaking children in Toronto
learning French.) The more imiersed the children
are in, the second
language in
school and
community, the better their skills.

Children of minority groups whose first language
is non-official learn writing and language skills
in
a
second,
official
language is
in
well
bilingual programs as they do in regular official
language programs. However, exactly how well they
do is
indeterminable, since investigators have
rarely used controls born and educated in that
language.
(An example
is Turkish
children
learning Dutch in Holland.)
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Reading----fn an Official First Langton.
The Canadian Teifts---s-ftasic S
(CMS) (reading
subtext) and the Weir°
oe
Test (MAT)
wor
(word knowledge,
scr w not on en
Binding
comprehension subtests) have frequently been used toevaluate the English ,reading ability of French
immersion students in Quebec, Ontario and British
'Columbia. (Other standardized reading tests, including
readiness tests, have also been used by some.) In most
cases, the investigators have compared the scores with
scores of similar children in regu)ar English programs,
(I.Q. and SES are sitsietimes controlled.) The findings

t

of these studies are quite consistent. In the case of
early istmersio, studies that begin in kindergarten, the
kindergarten children immersed in French are found to
be as ready for. English grade one as regular English
program children.
At grades one through
prior
to the introduction of formal Englishthree,
language
instruction, the lasioried students lag behind
the
controls in English reading. The immersion students
make a quick recovery in English reading, usually
beginning in grade three, after English language arts
have been introduced. In grades four and five their
skills equal those of the English controls; while in
'grades .six and up their skills are *sometimes better.
In most cases of late immersion programs,, there is no

Andrew et aL, 1980
Basilic & Swab, 1975,

brit at .141977
trona at el, 1913
Brock et sl, 1974
Bracket al, 195
Crsvford, 1984.
CO14,19760
Edwards &

Cossaly, 1976

m,'

b)

Baassas it do Int

Gonne et el, WC

Loebert &
Tucker; 1972

Lsidlle

aliver et

i976
Salfsus & DaRi 19$2,
Swains

Lola, 1977
Soda at el

initial lag.

to
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Two American studies of English-speaking children
in bilingual programs; one a 'Spanish immersion. program
in Culver City, California and the other a program of
50-50 English/Spanish repeated' instruction: (see page
.24) corroborate the findings of the Canadian studies.
,English reading is not Jeopardized, although an initial
:tag may occur, in a program of total immersion. Reading
as tested with the
Inter-American Tests and the

Cohen, 1974

Gardner S
Richardson, 9968

Stanford Achievement Test.

Six studies haili 1-0-01redat.---c-h-i-l-dren who live in a
English-speaking environment and often use
English at home, but who take part in bilingual
programs
involving a
heritage language.
The
English/Irish programs hive been described on page 22
and the English/Ukrainian have been described on page
6. The following excerpts from Veldt (1976) describe
dominant

an English/German bilingual program in Cincinnati:
the
spring of
1974,
the
Cincinnati Board of Education gave
its approval for the establishment
of a unique public-school German
language
program:
the
German
English
Bilingual
Alternative
In

School.

...

_

Chasms, 1982

Unsettle Public
Schools,

1979

Ewasyskyn, 1980

Nacessars, 1966

Roller it all
Veldt, 1976

1977

4

The creation of such ''a program
in Cincinnati
is not unusual
in
view
of
the
public
schools'
educational heritage and beflefiCent
historical attitude toward Semen
studies.
... .strives. to provide
program
participants
with
the

requisite tools for ths mastery of
German language in a setting
which
also
stresses
academic
achievement
-in
the
regular
elementary
school
'curriculum.
Enrollment is open to any pupil
residing in the district.who is
free of uncorrected
speech. and
hearing impairments
and obvious
learning disabilities.

the

.

iiIagua.l
German instruction
was introduced- in the autumn of
1974 to .some E00 monolingual firstand second- grade pupils ill eight
classes.
at
%leo
Cincinnati
elementary schools. Each year the
program
vertically
skpands
to
encompass the next grade level. A
.

nine-to-twelve-year
currently envisioned.

sequence-------is

The initial three ,years of the
elementary curriculum
have been
designated
as
the
bilingual
readiness-portion- of the program.
During- these jeers approximately
one-fourth 170 minutes'
of the
daily instructional time is devoted
to German language learning.
The
seventy-minute. segment is divided.
into a morningand an afternoon
session during which an itinerant.
German teacher visits each class.
The remainder of the instructional
time is given over to the regular
elementary curriculum.

The second language time-block
is not utilized solely. for German
language
per
se.
study
Mathematics, music, art, and to a
lesser extant social studies. and

physical education arealso taught
through the medium of German. The
and frequency
amount
of
such
increase
content
with
the
competency
of
in
the
pupils
manipulating
in
German
the
processes and 'concepts involved,
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Reading and writing in

German are
the second
not introduced Until
year of instruction. This delay is
'based on the
premise that the
introduction
of
simultcneous
reading in two languages can lead
to possible interference and, thus,
be
to
the
can
detrimental
development
reading
of
proper
slalts-Thr both languages.
Excepton
for_ occasionaldiscussions
culturizapics, the
'selette4
bilingual
segment is :conducted

.

.

entirely in. Berman.

(Veldt, 1976, pp.45-6)
The research data. for
these programs (using
various standardized tests such as MAT, CTRS, AIIHE
Gates-NacGinitte an
the Stanford Achievement Test)
show that children learn to read giolTih Ofle In these
bilingual programs just as well as if they had been In
regular English-only programs.

The study of pupils in a soso Pilipino/English
alternate day program (see page. 11) and a study of
and full
immersion
pupils in Persian/Engfish. partial
-Vrogrews.,

genera-1 ty--show-tbit -the- clii-Ittreft-

I ea re to rued

lficial (for most, the first) language while
.The Iranian
studyinglnglish as a second language.
in an

study reports some exceptions dependent on SES).
Reading in a Heritage Language
bilingual
of SpantWEnglish
Several- studies
ie
taken -up the
programs in the United States
question of what happens to a chile , heritage language
while enrolled in a* bilingual progtam. All' have used
the Co-Operative Inter-American Test Pruarbas de kectura
to test Spanish reading, and al T. (except.one) have
in
similar 'Children
compared
the results
with
These bilingual programs vary
English-only program,.
widely in the amount of time the heritage language is
taught as a subject and/or used as a medium of
instruction. The Coral Way and Redwood City programs
have been described on pages 7 and 23. A Connecticut
°pairing* model for Puerto Rican children is described
as follows:
The children in the experimental
basic
group were
taught their
-reading,
writing,
skills
social
studies
arithmetic,
and
history
(emphasizing
the
cuiture of Hispanic peoples), and
by one
in
Spanish
science -teacher.
At the same time, an
teacher
English-speaking .0 Anglo
.
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begin teaching English, using an
aural-oral
approach.
When
individual. children
developed, a
sufficient English oral vocabulary,
she began teaching them to read and
write
in English.
The
Anglo
teacher was responsible not only
for developing the students' skills
in the English language, but also,.
in
concert
with
the
'Spanish - speaking
teacher,
for
providing
art,
music,
and
integrated learning. activities for
the children,
(Plante, 1977, p.427)
.

A New York City project at the junior high school
level taught reading skills in Spanish:
The
experimental treatment
was
instruction in
standard -Spanish
with, emphasis on specific reading
skills
in
Spanish.
Specially
prepared matarialtrand procedures
were employed *to'
teach reading
skills in Spanish.
These skills
.

JJ

included-word attack, using context
develop
word
meaning,
determining
main
ideas
of
paragraphs, following,a sequence of
events,
following
: written
directions,
making
-inferences,
recalling
stated
facts
and
skimming.
to-

Spanish instruction was given
the experimental group four times a
week for 45 minutes per session'at
School A and three times a week for
45 minutes per'session at School B.
The control group of School. A was
scheduled
for
four
additional
periods of art, music, and health
education.
The control group of
School B.was scheduled for three
additiOnal periods
of art
and
health education,
(Kaufman, 1968, pp.522-3)

Three of these studies found that the children in
the bilingual, Spanish/English programs scored mostly
the same in Spanish reading as those in English-only
programs. This is a difficult finding to ip,terprAt,
because no comparisons are made with-Spanith- born and
educated
children. Aoth-----graticii could be doing very
poorly or very--well: If both are learning to read in
Spanish, then the controls must be learning to read in

{Comae; 1975

(con

0.4 19,-

Gsardner

Richardson, 1%,

Moor. II Parr, If

Spanish with no formal instruction --. English reading
skills must. be transferred to their heritage language,
Spanish, or the children must be picking up the skills
outside Of school. Cohen et al. speculate about the
reasons for this finding.in California:

A number of explanations' might be
given for the fact that one group
of Mexican American children' from
the -Comparison 'school, where no
Instruction was 'given in Spanish,
scored .higher on Spanish reading
that the bilingual
group.
These
children may have.' been transfering
strong English reading skills to
Spanish
reading.
It
is: also
possible that.these- Children
were
getting help
in
Spanish
reading at, home where Spanish was
used.
Also
there
Is
some
indication
that
many
of
the
children. in the,,Comparison group
spent summers in Mexico where they
may
have learned
to read
in
Spanish.
Thus, there
are many
other
variables besides
formal
4-nst-rv-Wooith-i-cir-srtgItt affect a
child's ability to read Spanish.
(Cohen et,a1. 1976,.p.9)
The

dominant influente of the Cuban culture in
has been discussed one page 23. Many Texas
neighborhoods have predominantly
Mexican cultures.
Pryor describes the environment-of four San Antonio
schools as follows:
Florida.

these four elementary schools
are located in a section of San
Antonio that
is
100
per cent
Mexican-American where poverty is
everywhere evident. Spanish is the
language
which
is,
spoken
predominantly in the area.' All of
the children in the project spoke
Spanish Woks starting to school.
Even the radio and television
programs are in Spanish.
(Pryor, 1967, p.6)

It may be, then, that _at the elementary grades at
children 'will
leard to read their heritage
language in any type of bilingual program, as long as
the surrounding community is dominated by the heritage
language and culture.
least,

Pryor, 1967

Puerto Riein .children, on the other hand, in
Connecticut and New York, may not be in neighborhoods
that Are so saturated 'with the Spanish language and
Puerto Rican'cUlture, for 'two studies have shown that
the children learn to read
Spanish bitter in a
Spanish/English bilingual program than in English-'only
programs where they would need to learn to me Spanish
.

suamoliWia
Isiamte,1917

outside the school..*

The Finnish children in Sweden (dee page 21) are
in an environment that discourages the use of Finnish
the
maintenance
Finnish
culture,
and
of
the
consequently, they too learn to read Finnish better in
a
Orograte
than in
FinniihiSwqdish, bilingual
a
neither
program, although
situation
SwedisWiOnly
produces the ability to read Finnish as well as Finnish
born and educated children in Finland.
Edmonton
----ttirratirtailfE*9141-h---h-l-nivoial---programs in
and Manitoba helped ,the children learn to read in
Ukrainian (teachers rated their skills quite highly)'
but the lack of. any kind of control groups makes it
(See page 6.)
'di414-cortt-toHirew further-coscloatons.
r

And finally, 'Genesee et al. 'found that children
in a trilingOal
could learn to read Hebrew as well
program (Hebrew, French and English) as in a bilingUal
program (Hebrew and French). 'Therchildren were first
Englia-speekersio. Hebrew was their langiage of culture
and religion. Again, -the lack of a control group born
and completely educated in Hebrew makes it difficult to
say just how well they read in Hebrew. (More details
are given on page 6,)

Wove a Owl*
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Reading in a Non-official, Non - heritage, Second Language
not often that elementary .children are
is
read In
language that
a "second
taught to
Way two-way
non - official and .non-heritage. The Coral
It

is

Seardnet'l

Richardson, 19U

bilingual program, in Florida, previously described on
page 23, however, is one instance.
English-speaking
learning to read in
children were involved with'
the
Co-operative Inter- American,
Using
Spanish..
Reading Testst the children were found to be making
good .progress toward\ learning to read in Spanish,
although the lack of a\Cuben born lnd Spanish educated
ifficult.to say Just how good
control. group makes
it
vestigators write that after
that progress was. The
ill achieved better through
four yelciLAkechildren
e difference
English than .t roug
was decreasing year bY ear.
The *Culver City Sp ish \immersion program in
These excerpts
stance.
California is a second
describe the setting and progr
\

.

Cohen, lin*
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A
"Pilot'
group'
of
nineteen
five-year-old monolingoat English
speakers
were
taught
the
kindergarten curricUlum completely
in Spanish.
1n:the fall *of
1972,.
fifteen
Engliak-speaking
children from the original .Pilot
kindergarten continued with Spanish
,

immersion

.

grade
1, and six
or
monolingual
Spanish-speskers'wers added to the
group.
A
new
"Follow-Upa.
kindergarten
group
of
English
speakers melted .the 'same 'Spanish
.Issictsfon____.progras that the 1.1 lot
group had received, with the same
Mexican-American
teacher.
There was.no special funding, no
teacher -aides,
and no
special
curriculum or hardware.
.14
many
instances, 00. Spanish Immersion
teacher
'observed
and
borrowed
techniques
from
the
conventional English kindergarten
and first-iirade teachers
in

dominant.

.

.

_The_chttdran knew that Spanish_
was the language 'of instruction
right from:the start. When ,native
Spanish - speaking
students
were
added to the
classroom at the
first-grads
level,
they
were
welcomed by the Engltshspeakitg
students as models of Spani sh,. and,
more important, as friends.
Parental
support
far
the
Spanish - immersion program has been
very strong.
Two families
reported .changing' their personal
plans for the sake of the program.
One Anglo parent expressed
pleasure that the project
would
enhance
cross-cultural
understanding.
(Cohen, 1974, pp.96-7).

Students in the Pilot
group were given the
Inter-American Prueba ae Lecture as a test of Spanish
-----017eecrn-"Treanggrie.etes was also administered
to students of similar age, in Ecuador, to obtain
comparative
data
on
Spanish
reading
witkin
a
monolingual Spanish school system in a Spanish-speaking
country; Thera was no significant difference between
the two groups on either the subtests or on the total
test.
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third experiment investigated the extent to
which elementary school'children in bilingual programs
in Iran learned to read two languages - Persian and a
non-official second language, English -.that have quite
different linguistic and'writing .systems.
The authors
describe the sociolinguistic context as follows:

Cwea .S -_.._

A

_

Burned, 1976

Although Persian' (Farsi) is the
main language of communication In

second..
knowledge -of
Iran,
language
a
considered
is
.

desideratum for advancement in most
fields.
Indeed,. all upper middle
class and upper class members of
society are presumed to have.some
command of one foreign language,
and both the Kipg and the Queen
speak at least two other languages.
Parents who sand their children to.
bilingual schools are members of
the upper middle class and upper
class.
Their
commitment
to
bilingual education is evident in
their choice of a bilingual school
over one of the 'better quality
The
private monolingual schools.
children -att
schools have an extremely positive
type
of
toward
the
attitude
education they are receiving.
(Cowan & Saraeed 1976. pp.96-7)
Iranian children 'fn grades one, three and six in
instruction in. English with 1,1/2
full immersion (all

hours of Persian a day) and partial immersion (subjects
taught in English and Persian for 1/2 day -each)
bilingual programs were administered the vocabulary and
the
Gate -Haceinit e
comprehension
subtests' of
stu en s
rom an
Reading Tests and compared with
school with no'lranian children.
'English monolingual
children in the two bilingual
At grades one and three
programs scored as well or bet.rr than .the controls.
experimental children
at
grade six the
However,
monolingual Persian
home
those of
(particularly
immersion program) tended
backgrounds in the partial
not
to score as well as the controls (usually the
vocabulary subtest).
Reading

The studies of Canadian French immersion programs
full and partial) have shown' that
(early and late;
English-speaking children learn to read the official
second language,' French, better than similar children
i n regular programs
that teach French-as-a-second
language.
However, when their scores were judged
according to norms for native French-speaking pupils in
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Montreal, the investigators usually concluded that the
.chijdren did not quite reach native-like proficiency.
When scores were compared to specially chosen control
groups
of- Montreal
French - speaking and
educated
children, immersion program children in some studies
.did as well and in other studies did W. A couple of
studies suggest that as early immersion children reach
higher grades, at which time the percentage of French
in the program is frequently decreased, reading skills
may begin to fall even further. behind French control
children. The studies generally show that the amount
of contact time- in French is important in learning to
read French; that is, full immersion is more effective
thah partial
immersion; early immersion
is more
effectiVe than late Immersion; and, out of class use of
French helps.
.

.

.

Crawford, 1984

Cato, 1976
Edwards &

Comedy, 1976
Goos:sa, 1976
Sonesse, 1978(b)

Gesosee et sly 1977
&sasses it al, 1970 Lsmbart &
Tacker, 1972

Lapkia it si, 1981
Shapolo & Bay, 1982
Stepson &

Kafue, 197$
Swab &
Lepkio, 1977

Swab it el, 1901

Several of these researchers used the norms of the
Test de Rendement en Francais. Other. researchers used
tests aevefiped at the Ontario' Institute for Studies in
Education by the Bilingual Education Project .such -as
the Test 'de leectqm land
and the
st de
gprhension
de Otcrit. The Test
'California
used. Others had children read 'passages from books,
.magazines,
and newspapers or read and fill out job
application forms.

Tucker it ale 1976

Ciw was also

Macnamara's study in Ireland (see page"22) reports
findings similar to. those of the Canadian French
immersion studies.
Using a test of. Irish constructed
by inspectors of the Department of Education including
items measuring. vocabulary and comprehension' of prose
passages, he found that Irish quotients increased for
the English-speaking Irish children as the use. of Irish
as
a teaching medium increased.
The group lamersed
entirely in Irish until the fifth standard was even as
good as the native Irish-speaking.children in Western
Ireland.

Mlisamica, 1966

Grade twelve French students
in
a
bilingual
French/English program in the Niagara South Board of
Education (see page 30) and grade one Filipino students
a bilingual Pilipino/English program in the Republic
Of the Philippines (see page 11) were both tested in
their English reading ability.
For both groups of
students, English is a second official language of
Oder communication.
The results indicated that both
were making progress in English reading but that
control
students educated entirely in English were
somewhat better.

Pm, 1976

Another set of thirteen studies focus on children
who occupy a minority status in a country and have a
first language that is non-official in that country.
Bilingual programs have been started for such children,

Tucker at al, 1970

usually on the premise that the children will do better
in*the-offitial second-language if their first language
is recognised and used in the educational setting.
Five of these studies report impressive positive
findings. 'First, the bilingual program for Aboriginal
children in Australia has been described on page 13.
In 1976, the children in Years five, six andleven of
the bilingual program were liven the chonell Re din
A 6 Test and the 000 Sight Mo ds 1es an
compare
w
similar, children -4A
monolingual education syitem. At the Year ftvelevel9
the English-only children were*Performing significantly
better than the bilingual children. -NoweVer, by Year
sixt there was no significant difference between the
performance 7- of the' -bilingual
children and
the
English-only.children, and by the Year seven level the
superiority of the bilingual children was statistically
highly significant on one test. The authors concluded
by writing:
It

plain

is

that

although

the

bilinguallr
schooled
children
generally performed better then the
children
from the
English-only
program, their standards were still
considerably below
the national
average.
-Bilingual
ducetion is
an
improvement
effecting
in
standards, but it will need to be
supported by further research into
crosscvltural
education
and
Aboriginal learning and cognition,,
improved
professional
training of
in
those involved
Aboriginal education.
(Gale et al., 1981, p.309)
and

by

Secondly, the bilingual program for Puerto Rican
children in Connecticut has been described on page 35.
At the end of the two-year study period, the children
in both the experimental
and control groups were
analyzed
with
the
English
version
of
the.
Inter-American Reading Tests.
The experimental group
of second- and third-grade children achieved a greater
growth in English reading -than did the children
remaining in theEnglish-oriented classrooms.
This
author concludes:

Judging from what has taken place
in the bilingual-bicultural program
for, children at Columbus School,
there seems to be no doubt that
students who are dominant in a
language other than English benefit
,greatly from a program that teaches
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all

the basic .skills in Spanish
ycombined with English language arts
instruction.
(Plante, 1977, p.427)
.

1A

A basic assumption of a third bilingual program forlavajo children. at. Neck Potato Arizona -- was that
learning- to read in.the language one, speaks will
probably result in better 'reading skills, which will
later result in better reading in-the second language;
141414sh,

-Aatnirstrati-mrof----theStanfotd-Atlitiffeilaiit"

Test to fourth and .fifth graders-ln the trilingual
program revealed that although the, students were below
the national norms,' they were not as. far-below as
similar children without bilingual education had been
in an earlier year. When.compared with children from
eight other English monolingual SIA schools. on the
Navajo reservation, the bilingually educated children
were much closer to the national norm: and demonstrated,.
a greider
growth rate
In
reading
skills,
The
researchers also
compared Navajo. children in
a
continuousbilingual program
with
those in
an
interrupted one and found that the continuous program
vat more beneficial.
While a certain caution must be
exercised because no attempt was.made to account for or
control the many other variables, the authors give,the
following interpretations and conclusions:
Students taught
to read
in
a
language that is unfamiliar face
two tasks.
They must learn fto
understand (if not talk) the new
language, And they must learn the,
skill
of _reading,
using
that
language.
In
the
bilingual
approach, reading is taught in a
familiar language,
reducing the.
task facing the child to that of
learning the skill
of reading.
Once
reading
skills have
been
established in the first language,
they can be transferred to the
second language (which the child
has been learning orally for some
time).
Both the fourth
and fifth
graders in this study had received
instruction in content areas in
Navajo since the third grade. The
teaching of Science and of Navajo
Social
Studies in
the
Navajo
language may have given students
practice
in
critical
thinking
beyond the level accessible to them
in
a
Monolingual
English
curriculum. :Teaching in Navajo may
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also have given the Navajo language
iquatiireitige wfth English. ...
Data presented here suggests
that the effects of (continuos)
bilingual
instruction
may
be
cumulative:
that
Navajo
while
students who have receitly:(1n 2nd
grads) added reading in English to
reading in Navajo-may do'no better
on standardized achievement tests
then Navajo, students
who began
reading in English, they do achieve
better
test scores
each
year
therealler.
Nor
does
the
di 'forest. seem to remain the same.
The students who learned to read in
Navajo appear 4:11)
obtain
cores
progressively higher than those whO
did not. In effect, their rake of
growth
helps then
to
achieve
rogressively
clAtor
to
the
"national norms'" In
each grade
third through sixth,
instead of
maintaining.
a
continuous
neducationally ,retarded level of
achievement.
(Rosier I Farella, 1976, pp.387-8)
A fourth study examined the effectiveness
of
bilingual instruction with Cherokee Indian students.
The Cherokee
tribe in northeastern
Oklahoma- was
identified as one of 'the American Indian tribes with
the greatest need for bilttgual education because of
their high dropout rate from the public schools, their
language deprivation, and.tbeir high unemploymeht and
poor economic conditions.
The Charokee Bilingual
Education Program was funded and began operation in
1969* in
four rural dependent schools
in Oklahoma.
Because the project schools did not have bilingual
teacheri, bilingual Cherokee Indian teacher aides were'
employed to work with the classroom teacher in a team
effort to provide bilingual education for. the Indian
child. The SRA Achievement Series was aftinistered to
two treatment groups of eighth grade students (one' had
participated in
five
the bilingual
program for
cOnsecutive years, the other for four) and a control
group who did not
receive bilingual instruction.
Control variables were educational ability, age, sex,
degree of Indian blood, Indian tribee,pass-fall record,
grade point average, speaker of Cherokee and father's
level,
The results related to reading
edOtational
were:

When the reading achievement scores..
of
Indian children who received
bilingual
five
instruction for
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consecutive years were compired to
the reading achieyement scores of
comparable Indian children who did
not receive, bilingual instruction,
the Indian thildren who received
bilingual.
instruction
scored
significantly higher on, the reading
-achievement subtest than did those
not
receiving
bilingual
instruction.
2. When the reading achievement scores
of Indian children who received
bilingual
instruction for
four
consecutive years were compared to
the reading, achievement scores of
A comparable Indian children
who did
not receive_ bilingual instruction,
the children who reteived.bilingual
instruction scored
significantly.
higher on the reading achievement
subtest
than
did
those
not
receiving bilingual instruction.
(Bacon et al., 1982,. p.30'
'

The fifth study Is one that it widely quoted and
involves Indians in the_Highlands of. Chiapas, Mexico,

des Ceniants

---titelleyttleptre-,--whi-itsve--greserved.much-

of their ancient culture Oct Oho' .are rapidly being
introduced to the modern world.
The details are
interesting:
,

Thre. .tribal areas were seletted
because of
differing prevailing
attitudes
towards
schooling.
Tzeltal-speaking Oxchuc- was chosen
because,
of all
the
Highland
tribes, it has shown the greatest
enthusiasm
for
schooling;
Tzotzil-speaking
Zinacantan
has
shown the greatest resistance while
at
the same time being the most
exposed
to outside
influ tices;
.

Tzotzil-speaking Chenalho ocpies
an, ntermediary position.
(No

ano, 1968.p.30

.

ithin each tribal area an
number of Federal or State
'sponsored schools were matched as
closely as possible, on the basis
of demographic data for the hamlets
they serve4, with the bilingual
schools of the
National Indian
Institute.
In
the
Federal
and
State schools reading was taught
exclusively
in
the
national
equal
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language; In Institute schools it
through
introduced
'the
was
vernacular. Two principal criteria
were used to deterOne with With
apprOach there was greater fondtAl
in
-the
comprehension
nations
language: first,.
proportions of
students who were selected by their
teachers .as being
able to
in
read
what
:they
understand
Spanish.; second, scores, on a group
test, of readilig. comprebonsidn in
Spanish which 'wet administered to
the selected 4tudeets.
1944..11.141Z

Because ,of the high rate of
failures (common,
throughout the
poor
attendance,
nation);
competition With child labor, and
later entrance for some students,
ages .varied
considerably within
from
ranged
class
and
each
in most
sic- rear -olds .to teenagirs
beginning.classes.
1Nodiano, 19614 PP36-9)
.

.

all three tribal areas,. the results of the
teachers', ratings and the group reading test showed
that the Children in the bilingual 'schools could 'reef
language, Spanish, 'better than those in
the official
The author discusses
the.Spanish monolingual schools.
the results as follows:
In

linguistic
youngsters
of
with
to
read
_minorities learn
the
in
comprehension
greater
national language when they first
learn to read
in their mother
tongue than when they receive all
reading instruction in the national
language. It is less confusing and
discouraging.to:loarn one new skill
with known. material than to learn
two new and only somewhat related
skills with material that. has no
meaning. Meaning is essential to
.reading comprehension.
A second
consideration is that the negative
connotations which, in some cases,
accompany the learning of a second
contaminate
:language tend not
to
learning to read in the mother
tongue.
.
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The Mexican study also showed
teachers',
ability
to
communicate with their students and
their attitudes toward .them may
haOt outweighed their, training or
educational level.
1968, pp.42-3)
that

The'remainintseven investigatiiiis did not report
such strong positive evidence. First, the Redwood City
prOgram Ise* pogo 7) that introduced Spanish
and Eng ish reading almost simnitaaeou*ly found that on
the In er
glean Te s-o i 'di
ancrthe Cooperative
0
hild
in
-the
mono
programs
better in English raid ing.
The authors
to that.the nature of the program
and teaching may be related to the result*:

cren

4e

0

The theory was that-initial reading
in the dominant. or native language
would help the child read better in
English.
These
findings
that sreading
suggest
taught
bilingually
not
gif
facilitate
reading in English; that' instead,
children mR0-11karn_ --tor044,-fiest_.
and exclusively .in English appear
to do better in English reading
over time.

The difference in teaching may
also have influenced the trend. In
the bilingual program reading in
English and Sganish.were introduced
to
Spanish
speakers
almost
simultaneously, very possibly to
the detriment of average or poor
readers. The Comparison school was
known to have excellent English
reading teachers from .the start,
Although highly motivated and
enthusiastic,
the
bilingual
program's teachers were
not
as
experienced in
teaching English
reading, nor had they generally had
as
much
teaching
experience
altogether.
Thus,
the findings
need not indicate that bilingual
education is incapable o# making
good English readers out of readers
who start in their vernacular or
bilingually,
but
rather
that
specific bilingual
methodologies
may not be successful under certain
conditions.
(Cohen at al., 1976, pp.7-8)
,
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Moore and Parr designed .a study ,to measure- and
a
of four programs:
effectiveness
compare
the
aintenance'bilingual program, a transitional bilingual
a
and
bilingual'
program,
minimal
program,
a
dittrict.
school
program
in
one
Texas
nonbilingual
Maintenance- -classes operated on the assumption that
Spanish-dominant children would learn more 'reading if
and
were refined
skills
native language
their
reinforced. The transitional approach used Spanish as
a means of communicating with :Astudents when they did
This approach
not understaid instruction in English.,
'ability to learn in
focused on.improving the students
time devoted to
Early in the program ihe
,English.
comparable for, the
in. Spanish
was
instruction
maintenance andthe transitional approaches. Oter the
year, however, in the'transitimal classes, instruction
in Spanish was gradually lesion/1d in favor of English.
the
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills.
the
Using
restarchers found fhat the nonbilingual classes scored
significantl; higher than the bilingual classes on
achieveMent 'In
reading and language
'measures ofEnglish. However,' a-limitation of the study is that it
to the
ft
did not include random ass'ignment- of stunts
four programs and there is a suggestion in tht paper
s were made ueof children. of
that the bilingial cla
is while the' nonbilingual
limited English-speaking s
tnant children.
,classes were made of English-

a

Pryor studied Spanish-speaki4==c4ildriti.:in San
Antpnio, Texas (see page '37) in four schools each with
a bilingual program in grade one where thhildren
studied, Spanish for an average of one hour and-twenty
In one school, the children made good
minutes a' day;
with
when compared
English reading
progress,- in
Spanish-speaking children fully competent in,the use of
regular monolingual ':English
assigned to
English
In two schools the progress was not 4so
programs.
there was_ no
the fourth
while in
pronounced,
difference.
the Coral Way twe4way-- bilingual program in
In
Florida (see page 23) thlirt was no difference in the
English 'abilities Of bilingually and monolingually
educated Cuban children.
,

Similarly, iiiinstra in his study .of Frisian
children (see page 13) found the children had reading
comprehension scores in Dutch that did not vary by
program -- bilingual Frisian/Dutch and monolingual
'Dutch. However, a surprising finding is that children
in both these programs were doing about the same as the
rural Dutch children of Utrecht.
The:purpose of a New -York City junior high school
study for sevienth grade Spanish-speaking students (see
determine if instruction in the native
page 36)- was
to interfere with, to facilitate,
language would t

Kw

or to have no effect on reading ability in English.
Using
the
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Capacity and
Achievement Tests, the investigator found some evidence
of pOcitive transfer and no reliable evidence of
interference and concluded:

Planned transfer of learning from
Spanish to English has some value
for igproving reading ability in
English
of
Spanish-English
bilinguals who acre
retarded in
reading
English.
Direct
instruction
in reading.
Spanish
should
be
offered
to
Spanish-speaking retarded readers
because of its potential value as a
source of
transfer to
reading
ability- in 'English, and because
reading ability in
Spanish has
value in its own right.
(Kaufman, 1968, p.527)
Finally, the experiment with Finnish children in
Sweden (see page 25) found that the bilingual program
children were behind in Swedish in grade one when
compared with monolingual program Finnish children, but
that in grades two and three their achievements were at
the same level.
The authors -concluded that Swedish
language development did not Wear to be negatively
influenced by the bilingual instruction.
Both groups
were one standard deviation below Swedish norms.
Bilinjual Children in Monolingual Programs

Three Studies have focused on.the circumstance of
children
from
bilingual
in
environments
English-only school programs aand
nd how they ptogres$ in

__learning

to read_
lea-- 4team1-ts-- afe- -somewhat,
contradictory. Tsushima and Hogan tested children.with
Japanese mothers and
English-speaking fathers and
competed them with children whose parents were both
English - speaking and found that at grade three,
the
bilingual children did as well as the monolingual
children but that in grades four and five they Were
significantly poorer in English reading comprehension.
Spence at al. found no significant difference on the
Metropolitan Readiness Testi
between
one
Aexican-Aierican children from bilingual grilteses and
those from monolingual Spanish homes.
Rogers and
Wright classified children entering Toronto schools
into two groups -- monolinguals who spoke only English
on registration in kindergarten and E.S.L. children,
some of whom spoke no English but would soon be exposed
and some of whom spoke English and another, tongue.
Using
teachers'
ratings
arid
the
Metropolitan
Achievement Tests,
the authors
reported thbt
in
comparison to the monolingual
children, the E.SX:

Rogers a
1969

Spew it IL, 1911
.1suali
Hagen, 1975

J
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children started School with a considerable performance
deficit but had overcome the deficit by grade three.
Summary

This section may be summarized as follows:
1.

Children whose first language is official in the
country 'learn to road that language with no
while learning
second
effects
a
language (h ritage official or non-official) in a
variety of bilingual programs.
In full imiersion
programs, an initial lag is frequently reported..
(Examples are English-speaking. children learning
their heritage,language. German, in Cincinnati v.
English-speaking children learning the. official
and
Toronto;
language,
French,
in
second
learning
the
children
English-speaking
non-official.
second
language,
Spanish,
in
California.)
Children can make

progress in learning to read a
he
language.. in a
variety of bilingual
programs.. The progress is rarely compared to
that
born and, ed.cated
in
control
children
of the progress is
language, so the extant
difficult to Judge: There is some suggestion that
if the children .are
tn-' a community where the
heritage language.is dominant., elementary reading
skills can be, learnjd in the heritage language
without the advantage of a bilingual program. lAn
example is Mexican-American chit:4469n in Redwood
City, California learning Spanish.)
,

3.

Children can make progress in learning to read a
and
non-official
is
language
that
second
bilingual programs.
non-heritage in different
-non-her_ttaga_._.
Reasons. -for learn i mg 4-- nol-off
second language may relate to the world status of
the language or. to the proximity of a .second
culture. (An example is Iranian Persian-speaking
students learning English.)

4.

Children whose first language is official can make
progress in learning to 'read a second official
language in a variety of bilingual programs. The
more contact time in the second language, the
(An example is
better the development of skills.
in
children learning
Irish
English-speaking
Ireland.)

5.

Children whose first language is non-official and
who occupy a minority status in a country may
learn to read an official second language better
introduced to reading in their own
if
firit
Navajo children
vernacular.
(An
example is
learning English in Arizona.)
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General Languase Proficiency
Me sures of language. proficiency in two
invests. *Clans have been reported in the fern of
overall
cores rather than as speaking, listening,
writing
d/or ifeading scores
.

On July 15, 1970, the Legislative Assembly .of
Manitoba
unanimously adopted
Bill
113
that
officially recognized
French and
English as
languages .of
instruction in
Manitoba public
schools.
However, many Franco-Manitobans were
reticent in availing themselves of their new

educational rights becausetras Mort at al. point
out, they were quite assimilated. That is, during
the 197243 school year, close to 40%, of 15,253.
francophone 'pupils did not take a single course
taught in French. and, according t1+, the 1971
census, only 42.7% of 85,815 persons whose ethnic
origin. was French used French regularly
in their
daily lives.
The francophone 'parents feared (1)
that their children would be less' successful
academicaliy in programs having a high percentage
of courses in French and (2) that their command of
English would deteriorate. One goal of the study
dohe by
ligbert
et al.'
was to
assess the
francophone studan '.competence in English and
French in 'relatio to the overall percentage of
instruction that
they received
two
in the
languages.
The
research
project
involved
2,144
francophone pupils in 115 grades three,* six and
nine
classes in
rural,
and urban
centres.
Controlling for intelligence, socio-economic level
and motivation, the investigators concluded:

The results of the research project
clearly
indicate
that
the
percentage of instructin received
in French in class has no influence'
on the
pupils'
performance
in
In
English.
other words,
a pupil
will-- 44 _Just. -as- mill111411141 sh
or she
regardless------oiiih-e-ther he

received 20% or 80% of his or her
instruction in French.
Academic
achievement
in
English
is
completely
independent
of
the
amount
of
Frendh
instruction
received; this finding holds good
for. all three grade levels tested.

The situation with regard to
Francais,
however, is completely
different. Here there is a clear

Hiltisrt et al, 191/1
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relationship between the amountof
instruction oreceived in class in
and
French
the
students'
performance in that subject.
The
relation between the percentage of
French in class and achievement in
French
as a
subject is
bOth
positive and
strong;
in
other
words, the more french is used as a
ladguage of instruction
in the
classroom, the better the pupils
perform in fransais as an academic
subject.
(Hilbert at al., 1975, ppaippi)
It
seems
therefore
that
in
Manitoba,
a
society
which
is
overwhelmingly anglophone and where
French. is the language which is
difficult
to
preservei
school
.programmes haviiv a high percentage
of instruction in French offer the
best
possiLility
of- .ensuring
effective
bilingualism
among
children,
combined
with
high
achievement
in
academic
other
.

subjects./

(Hilbert at al., I976, p.22)

The second investigation presents a conclusion
similar to that for 4rench achievement above .but with
an interesting
and thuught-provoking
twist.
The
subjects were Arabic-mother-tongue students enrolled in
the American universities. in Cairo and Beirut. The
students were asked to indicate those 'grades (from one
to twelve) in which they had: (1) studied English as a
foreign language, (2) studied French as a foreign
language, (3) used English as a medium of instruction,
and (4) used French as a medium of instruction. Their
English proficiency
was than
assessed with
the
MiChi .an Test of English Lan us e Proficient
or
the

421=11413777710F77777,Frimmoiminremx
A better
overall predictor
of
English proficiency was whether or
not the Ss had experience with a
foreign language as a medium of
instruction.
Furthermore,
the
medium of
instruction did
not
necessarily have to be English, as
can, be seen by the relatiyely'high
performance of Ss with Filed. One
conclusion which can be made is

that exposure to a foreign language
used as a,medium of instruction may
result In improved FL proficiency,
even when the medium is not the

BEST
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d.

same an the target
this csse, English).

language

(in

'Apparently, in the two present
investigations,
students
who
attended classes in
width some
Indo-European language was used as

the medium of Aistruction achieved
greater
EFL
proficiincy
than
students who did not/regardless of
the number
of years
..phlear
.bad
studied
English
as
t
formal
classroom subject.
main
purpose of this note remains to
question the ready acceptance of
the maxim that 'lots 'of English is
good for lots of people
which
seems
so
prevalent.
in
many
.eountries and
to suggest
that
4ducational researchers. workihg in
tveh countries-may wish to.begin a
more systematic search for factors
relatedto
increases
in
English-language
profictincy
at
various stages'. of study
under
diverse circumstances."
(Saegert et el., 1974, pp,103-4).
Summary
These twc studies .of very\Ndifferent subjects
suggest that proficiency in a language that ls not.Ithe
dominant language of the community ,May be increased in
proportion to the amount of time it is used as a medium
of instruction in school and that using the language as
a medium is
more productive than teaching it as a
subject.

-54-

Language usage
Four inveitigatOrs have considered the degree to
which children' in bilingual school programs use one or
Two
both languages in the 'out-of-class environment.
have studied the use.of French by children in Canadian
French immersion programs. Shapson and Day asked early
French immersion students in grades five and six about
their usage of French in British Columbia (no control
group was involved) and were told by the majority Of
the students that they talked am little' French outside
of class and that they did not.talk with their friends
in French at all at recess and lunch time. Responses
from early and late French immersion students in the
second ,study in Montreal were similar:
it
would appear from the
ThOs,
that the
own reports
students'
has
not
experience
Immersion
greater
resulted in any
actual
use
of
French
self-ihitiated

outside the school setting-with one
exception -- the grade 6 Immersion
students .reported that they read
French books and magazines more
Control
the
did
than
often
an
Is
also
students.
There
of
differential
lack
apparent
in creating
interest or effort
situations where French could be
Immersion studentt were
used.
regular
not more likely than the
verbal
initiate a
students to
exchange in French with someone who
they thought was French-speaking.
(Genesee, 1976(a), p.26)
._.

.

4-

of the English/Ukrafniin Ofogrim
in Edmonton (see page 6) asked the-teachers and parents
to judge the degree. to which the experimental students
used Ukrainian out of tlass. Over three-quarters of
both groups reported that the children "rarely' or
"sometimes". spoke Ukrainian with other people-outside
of class.
The researchers

Finally, the researchers of. the Redwood City
Spanish/English project in California (see page 7) used
observers, students self- ratings and parents' ratings
to determine the usage of both English and Spanish by
They found
the experimental and the control groups.
Spanish
than the
used
more
bilingual
group
that the
The
control
group and more Spanish than English.
environment of both groups of children was very much a
Spanish one:
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(Cohen, 1975

Cass et L, "Pi
Edsestos PAM
Schools, 1979

essesso, 1978
Shops** & say,

-55The parents used Spanish almost
exclusively at home, and 60% of the
husbands were
reported to
use
either Spanish
and English
or
Spanish exclusively
with fellow
workers
at
their
place
of
employment. Of those families that
went,, tochgrch (70%), two-thirds
said that the priest used only
Spanish.l.
(Cohen, 975, p.74)
'Summa7,

These few:' tudies sugggest
that a .bilinmg
program in itself does n
fmreuse fly* usage of a
language in a domMunity. However, if a community makes
extensive use of, that language, then the bilingual
program might:help maintain
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-56Nathematics

Mathematics Taught_ Through the Medium of an Official
Second Language

'Several investigetdrs of Canadian French immersion
programs
a addressed the. question of how well
children leer
thesOics- when taught through the
medium. of: the offic
-second language, French. The
programs include
ear ye
e- and
partial. French
immersion and vary 'substantial
the number of years
f
the children study mathematics Ciro

in the ages. at which. such instruction is
(in a few cases, the Authors
do not explicitly .state the conditions of the' prdpram.)
The majority of the investigators tested the
chi 1 dren ' s progress in mathematics in the English
language and compared their scores to English-speaking
control children; however, some tested in the French
language and used French and/or English controls while
a few tested in both languages and used beth sets of
controls.
French and

4

Those who = tested in English most frequently used
the
Canadian Tests of Basic Skills
and
the
concepts,
Metropolitan Achievement Tests (subtests on
problem solving and-computation).
In the most general

terms-IF-lit* the: -exception of one study

(Barn at al.,

1977), the investigators found that the children did as
al English-speaking controls and at times did
better. Lambert. and Tucker wrote the following about

well

their findings:

These results indicate very clearly
that ithe French training. they
receivdd
through"
1 i kely
are

had
*gotten
two
There
are
to_them.
explanations:. either they

1-in

math

clever
in
transferring the fruits of this,
training, and/or they are obliged
by their training in French to
relate new notions and concepts to
their English reserve of basic
meanings at the same time as they
develop
new complex
ideas
in
French.

even

amazingly-

The
more

fact that they are
skilled
the
in

application of these ideas than the
(at this grade level)
that the processes of
transferring and relating may make

Control s
suggests

the newly developing concepts

.

Andrew et 'Li 19

Berik & Ude. 1
Bann at s3, It?
Break*

Brick et el, iff

-in* 0'14 M
Crawf ord, 19B4.

Ell'Airch-t-

cisurlM

Sonny 19$

livessoye WNW

Wm, et AO
Gown

sLip --

!&
baker,
Lapkieet -el,
U

Oliver et el.

SkepoolIm4Slats I

.

lapkie, 197?
swath at Lo

$7particularly vivid? -and meaningful,
thereby speeding up the learning
process itself.
(Lambert & Tucker, 197-2, p.86)

Those who tested-fir -French most frequeOtly used
the Test de Rendement en MatOimatiq
developed by la
Commission deslcoles Caiholiques de o rgal. In most

cases, the French immersion children did a wen as the
French-speaking tontrel
children and
bOter--,than
children

in
French -es -a- second

regular

studying

.

1 an

The study of Franco-Manitoban pupils in the public
school,- system discussed on page 51 found that (1)'
achievement in mathematiCS was indeOlident of the
percentage of-imstruct100 __received in French in 'the
overall curriculum and (2) tbi-Tipiguagi-Of-thtthatfoil
for mathematics
had no
effect on achievement in
mathematics. The pUpits were allowed to choose French
or
English for
the
mathematics
test and
the
investigators reported that English was more frequently
chosen, even-among the
30% of those who had
studied mathematics through t
medium of French.

inert et ell 1976

Macnamara also considered t
topic but the
research design he
used did not
ad
to clear
conclusions.
The children's problem a
mechanical.
arithmetic abilities were studied for-(1) th
taught
entirely in English and tested in English, (2
hose
taught arithmetic in Irish and tested in English,
(3) those taught entirely In Irish and tested in Irish.
He found that those taught entirely in Irish and tested
in Irish scored lowest
in
problem arithmetic.
One
cannot be sure whether the conditions of teaching or
testing or both were the cause.

Isacqlears, 1966

Mathematics Tau ht Ihrou h the Medium of a Non-official,
The

Culver City Spanish immers!on 'program in
California modelled after the
St. Lambert French
immersion project (see page 38) tested Anglo children
in
grade
one
with
the
Cooperative Primary
Test of Mathematics after two years inihe---1panish
fmmersion program and found they performed as well in
mathematics when tested in the English language as did
comparabl, students in an adjoining classroom in a
regular English school program.

Cohen, 1974

a

Mathematics Taught Through. the Medium of a Heritage
language

that

A

few bilingual

chi ldren

programs have

receive

through the
medi um of
Researchers have studied

instruction

been designed so
i n mathemati cs

their heritage

such

programs for

language.

Cherokee

Bacon at al, 1982
Gale at el, 1981

Plante, 1977
Veldt, 1976

,

children in Oklahoma (page 44), Aboriginal children in
in
Puerto
Rican children
(page 13),
Australia
Connecticut (page 35), and children in a German /English
bilingual program in Cincinnati (page 33).
tribe it unique in the area of
bilingual instruction owing the American Indian tribes
and in
because they have their own written
et al
al. AntrOduced
1971 the program stshilied .by Bacon et
curriculum materials\utiliting the Cherokee languagethrough the Cherokee\syllabary in grades two. through
In the first few- grades' of the Milingiwbi
five.
bilingual education liogram all math was taught by
Aboriginal
teachers
sing their own language.
The
were
Puerto q Rican ..children
taught
experimental
In
by
'a
arithmetic
SpaniSh
for
two
years
mathematics
was
taught
And,
Spanish-speaking teacher.
in Gorillas, the amount and frequency increasing with the
competency of the. 'pupils in the language, in the
Cincinnati innovation.
The ?Ciiirokee

In each Case, researchers tested the children in,
mathematics in the official language, English, and
compared the scores to 'similar children in regular
English programs receiving mathematics instruction, of
course; in English. The children in the Spanish and
German .programs were tested in the early elementary
The
grades with the Metropolitan Achievement Testp,
Aboriginal children were tested in- years five, six and
addition,
subtraction,
self-made
seven
with
The Cherokee
division items,
multiplication and
the
children
in
grade: eight with
were tested
bilingual
received
having
SRA Achievement Series,
five gonsecutive
years
instruction for
tour or
beginning in grades one. and two.
.

bilingual program
four studies, the,
In
all
children scored as well as and mos ly better than the
mon 61

go-ftfir--etittatetr

also true
true for the more abstract areas of arithmetic and
the
problem
solving.
The
investigators of
for
Australian study commented as follows:

is interesting to notice from
these math test results that the
of
the
vernacular
recipients
the greatest
education were at
advantage in the mott abstract or
cognitively demanding
processes:
In
multiplication and division.
processes more dependent upon rote
viz.
and
learning,
addition
subtraction, the advantage of the
bilingually educated children was
not so great.
(Gale et al., 1981, p.308)
It
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Mathematics Taught Throu9h the Medium of an Official
FirstIanguage in a Bilinjual Program,
The 50-50 English /Ukrainian bilingual programs in
the publi-c and. separate school systems in EUmonton (see
page 6) did not teach mathematics through the medium of
Ukrainian, but the researchers nevertheless tested the
children's progress in that subject. When compared
with the progress of similar children in the regular
school program, there were generally no differences.
Therefore, the bilingual program appeared to be: of no
hindrance to a subject taught in English.

Ewasyshys,'1980

Muller at 4.4 1977

.

Mathematics Taught 'Through the Media of Two Lailpiges

Some bilingual programs do not teach, mathematics
exclusively in one language but present the material to
the children in some combination of'two languages.
Three American Spanish/English programs fall into this
category. The Redwood City program has been described
on page 7 and, the Coral Way program of 50-50 repealed
instruction has been described on page 23.
The third
program was dove
ad in. Webb County,. Texas
that
borders on Mexicoh nd was set up as follows.:
Both
languages,
English
and
Spanish,
were
used
for
and
communication
instruction.
Equal
time
was
allotted
to
alternate
in
instruction
each
language of the same material
the first two grades. In the third
grade the children were taught half
a day in English and hale a day in
Spanish:
the group was about. evenly
divided
botween_.
...ingliSh
monolinguals
and
it
monolinguals
consisted of
providing the opportunity for the
children to help each other Tearn a
second language.
When instruction
was
in English,
everyone spoke
The
English.
questions
were
addressed
first
to
an
English-speaking child and next to
a Spanish-speaking child who would
pattern' his answer in English to
the previous child's answer. Later
when instruction was in Spanish,
the questions. in Spanish would be
addressed to
a
Spanish-speaking
child
first,
and
to
an
English-speaking child next.
It
may be conjectured that each child
was taught in his own language and

Cohen

1974

Gaard;or S

Richardson, 1960
Treviso, 19;0

40by being taught bilingually he was
able to acquire a second language
in
natural
and
meaningful
situations
provided
by
aortal
learning experiences..
.;

(Trevino,. 1970, p.255)

UStngInglish' standardised tests Of 'mathematics,.
researchers found that children in the Redwood City and
Coral May bilingual programs on the whole did the same
as similar ,children in regular monolingual programs.
For the Texas program, comparisons were ,made between
the English monolinguals and the Spanish monolinguals
in the same program and it appears that the sap between
the two groups narrowed over the three. years with the
Spanish children.gaining on the English children.
the
.study
of Finnish
children
in
a
Swedish/Finnish bilingual program (see page 25), the
authors describe the Mathematics program as composite
instruction:
In

Wynn 1 Oudot
illeprstsai 19$

the children
being mainly
taught in Swedish together with the
rest of the class; but with some
terns being explained in Finnish by
the Finnish teacher.
A similar
form
of instruction
with
two
teachers in the
same class is
sometimes. practised .in
Swedish
schools and referred to as a dual
or escort teacher system.
&
(Llifgren
Ouvinen-Birgerstam,
1982, p.325)

Li

The
mathematics achievement
Finnish
of the
children in ,the various grades. of junior level was
slightly below the average for the Swedish norm group
irrespective of whether their mathematical skills were
tested in Finnish or Swedish. However, when compared
to Swedish children -in. the same classes on mathematics
tests4 and school reports at grade thrts, they are
comparable.

.experiment in- the Philippines
on page 11
found that children receiving
instruction in mathematics in English one day and
Pilipino the next with no repetition in content did the
same as those. instructed entirely in Pilipino and not
as
as
well
those
instructed entirely An English
irrespective of whether the teas were administered in
English, Pilipino' or English
and Pilipino.
(The
authors report that those
instructed in English,
however,.were superior et the beginning and that no
statistical adjustments were made to account for this
in the analysis.)
Tho
discussed

bi l 1 n,gual

67

Tucker it

---
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Four studies ?sport the outcomes of testinuthe
mathematical abilities of bilingually-oriented children
enrolled in
monolingual programs.
all
folks',
In
bilingual 'children are, at some time,4reported to be at
& disadvantage whew compared to monolingual children in
the same programs. The Rogers and Wright study claims
that the disadvantage disappears by grade three while
the Tsushima and Hogan study claims. the disadvantage

micevvvry 1966
Rogerill
Wright, 1969

Puhammgm.1979
TvetiOnv t

**NAM

begins art grade five.
Summaty,

The results of studies'reviewed in this section on
mathematics
that indicate the language of
and
instruction and
testing) suggest:
(1)

Children taught mathematics through the medium of
or non-official.
an official
second language
perform as 'well. when
tested' in their first
official languagb as similar children taught in
is
first,
the
language.
.example
.,(An
English-speaking children taught mathematics in
French in Montreal.) They also tend to do as well
when tested in the second language.

(2)

Minority group children taught mathematics'through
the medium of their heritage language often do
better waen tested in the official
language than
similar children taught in the official language.
(An
example
is
Aboriginal
children
taught
mathematics in Gupapuyngu end tested in English.)

(3)

Children taught mathematics through two languages
tend to do much the same as similar children
instructed monolingually-in the-official language.
(An
example is Mexican-American children taught
Mathematics in both Spanish and English.)

(4)

A

bilingual program may not be detrimental to
progress in mathematics when the subject is taught
(An
first language.
and tested in an official
the Ukrainian/English
example is
program in
Edmonton.)

O

Science

`Science Taught Through the Medium of an
r
Second Language

Official

V

Scienie has been taught through the oedipal of
French in s few, early and Iateiradian French
immersion programs and tested inPPodes five and
above
through the .medium
of .English.
No
differences were found
between the immersion
children studying science Jen French 'and. regular
progris children studying science in English. The
_NetropolitanAchievement_Tests {,Science
most
freqminily -aidinaliered.
The late . immersion
students eiperienced.a Tag in the first year.

Bari& S &vela, 111-

Lipkin it al, 111.

Swale &

imp&ine 1977

Walt it sA, 191

Science Taught Through the Medium of a Heritage
English is the only eff,i'cill language of
Nigeria, and within this context Ojerinde designed
a
study to deieroine the success of children
taught science
thiough the medium* of 'their
heritage language, Yorubp, and examined in Yoruba.
Using self-made gradp four science tests, he
concluded that:
.

Ojeriada, 1982

the child who was taught in
the mother tiangue and- examined in
the Same language performed better
than the. chi lad who was taught
in
the mother. tonguerand examined in a
second language.',..

I

Similarly,., it is evident from
'study that when .a child
is
taught _ti i
a
foreign'
language,
eishg
may sperform .better
if
ex
fried' in the mother' tongue.

this

the
Yoruba
language
is
adequate as
edium of instruction
in
science,. a
ast' up. to the
fourth year. Prep
tion of the
Material is a surmoUnta
problem.
The six-year primary pro
t
has
done this successfully with
rd
It
to. primary Your scienceo
felt
that
this could
be done
successfully
for the
remaining
classes. Though it'is true that it
is
diffiCult.
to preserve'
word
equivalents. precisely, it can be
done.

(Ojerinde 1982, pp.342-4)

69
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Science Taught ThrOughthe Medium of an Official
St Language in a Ili ingual Program
In
igators of an early French immersion program
Anglo
ildren in Toronto chose to test the
abilities of
students
fit
science (using the
Sttropolitan Achiev
t Tests) at grades five, six and
seven. At these grade
vels, the amount of English
instruction had been ificrea
to 105 minutes a day'at
grade five and 160 minutes a
at
grades six and
seven and included the teaching of
ence in English.
The findings-showed that after several
.rs of French
immersion, the children were as able to
lave in
science through the medium of English as
ilar
students in regular English programs.

Andrew et IL, 1980

for

.

Science Taught Through the Media of Two Languages
As with mathematics (see page 60), the Filipino
children were taught science in two languages on
alternate, days with no repetition of content.
All
children (including
those in
control monolingual.
English and monolingual Pilipino science classet) were
administered both English and Pilipino versions of a
grade one science achievement .test developed by staff.
The children taught science through the, media of two
languages and tested in Pilipino did the same as those
taught through the medium of one language. When tested
in English, the English monolingual class did best; but
'they were initially ahead.
Summary
Four of these seven pieces of research suggest
that with respect to science, children who are taught
science through the medium of an official
second
language do as well as regular program children when
tested in the first official
language. (An example is
French immersion children in Canada.)
O

The remaining three diverse studiei provide data
that
are
too
fragmentary
for
making
further
generalizations.

w.

-64Work Study Skint
Students Immersed in an Offfcial Second Lanai!,
Ontario investigators ofirentii immersion programs
have sometimes considered the dependent variable, work
study skills. Using either the Comprehensive, Tests of
Basisc-SkiIls or Itiepanattan-lests-of-latic
they have tested. such skfils-as map readings., use of
symbols4 and Yegends,
reference materials,
use of
ability to perceive relationships and ability to' Mend
interpretations beyond given data at grades three
Compared with similar students, the
through 'nine.
immersion students perform the same and frequently
bitter.
0

Andrew et eLe IT

Barn & Swain, 1
Swain I
Lapkin 1977

Chtldren'in a.Mondlingual Program
Tsushima and Hogan found that bilingual children
of families with Japanese mothers and American fathers
at
first did. the same or better than monolingual
English control children with respect to work 'study
skills but that by grades four and five were performing
more poorly on all
subtests. The bilingual children
were in an English monolingual school program in Japan.

Tsushima &

Hew, 1975

Summary,

Bilingual programs may be
work study skills,

conducive to developing

a

ea

4
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Cognitive and linguistic StrategLAnd Development
U

Divergent Thinking
The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking consist of
a verbal test with scores on fluency, flexibility and
originality and a figural test with scores on fluency,
flexibility,
originality and
elaboration.
Three
investigations, one conducted in New Hampshire, one in
Mexico and one in Singapore have used this instrument
to study
the creative fencticning
(or divergent
thinking abilities)
of monolingual
and bilingual
individuals.
Tire- - three
investigations
are quite
different in .design andresults.
The Mexican study
involved his,'
school students; one-group was Spanish
monolinguals and the other group was Spanish/Ens-11sh
balanced
bilinguals.
Collapsed
across sex,
the
bilingual group scored higher than the monolingual
group on verbal and figural fluency, flexibility and
originality (elaboration was not, tested). While the
author admits that intelligence, socio-economic class
and other relevant factors were not well controlled in
his study,
he makes the following points in the
discussion of the findings:
The bilingual
individual has an
opportunity
to
develop
a
resistance-to-negative-transfer"
set, or a flexibility set, on tasks
which
require
flexibility
and
originality. In'learning a second
language, the child must detect or
intuit
these
and
patterns
structures as
rules to
govern
independently the production of new
utterances in each language.
These
processes require adaptability
in
order, that
the individual
may
switch from one rule to another
until
he
reaches
the
correct
response for a particular situation
and
also to
let
him
examine
different categories or hypotheses
as
he goes from one
item to the
next.
Althoff gh only
exploratory,
this
study
suggests
that
bilingualiim does promote creative
thinking abilities and at least in
part serves to free the mind from
the tyranny of words.
Since the
bilingual
has
two terms for one
referent, his attention is focused
on ideas and not words, on content
/,ather than form, on meaning rather
than. symbol,
and
this
is
very
,

72

Carringer 1974.
Landry, 1974

Torrance et el, 7970

intellectual
important
in
the
great
process as
it
permits
cognitive flexibility.

(Carringer 1974, pp.5°2-3)
The New Hampshire study involved students in
grades one, four and six; one group , was bilingual and
randomly drawn from two FLES (Foreign Language in the
Elementary School) schools while the other group was
monolingual, and randomly drawn
from two non-FLES
schools.
The schools were matched as closely as
possible in school population, area of the city and
socio-economic status.
The. investigator
did not
control for intelligence. For,the six scores on verbal
and figural fluency, flexibility and originality, no
significant differences were found at grades one and
four.
However,
difference between
a
significant
language groups was found it grade six, and inspection
of the dependent variables, collapsing across sex,
showed that for all six dependent variables the FLES
group scored higher than the non-FLES group.
Tile Singapore study involved students in grades
three, fedr--and five; one group came from monolingual
--i-lactuded
in
Chinese-speaking
schools and
Chinese
schools and Malays in-'$e1 ayan-speaking schools while
the other group came
from--ailingual schools and

included Chinese in English-speaking ischools and Malays
in
English-speaking schools.
Variablet- -such
as
intelligence, socio-economic status
and degree of
bilingualism were neither measured nor controlled. For
figural
fluency, flexibility,
four scores on
the
originality and elaboration collapsed across grades,
the monolinguals 'scored significantly better in fluency
bilinguals
and
flexibility
while
scored
the
significantly better in elaboration.
The authors'
comments Ire quite different from those quoted above:
it
seems
likely that the
competition of associations arising
in the transition from a Chinese or
lialay-speaking
to
an
school
one
impairs
English - speaking'
fluency
and
flexibility
of
thinking, especially on timed tests.
such as those used in this study.
It
mast also. be remembered' that
most of the bilingual children are
continuing to live in homes where
the first language
is Chinese or
Malay, as the case might be. Thus,
they do not escape even for a day
the competing associations arising
from the use
of
two different
languages ...
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the
data
support
the
contention 'that bilingualism does
not adversely affect the production
of original ideas, as it appears to
do
in.
the, case ..of
fluency and
flexibility.
(Torrance et eh, 1970,'p.75)

.

Similar measures of divergent thinkinEthat employ
such activities as providing meanings of words, listing
uses of objects, listing similarities between objects,
suggesting
consequences,
of
unusual
events
and
describing patterns'and lines have been used byother
investigators and scored on such variables as fluency*
flexibility and inventiveness to study differences
between elementary bilingual and monolingual children.
The results ate consistent in showing that bilingualism
is not a detriment to divergent thinking and that for a
few isolated scores Is a benefit. There is also a
suggestion that balanced bilinguals score tigher than
unbalanced bilinguals.
Jacobs. and Pierce found that
bilinguals with Czechoslovakian, Polish, German and
Greek backgrounds in Florida could list more uses for
common objects than monolingual children with similar
I.Q.'s. Cumin's and Gulutsan reportqd that balanced
Ftench/English
bilinguals in
Edmonton were
more
in
original
listing uses
of common objects' than
unilingual children controlled for sex, socio-economic
status and age..
At grade three only,
limbeet and
Tucker .found that children in the Frenich immersion
program could name more unusual-utet for objects than
similar children in regular English school programs.
Bruck et al. found no differences in these kinds'of
measures forchildren in the same project at grade six.
Finally, Quinn and Kessler found that bilingual
sixth grade children were able to produce scientific
hypotheses of a significintly higher quality than
monolingual students.
The proficient bilinguals were
from a Mexican-American low socio-economic area in San
Antonio,
Texas
while
the
monolinguals
were
English-speaking children from a high socio-economic
level
in
an
upper middle class area of suburban
Philadelphia.
Each group participated in sessions
consisting of science films
and discussions that
presented the children with science problems that set
up discrepancies for resolution.
The sessions ended
with the students, writing
as many
hypotheses as
possible in a rigorously controlled 12- minute pei.iod.
All of the hypotheses generated by each student were
scored for quality.
In this test no control
for
intelligence between bilinguals and monolinguals is
mentioned but all
sessions for each group were taught
by fthq same teacher in English. The authors attempt to
explain th ir findings in Piagetian terms:
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the
terms,
disequilibration arising from two
linguistic inputs may stimulate the
developing
bilinguals
work
to
actively to reestablish equilibrium
through
processes
of
the
assimilation and accommodation. In
the
'hypothesizing processes.
of
language development, the increase
in
ability
to observe
details
required by the deal language input
and
in
consequeht.
increase
uncertainty in responding enhances
the
conflict,
possible
between
hypotheses regarding the linguistic
rules. That WO of conflict is
.relieved by generating additional
and
more acceptable
hypotheses
until,-is an end result, the two
linguistic- Oerspectives of
the
bilingual
are
encoded.
This
experience, albeit subconscious, in
language hypothesis generation may
have a simil#r effect upon the
capacity to
generate scientific
hypotheses.
In

Piagetlan

suggests, among
hat
students
,educate d in more than one language
will be better ,problem-solvers than
their monolingual peers. And for
science educators at, all levels
the
active
this
could
mean
recruitment of bilingual
students
fo'r all areas of science.
(Quinn a Kessler, 1980, pp.15 -6)
This

study

Analytic Thinking end Problem Solving
A few investigators' have made use of novel tasks
to tap the analytic thinking and problem solving
abilities of bilingual and monolingual children. One
designed an automated,
portable problem-presenting
apparatus in the shape of a box. On the face of the
apparatus was a screen divided into quadrants; beside
each quadrant was a control button to be operated by
the subject; above the screen was a signal or reward
light.
square and a triangle were flashed on the
A
screen in separate quadrants.
The subject pressed a
button.
If
it. was the
correct one, the reward light
flashed. Each time a button was pressed, the figures
Number of trials to get a correct
changed position.
solution and percentage of correct solutioni, were
Another investigator used cylinders that
tabulated.
varied in degrees -of-height and Jiameter so that they
formed 2 x 2 or 3 x 3 '1.'strices. The children were
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-69asked to describe, transpose and complete the matrices
and then scored on each activity. Still another .used
two sets of test materials; one set designed for
children ages 22 to 24 months, the second, for children
ages 46 to 48 months.
Pre-tiest set consisted of a
marble, an opaque plastic tutts;dVAtillopaque plastic
cup. The basic paradigm consist
f hidThgthamarble
under the cup or the tumbler:- The subject was simply
and accurately
instructed (in
four instructional
situations) as,to its location. A correct response was
one in which the child moved directly toward the
designated cup or tumbler. The second set consisted of
a soft rubbie bell and a 'painted clown's face. The
clown's eyes could be lit up, one red and one green.
The basic*paradigm consisted Al the child watching the
lights alternate between red and green*, off and on, and
squeezing or not squeezing the ball in a series of
progreisively,more difficult Mstructions.
A correct
response was one in which the child either fully
squeezed or, contrarily, made no move to squeeze, in
agreement.with the inetructions (adult, overt-self.or
covert-self) .;Jhe investigitor who used the matrix of
cylinders also had the children classify and reclassify
stimuli according to varying rules. Bain used the term
"contemplative cognition"
to describe
tasks that
involve classification and generalization in which a
subject must discover a rule that will allow certain
conclusions' to be drawn or certain deductions to be
made. He had children discover rules for finding the
sum of series pf numbers. And finally, Ben-Zeev also
used stories and cartoons to determine-the ability of
children to understand the points of vieW---ot various
characters in the stories and the ability to see -tbe
difference between two parts of a story and to relati-lthem adequately.
These five research studies involving the above
strategies
involved French/English, Spanish/English,
German/French,
Chinese/English, Hebrew/English
and
Navajo/English bilingual children ranging from two
years of age through the ninth grade and monolingual
children usually of similar intelligence and from
similar socio-economic backgreandS:
The bilingual
samples were selected and defined according to a number
of different strategies (see page 3).
-the,hest
conclusion one can draw from the many
tests of
significance in these studies
is
that
bilingualism does not harm the analytic and problem
solving abilities of children.
In the few instances
where
ignificant
differences were
reported
(.05
level)
the bilinguals performed better more often than
the
nolinguals. The bilinguals performed well on
cl
fication of stimuli, integration of stories and
the task involving the rubber ball and clown's face.
.
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Conceptualization of Objects, Numbers and Measurement

--V

a
formation represedts
Concept
major
intellectual
part
of
development. According to Piaget's
theory, intellectual
development
proceeds
through
qualitatively
distinct stages that occur in a
definite sequence.
During eadh
the child
acquires
the
stage
abilities that prepare , him for the
next
rate
of
stage.
The
preparation, accpfding to Piaget,
-TS-74e.tatmY d by
four factors:
social
maturation,
interaction,
and
Experience and social interaction
are cultural' rather than genetic
Sectors.

and
social
Experience
two
main
interaction"
are the
foeindividual
factors responsible
and
differences
retardation
or,
acceleration of concept formation.
1111

Many children are brought up
in
a bilingual
home enVironment.
languages
learn
They
two
simultaneously at a very early age.
to an
are exposed
Thus,
they
environment that is in a way unique
and complex. Most of them have two
The factor
'worlds of experience.
interaction in Piaget's
of social
theory includes the
developmental
explicit and implicit teaching of
the child by other people in his
two
environment.
Learning
languages or two symbols for every
implies a great degree of
object
One
might
teaching.
explicit
young cHild
hypothesize that a
learning two languages at the same
time is exposed to a greater amount
of social interaction when compared
to
someone his own age learhing
The question
just one language.
the
bilingual
whether
arises
different
child's experiences are
enough to effect his intellectual
development in any significant way.
(Liedtke A Nelson, 1968, p.226)
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Three studies suggest that the experiences related
becoming bilingual do affect intellectual
development. Liedtke and Nelson tested sfx aspects of
linear measurement based on Piagetss test items: (1)
reconstructing relations of distance, (2).conservation
of length,
(3) conservation of length with change of
position, (4) conservation of length with distortion of
shape, (5) measurement of length, and (6) subdividing a
straight line. The subjects were children who used
French and English at home and had a bilingual school
programs They did better on all six tests while in
grade one than monolingual
children with similar
intelligence,
socio-economic
bickground
and
kindergarten experience but with a monolingual school
experience.
to "children

TuNerlITUTti--iiem to indicate that
bilingual children conserve length
before monolinguals do. If this is
true for other conservations, it
could
be
that
bilingualism
accelerates development, and the
bilinguals
reaa0
the
concrete
operational
stage
before
the
monolinguals do. Th.is of course
would have tispOrtant implications
for those who teach such students
in the primary grades'.

(Liedtke I Nelson, 1968 p.232)

the

Feldman and Shen.experimented with
notion of
"object constancy".
Each of several objects (cap,
plate, sponge, etc.) Were physically transformed in
view of fifteen bilingual Head Start children of
Mexican origin and then placed with second objects
identical to the pretransformed objects. Each child
was asked,
"Which was the'one that I showed you
before?" When compared with the responses of fifteen
monolingual Head Start children of the Same age and
soci4-economic
background
(intelligence
was
not
considered), the bilinguals did significantly better.
The bilinguals were selected
by 'askIng classroom
teachers and a special language teacher to identify
bilinguals. To be classified as bilingual, children
had to demonstrate understanding of several
simple
Spanish questions and to speak Spanish at home.
Cathcart's evidence in support of the bilinguals
was also positive but not so strong. He designed a
16-item test that measured the ability to conserve
number
and
measurement;
all
were
conventional
Piagetian-type tasks.
Children in a French/English
primary grade program were compared with, children in a
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regular English program (readiness scores were used as
a covariate).
The bilingual program children scored
significantly better in one-fifth of the tests. None
of the children was completely bilingual.

Naminvand Renamin2 Obiects
Various exercises related to naming objects and
using those names have been created by some researchers
to study cognitive advantages or disadvantages related
to bilingualism. While the .exercises vary somewhat in
title and details from stuffy to study, they are
generally. of the following types:
(1)

Classifying items representing objects followed by
definition of the objects.
For example, classify
six toys representing six. common objects
(dog,
cow, chair, jam, book, water).

(2)

Understanding common names.

(3)

Processing language using common names.

(4)

Interchanging *common names.
a cowA and a cow a dog?"

(5)

Processing language
with names
interchanged.
(Symbol substitution.)
*Does this dog give milk?"

(6)

Using nonsense names. A car Is called a *wug" and
the child must answer questions about a "wug".

(7)

Incorporating nonsense names into sentences' nd
describing relationships between several Abjects
using nonsense names.

(8)

Inventing new nonsense names.

(9)

Processing language with words substituted that
violate obligatory
selectional
rules
of the
language.
saying
"macaroni".
Say
"I"
by
"Macaroni am warm.'

'Could you call a dog

(10) Processing language with major parts of speech
substituted for minor parts.
Substitute "clean"
for "into".
"The dog is going clean the house.",

(11) Believing in the stability of words in the face of
destruction of the world's empirical
referent.
"Does the word giraffe have any meaning if all'the
giraffes in the world were dead?"
(12) Understanding' that
a
nonphysical
words have
nature.
'Does the word bird have feathers?"
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Thise
studies
included
Afrikaans/English,
Spanish/English, Ukrainian/English, Hebrew/English and
Irish/English. bilingual Children ranging from age four
through grade six and monolingual childred usually of
similar age, sex,
intelligence and socio-economic
background.
Bilinguals are selected in a number of
different ways.

The majority of'any significant differences that
did appear in these studies favored the bilinguals.
The bilinguals were better most often in interchanging
common names.
According to Milne- bilinguals who had
been exposed to two languageral a Very early age and
learnea two distinct coding systems were batter than
those who had learned their second language through a
process of translation from the. dominant language.
Sensitivity 'to Feedback. Cues

Four.dissimilar tactics for providing social and
cognitive feedback cues used with Ukrainian/English,
French/EnglIsh
Spanish/English and
Hebrew/English
bilingual children ranging In age from five years
through twelve years and monolingual English-speaking
children
of
similar
age,
intelligence
and
socio-economic status suggest that bilingual children
and/or children in bilingual programs may be more
highly
sensitive
to feedback
cues
than
their
monolingual counterparts,

Bain, 1974

8en.letv, 1377(s)

len-lon, 1977(b)
Codes &.
I.1cabp, 1975
Genesee it IL. 1975

Bain used a strategy that he claimed measured
'participative cognitive. The children were presented
with black and white reproductions of portraits painted
by the masters. Each portrait expressed one dominant
emotion.
The children were asked to tell how they

would feel
bilinguals

if they

wpr

felt the 1-,tv

aApressions as
than were the Vnilinguals.

trip fpcp

more
displayed

P.;',,:;ik.ant..y

felt. The
sensitive to the
in the portraits

Ben-Zeev's two studies used feedback cues in the
form of nonsense words. The stimuli were 'Clime* and
'tress' on a tape and were presented to the children
for two minutes,at the.rate of two per second. The
children were
asked to report what
they heard.
Bilingual
children
reported more changes
in
the
stimuli, more varied changes, and reported the first
change earlier than monolinguals.
The author explains
the advantage of the bilinguals as follows:
Bilingual children are expected to
report more verbal transformations.
They have had to learn to interpret
speech of two different structural
types,
and
their
initial
-interpretations have been incorrect
more than is usually the case in

4
V
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monolingual
language
learning.
This is 'likely to have resulted in
a
strategy
of
quick
reinterpretation of the audittiry
pattern which continues until a
satisfactory
interpretation
has
been
found.
No
correct
interpretation is possible on the
present task, since the stimuli are
meaningless., so the reorganizations
continue.
The bihavior
is
a
precocious development in that it
is similar to adult responding.
(Ben-Zeevio. 1977(a) p.1012)

/

In a study conductei by Cummins and Mulcahy in
children were shown
Edmonton, Canada,
four line.
drawings, two of xhith depicted different meanings of a
sentence which. was read aloud by the experimenter. The
children were asked to choose the two correct meanings
and to give Austifioations. When they chose only one
of the two correct pictures a prompting procedure was
instituted in which their attention was drawn to
salient features of the other correct picture:
,

Examination of'the protocols showed
that although the bilingual groups
at
both grade levels were given
fewer prompts than either of the
other two groups, they made better
use of those they were given ...
these data are
consistent with
Ben- Zeev's
hypothesis
that
bilingual
children
develop
a
sensitivity to feedback cues.
(Cummins A Mulcahy, 1978, p.1241)
And, finally, a study of children in partial and
total French immersion programs hypothesized that:
...
children participating
in
instructional
second-language
programs
may
develop
greater
differential sensitivity
to the
needs of others, especially those
with a communication handicap, than
do
children in
native-language
school programs.
(Genesee at al., 1975, p.1011)

The children were asked to explain A game to two
listeners,
one blindfolded and one not blindfolded.
The results provided some support for the hypothesis,
for the two immersion groups mentioned more about the
materi.als'of the game to the blindfolded listener than
Results for the other
to the sighted listener.

variables were either not significant ormixed.

.15-

Intellectual Functioning on Standardized Teets
Some researchers have
attempted to determine
whether monolingual and bilingual young people differ
in intelligence asemeasured by standardized tests. The
findings are difficult to interpret, categorize and
summarize for a number of reasons. First, researchers
use many different tests of intelligence -- ierbal and
nonverbal. For the twelve studies reviewed here, the
following
tests
were administered
as
dependent
measures:
California Short4Form Test of Mental Maturity
Canadian Cognitive Abilities Test
-Kuhlmann-Finch-Intelligence Test
Lavoie-Laurendeau Group Test of General
Intelligence
Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence. Tests
Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Tests
Otis-Lennon Mental Ability-Test --,
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
Progressive Matrices
Thurston Primary Mental Abilities
Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of
Intelligence
.,

.

Second, some researchers
include standaildized
tests of intelligence- as
a
covsriate o
control
variable;
in some cases the
same* test is
s
sold
at
different time points as both a control variabl and a
dependent variable, while in Other cases one or more
different tests are used as covariates,
In
these
twelve studies, it was frequently a test or subtest of
nonverbal
intelligence that was used as a tontrol
measure; in particular the following:_
Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests
Progressive Matrices
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children.CWISC)
These various tests, whether used as dependent
measures or control measures, involve quite a variety
of intellectual
activities, making it difficult to
generalize across the studies.
.

A third difficulty is that bilingualism is defined
or measured differently from study to study (see page
3).
For example, Kittell's sample included children
from a bilingual
environment and picked up ,fifteen
different languages.
Peal and Lambert, on the other
hand, used several strategie to carefully measure and
.choose balanced French/English ,bilingual
children.
Other studies such as those done'by Barik and Swain,
and Lambert and Tucker chose the bilingual sample from
children enrolled
in
bilingual
programs
and the
monolingual sample from those enrolled in
regular
programs.
Soak,
studies .include
children who are
balanced bilinguals while others
include children at
.various stages of becoming bilingual.
.
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a

a

testt\
intelligence
stander.dized
Fourth, many
that
certain
which
means
require the use of language
assumptions must then be nada about the nature '.of
the
difficult,
since
is
This.
Intel ligence.'
is
not
Intelligente
and
language
relationship betieen
understood., It is also confmsing. because, inx
well
some studies, the languageof the test is the first
language of the bilingual sample, while in other
studies it represents- the second language.
And finally, as some of the° investigators point
in their 'papers, it is not a simple matter to
determine whether it is bilingualism that produces a
higher level of intellectual fdnctioning or whether it
is the more intelligent children who ultimately become
bilingual or who enroll in bilingual programs.
out

Kotwithstandi:ng these limitations and considering
statistical results for the various tests and
subtests for the twelve studies as a whole, the
intellectual functioning of. Oilingua---and monolingual
elementary school .age children frequently does not
statistical
in
cases' where
differ.'
However,
differences were found, the bilinguals were more. often
the superior group than the monolinguals.

the

.

Peal and Aambert uied"ieveral measures of verbal
intlligence to Compare teif-year-old
and nonverbal
balanced' French/English bilingualt" With monolinguals
and found that bilinguals were better in several
instances and that the. monolinguals were never better.
They categorized the nonverbal tests into (a) those
with spatial-perceptual requirements, and (b) those
with symbolic reorganization req4irements -- concept
.

formation or symbolic "flexibility' ',, and found that the.
They then
bilinguals performed better on the llatter.
proposed several lypopieses to explain the finding':
-

two
tr use
People
who learn
symbols for
languages have two
From an early age,
every object.
to
may
forced
bilinguals
conceptualize environmental events
their
general.
of
in
terms
iithout reliance. on
properties
their linguistic symbols. ... This
terms of
think in
° ability to
abstract concepts and relations,
independent of the actual word,
the
required in
apparently is
symbolic reorganization type tests.

e

bilinguals may have
in
more
flexibility
bilinguals
.Compound
in
acquire experience
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from one
language to
another,
possibly trying to solve a problem
while thinking in one language, and
*haw, when blocked, switching to
the o
,
'This habit,
if it were
developed,
d help them ia_the+--performance
on.
s
requiring
symbolic reorganization -state they
demand a readiness to drop one
hyPothesis or
concept and
try
another. ...

The bilingual child has been
exposed
to a
wider range
of
experiences than the Monolingual,
because his experiences stem *from
two
different .cultures.
This°
enrichad environment may benefit
ihias on nonverbal tests.

(Peal & Lambert, 1962, pp.14-5)
'Peal and Lambert also reported that the structure
of the intellect of the bilinguals appearedto be more
div,ersifted than the monolinguals and that they were
better on the verbal subtests. However, they did not
control
for intelligence at the outset and finally
concluded:
It is not possible to state from
the present study whether the rare
intelligent child became bilingual
or whether bilingualismcaided his
intellectual development, but there
is no question about the fact that
he is superior intellectually. In
contrast, the monolingual appears
to have ,a more unitary structtee of
Intelligente which he must uSe tor,
all types of intellectual tasks.
(Peal A Lambert, 19,62 p.20)

Barik and Swain, 'Cummins and Gulutsan and Kitt#14,
report- advantages for gtades five and, six bilingual
children on various tests and subtests referred to as
verbal
intelligence,
general
reasoning,
fluid
intelligence,
language intelligence and nonlanguage
intelligence.
Two of these studiesAround that the same
children at lower grade levels eithedid the same as
the monolinguals or were at a disadvantage. One study
controlled for initial intelligence.
Bruck found that
learning disabled students in
a
French immersion
program were similar to learning disabled students in a
regular monolingual program in .verbal intelligence ,but
better in nonverbal
intelligence.
Ben-Zeev found
bilinguals better on one of four subtests of the WISC
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-78that required the children to scan the details of a
picture to check how it might detiate from an internal
model of what the picture ought.to include.
In both of.Ben-ZeeVs.itudies (for one of which
used WISC 14. as a control) monolinguals. did
significantly better than b1lin6uals on the Peabody
Picture Vocabulary Test.
Bruck et al. also found one
cohort of monolingUals .better than bilinguals on a
sibtest requiring children to select from five pictures
the one that corresponded to a word presented orally.
Tsushima -and
Hogan found
that their
simple of
Japanese /English bilinguals in a monolingual school
program had, at grade
five,
fallen behind ,their
Aonolingual
English
counterparts
in
verbal
intelligence,, while
remaining equal
in
nonverbal
intelligence.
she

Associating Words

0

A word association test has been employed by a few
researchers tO
compare bilingual
and monolingual
children or bilingual program and monolingual program
children.
The test consists of a series of words
(sometimes presented in one language, sometimes in
both) to each of which the child is requisted, upon
presentation, to say the first word that comes to mind.
The researchers define ind classify the responses in
different ways and even interpret the results somewhat
differently,
The following response classification:
have been used to ahalyze the responses:
Syntagmatic
Paradigmatic
..
Rhyming'
Transformations
Idiosyncratic
0
Different
Nonresponse (blank)
Other Languige.
Clang
Semantic Clusters
Genesee has described the first five as follows:
Syntagmatic responses
are those
where there' is a syntactic link
between the stimulus word and the
response given (e.g., bird. -4flies;
red
flower).
Paradigmatic
responses are those which
(1) are
of
the same grammatical class as
the stimulus word (e.g.,
red brown), and-(2) cannot be linked by
a
determiner fill form a commonly
occurring .serbal sequence.
Other
categories
included.
rhyming
respcinses
(egg., Say - day),

'So

6E

.

0
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transformations (kill - killed),
and idiosyncratic responses (street
- four).
(Genesee, 1978(b), p.34)

The next three classifications have been described
as follows:
for

each stimulus word in
English and ih Tagalog, the number
of,
different
responses
were
tabulated.
Vartous forms of the
same woigo, were counted separately
(e.g., "Wit, 'fitting, sat).
The
numberof different respbnses per
stimulus item is, one measure of
response diversity or stereotype.
Next, the number of blank responses
(i.e., the number of Ss whd gave no
associate to a particular stimulus)
was counted. Third, thp number of
"other -- language "'
responses
was
tabulated. This measure represents
the,number of Ss who respond to a
particular stimu)us in lingual)* A
with a responfo from language 8
(e:g. the Tagalog response mababaw
...

II I

to theEnglish stimulus deep).
(Capco & Tucker, 1976, p.159)
Ben-Ieev defined a 'clang",response as an immatur
type of response that indicated the association to k
was especialTy difficult- for a child. Lambert a
Tucker defined "semantic clusters' as responses tha
are semantically related to the stimulus word but not
syntagmatic or paradigmatic (e.g., eat - plate).
On the whole, the *studies show that bilingual, or
bilingual program children, performed much the same as
monolingual, or monolingual program children, in the
early elementary grades when equal in intelligence and
tocio-economic ratings.
There was some tendency for
bilinguals to respond with
fewer rhymIngs, fewer
transformations and more paradigmatic responses which,
acceding to some authors, is an indication of a more
mature approach to associating words.

Separation of Word Sound, from Word Meaning
Ianco-Worrall designed an
experiment to test
whether bilingual children separate word sound from
word
meaning
earlier
than
unilinguals.
The
experimental sample consisted
of Afrikaans/English
bilingual children ranging in age from four through
nine years.
Each bilingual
was paired
to two
unilingual children, one Afrikaans speaking, the other
English speaking, matched on intelligence, age, sea,

lanco-liorrall, 1972
Purbhoo

Simpson, 1975

6.
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grade, and social class.
The semantic and
phonetic preference test consisted of eight verbally
presented, one-syllable sets of words in two language
versions. Each set was made up of'three -words. One
word was the standard word, the other two were choice
words. One choice word was phonetically related to the
standard -- the two words shared the same sound in
word-tpitial position.
The second choice word was
semantically related to
standard. The child was
told: "1 have three words: cap, can and hat. Which is
more like cap, can or hat?* ,Defining bilingualism as
dual
acquisition of 4 language
in
a
one-larent,
one-language home, environment (I.e., one parent spoke
only Afrikaans to the child, the other spoke only
English), the author wrote:

-

The conclusion' we draw is that
bilinguals,
brought
up
tn.
a
one-person,.
home
one-language
environment,
reach
a
stage
in
semantic development, as measured
by our test, some 2-3 years earlier
than 'their unllingual peers.' A
high percentage of these bilingual
youngsters perceived relationship
between words in terms of .their
symbolic rather than their acoustic
properties ...
(lanco-Worrall, 1972, p.1398)

Purbhoo and Shapsen came to a similar conclusion
for a sample of Italian /English bilingual kindergarten
children in Toronto. However, they did not formally
assess bilingualism as did
lanco-Worrall so the
bilingual
group reflected a variety of linguistic
abilities.
They also used a less
stringent criterion
for determining the preferences (semantic or phonetic)
of the children and their monolingual counterparts.

Sensitivity to Language Sound Systems
Are bilinguals more sensitive to language sounds
than those who are monolingual?
Lasibert and Tucker
compared edrly elementary grade children in .a French
ftmersion program and monolingual
children on their
abilities to discriminate the phonemes of Russian, a
language totally foreign to all involved.
Each child
heard
fifty-three
pairs
of _Russian
syllables
tape-recorded by a' Russian-speaking linguist.
The
child, listening through earphones, had to decide if
the two sound sequences heard in a pair were the same
or
different.
While
the, bilingually
instructed
children in grades one, two and three consistently made
fewer errors on the
test than the moholingually
instructed
children,
the liifferences
Are not
statistically significant. At the fourth grade, Devine
at
al. attempted`' to assess the same children more
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thoroughly.
The new procedure made 'use of a broad
range of phoneme sequences, some occurring at the start
of both French and'English words; some found in French,
but not in. English words; some found in English, but
not French words; and some, occurring ifi neither English
nor French words.
The results indicated that the
bilingually instructed grade four pupils had developed
a sensitivity Yor,second language sound sequences, but
It
was not a generalized facility.
That is, the
bilinguals were no more sensitive than the monolinguals
on sequences occurring in neither English nor French
words.

These phoneme sequences had been prepared by Cohen
et al.
who used them for a similar study involving
five groups of university students of similar age and
academic
capacity:
(1) monolingual
English,
(2) English/French bilingual but native in English,
(3) English/French bilingual
but native
1.11
both,
(4) English/French bilingual but native in French,
(5) monolingual French.
The hypothesis
that the
bilinguals would have superior transfer accuracy was
supported in general but not in uetail.
That is, the
three bilingual groups ranked better On sequences
occurring in aeither English nor French. than the two
monolingual groups, but only two bilingual groups were
significantly better than only one monolingual group.
!Area and Kohut tested bilingual and monolingual
children ranging from nine through eleven years and
matched in age, intelligence, sex and socio-economic
statuson a verbal learning task involving seven Hebrew
characters presented visually and auditorially.
The
bilinguals learned and relearned the task significantly
more rapidly than the monolinguals..
Finally, Lerea and LaPorte required bilingual and
monolingual adult subjects to learn two lists of nine
disyllabic Hebrew words. Each word contained. the /x/
phoneme. One list was presented visually, the second
orally.
The monolinguals learned
the words more
quickly when the lists
were seen, whereas those
bilinguals who had learned a second language in school
after the age of thirteen performed significantly
better
auditorially
and
learned
the
correct
pronunciatfon of
the /x/ more rapidly
than the
monolinguals and those bilinguals who had mastered both
of their languages in chiidhoed. The.. authors conclude:
The performances of both bilingual
groups
were- superior
to
the
monolingual
group.
The
richer
repertoire of sounds
which the
bilinguals possess may have enabled
them to. learn the target phoneme
more quickly than the monolinguals.
(Lerea & LaPorte, 1971, p.300)
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The Influence of the Vernacular Versus .a Second
Language

These three investigations have focused on concept
formation and cognitive development from a different
perspective.
have attempted to
Simply put, they
determine whether children learn new concepts more
readily 'and function at higher cognitive levels in
their own vernacular than they do in the second
language, English.
.

of Ehiri'ro's study was twofold: (I)
to determine if instructing children in.science in
their mother tongue (Yoruba) was any more efficacious
than instructing them in
science in the English
language, and (2) to assess and compare the levels of
cognitive development
of Yoruba-speaking
Nigerian
children instructed in Yoruba and those instructed in
the English language within a science context. At the
time of the study, subjects in both the experimental
and 'control groups had completed approximately six
years of instruction in elementary science -in the
Yoruba and the English languages,
The groups were
equivalent in both
educational and socio-economic
background.
Cognitive .outcomes were assessed ,by a
science achievement test, the items of which conformed
to the six Categories of Bloom's taxonomic levels of
application,
comprehension,
knowledge,
analysis,
and evaluation.
Levels of °cognitive.
synthesis,
development were assessed and compared by performance
on four Piagetian concrete and formal tasks,
The tasks
were conservation of volume using clay, conservation of
displacement volume, and proportional
and syllogistic
reasoning. The language of testing and intc;-viewing
seems to have been Yoruba, but the English form of the
tasks was made available on demand by the children.
There was no difference between the two groups on
cognitive
science concepts that required loW-level
HoWever, the experimental group (those taught
skills.
science in Yoruba) scored significantly higher on
sience concepts that required the use of highe..-level
cognitive skills.
And, when
levels of cognitiye
development were assessed through performance on four
Piagetian tasks, the experimental group was found to be
at a higher level.
The purpose,

grade six.
was of Ghanaian
Collison's study
children whose native languages were Ga and Twi. The
children had studied Englith in school for about six
years.
Collison empirically
examined the concept,
attainment of'"the children as they functionedin their
vernacular anu in English. Groups of Ga-speaking and
Twi-speaking children were each divided so that some
received the material in English first and some in the
vernacular first. The fist part of the instructional
method consisted of activities and investigations with
.children to
significant
to
lead
the
potential
.
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disioveries about scJentific phenomena.
The second
part tooklhe form of a colloquium where children spoke
n --titought together.
The
second part generated
untutored, statements that could be analyzed according
to conceptual
level.
For each language, two trained
listeners coded tra sCriptions of the lessons according
to four characteri
ics: (1) the nurber Of statements
made by each pupil, (2) level according to Yygotsky's
theory:, of conceptua development,
(3)
relationships
d among objects or events, and (4), models. the
author,
iced the results as follows:
The bilingr
oblem explored from
the conceptual p=
ctive reveals
consistently that when
glish is
the language of
education, the
majority
of
the .3, experimental
subjects were not iale to exercise
theic conceptual potential. On the
other hand, the vernaculars, GA and
-Twi, were more fruitful media for
enhancing
the
language-thought
interaction.
.

The quantitative data indicate that
when children used the vernacular
as
opposed to -English, they made
more statements, their statements
were more often at the complex and
preconceptual level, they reported
more
relationships
based
on
non-obvious linkages, and they used
models
more
The
frequently.
qualitative data suggest that the
vernacular statements
were also
structurally more complex, involved
more dimensions simultaneously, and
more free of error. There was Also
less
language switching
in
the
vernacular than in English.
(Collison, 1974, pp.454-5)
Stern and Ruble also examined the effect of
language of instruction upon the ability to acquire and
utilize concepts but, in contrast to the two studies
described above, found little evidence to support
instruction in the vernacular.
The children were of
Mexican descent and spoke almost no English upon
entering school. The basic conceptual task was the use
of compound adjectival modifiers where the individual
adjectives were relativtry
familiar.
The authors
concluded:

Three related ssues were explored.
ThP
first w s
concerned
with
whether the c ild will learn new
concepts
mo e, effectively
when

90
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presented in his own language; the
the
concerned with
second was
of. the
first
learning
effect
new learning ,
experience on
and
third
with
English;
comprehension
in
the
native
language of the concepts learned in
English. While the study dessribed
in this paper was admittedly a very
limited one, there is no basis to
assume that
a more
protracted
learning sequence
would produce
differences favoring instruction in,
the native language. It seems more
logical
t, 811$11110 that extended
instruction ill'English would tend
to developIfitreased 'profictency in
that -Westmont.
(Stern and Ruble, 1976, p.182)
44.1

Summary
following points may be gleaned from the
material reviewed in this section, keeping in mind that
bilingualism is defined and measured in many different
ways-in these studies and that the tests may not be
measgring what the investigator; claim they measure:
The

(1)

The majority--ift..
es
suggest that bilingualism
is
not a detriment
vergent thinking.
In
fact, for older children ane-sTor--cpildren who are
balanced bilinguals, 'bilingualism sity---tie related
higher level of creativity.
to
a
Therefore,

learning a second language may provide practice in
adapting,
such
activities
as
assimilating,
accommodating, being flexible, freeing the mind
and hypthesizing.
(2)

The main ity of studies suggest that bilingualism
is
not
detriment to analytic thinking and
problem s lying.

(3)

interaction inlved
The exp rience and social
bilingual
ecoming
may
with
accelerate
'in
ectual ''slelopment as defined by Piaget.

(4)

Bilinguals may be
renaming obdects.

(5)

Bilin

(6)

using
Comp ring
bilinguals and .monolinguals
intelligence
is
a
of
sta dardized
tests
complicated matter. However, the most frequent
result of such testing and co paring is that of no
do
the
difference.
favor
advantages
If
bilinguals, they may not be 'risible for those

more

adept

at

naming

and

als may be more sensitive to feedback cues.

.
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children in4tarly elementary grades.

(7)

There may be a tendency for bilingual children to
respond more maturely on .tests
involving word
association than monolingual children, but on the
whole they perform the same.

(8)

Two studies suggest that bilingual children may
separate word sounds from word meanings earlier
than monolingual children.

(9)

Bilinguals maybe more sensitive to sound systems
of foreign languages than monolinguals.

(10) Two studies suggest that bilingual children may
learn new concepts more readily and function at
higher cognitive levels in their own vernacular
than in their second language.

O

-86Self-c oncept

Many educators, trustees and parents believe that
bilingual programs. (particularly for minority group,
children) Aire important for enhancing self-concept.
The following statement in a report of the Toronto

Board is an example

A firs
sense of
identity and
self-respect requires roots -- a
sense of loyalty
towards one's
ancestors and appreciation of one's
heritage. And such self- respect is
a
necessary condition to promote
genuine
respect
for
others
different from oneself.
Programs
which, enhance students' languages
throughout their school careers Are
those which actively demonstrate a
school's -forthright
recognition,
endorsement, acceptance and.support
of their identity. This learning
places the student in a strong_
psychological position to take full
advantage of all the educational
opportunities
available in
the
school.
For that reason alone, the
proviston of programs that enhance
a student's own language is simply
'sound educational policy.
(Toronto Board of Education, March,
1982 pp.2 -3)

Given the

prevalence of such beliefs,
It
is
extraordinary that so few researchers have elected to
study self-concept as a dependent variable in the
context of bilingualism and bilingual school programs.
The self-concepts of Puerto-Rican, Punjabi
and,
Italian children in early elementary bilingual programs
(see pages 8, 15 and 35)
in Canada and the United
States have been studied by three investigators.
In
each case the children were compared with similar
children
attending
regular
English
monolingual
programs.
Of
the
four
self-concept
measures
(self-rated and teacher-rated) used
in the
three'
studies,
the
bilingual
program
children
scored
significantly better than Tegular program children un
two measures but the same on the other two.
Two

other
investigations
have
been
of
English-speaking children in Canadian French immersion
programs. In' both instances, the self-concepts of thee,
Oildren were reported as normal,' as this quotation
from one paper indicates:

9$
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There was no evidence at any point
that the children's self concepts
were
confused
or
different,
relative to the Controls; at all
grade
leveli
the
Experimental
children described themselves in
optimistic and healthy terms.
(Lambert & Tucker, 1972, p.206)
Summary,

Bilingual programs for minority group children may
enhance self-contept; however, .researchers have rarely
considered this variable.
.

O

.88Classroom Behavior
Few researchers of bilingual education have given
their attention to measuring variables that might be
classified under the rubric "classroom behavior °, and
only one has reported results that strongly favor
bilingual education over monolingual education.
The
Connecticut 'pairing* model for Puerto Rican children
has been described on page 35.
In a study of that
program, Plante had trained observers rate the positive
and negative behavior of the children and reported
that:

The control group manifested more
negative
behavior
than
their
experimental group
counterparts.
Specifically,
the
experimental
.group manifested
less of . .such
behavior
as
inappropriately
speaking out, being inappropiately
quarrelsome * or
argumentativis
getting into fights, bullying other
students, and provoking hostility.
(Plante, 1977,1,1).427)

Two Cinadian investigationsof bilingual education
for young school-age children, one for Punjabi children
in Vancouver (see
page 15), the other for Italian
children in Toronto (see page 8) included measures of
classroom behavior such as attending to directions,
participating
in discussion,
engaging in
study,
daydreaming, talking to peers, fiddling with objects,
playing alone,' contacting adults and cooperating with
peers; On the whole,
the classroom behavior of the
bilingually educated children did .not differ from that
of similar children in regular programs.
.

Summary
Two of three studies that considered classroom
behavior found that children in bilingual programs
behaved
much the
same as
similar children
in
monolingual programs,

95
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School Attendance
Only thrde iresdarcheri mention' school attendance
in. their studies of bilingual education.In
two
instances, there is little evidence to indicate that
young children enrolled in bilingual education programs
attInd more regularly than
their counterparts in
monolingual Engltsh programs. One study was of, Punjabi
children in Vancouver, the other of Spanish-speaking
children in San Antonio, Texas.
s.

The third study of Noxican-American children in
the Redwood -City Bilingual Project
(page 7) foOnd
positive effect$:
.

Bilingual schodling
appeared to
have a most healthy effect upon
school
attendance
and
upon
attitudes
toward
school.
The
Bilingual studenti af.the Pilot and
-Follow
Up
II
levels
had
significantly fewer absences',during
both school years of the study than
did the Comparison -.students. This
finding is particularly tolerant,
since a number, of administrators'
remark that they. could solve the
problem of educating the minority
students better if -the, could only
get then to-attend *clalses. more
regularl .
It
appear...- that
the
Bilingua
PrOjett .provides
an
incentive for tfm Aptexican American
minority student tb come to school.
(Cohen, 1975, p.2g7)
'

Summary
Two of three studies
that considered school
attendance found no effects on school ,attendamce that

could be attribtecrto a-bilingual program.

Casa, 1975
moody,

Pryor, 1967
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Student Orientation, Attitudes and Motivation
In the 1950's and 1960's, Gardner and Lambert and
colleagues
of
McGill
University
suggested
a
psychological theory of second-language
learning that
they and others have used to attempt to explain results
of
bilingualism and bilingual
programs.
In
their
words, the theory states that:
an
individual
successfully
acquiring
a
second
language
gradually adopts various features
of
behavior which
characterize
another linguistic and, as is often
the case,
another cultural
group.
The
learner's
ethnocentric
disposition and his attitude toward
the
other group are believed to
influence his success in learning
the new language.
His mW.ivation
to
acylire
the
language
is
considered to be determined both by
his
attitudes toward
the other
group and by his orientation toward
learning a second
language.
The
orientation takes an "instrumental"
form
if the purposes of language
study reflect the more utilitarian
value of
linguistic achievement
such
as
getting ahead
in
one's
::ark, ,and an
"integrative" form if
the
student is
oriented toward
learning more
about the
other
cultural community, as if he were
eager to be a potential
member of
the other group.
Furthermore it is
argued that some individuals may be
prone to learn another language as
a means of potential acceptance in
another cultural
group because of
dissatisfactions
in
experienced
their own group, while others may
be
as
seriously interested
in
another culture
as
they are
in
their
own.
As
one,
becomes
proficient in a second language he
may find that his place in his own
membership group changes at the
same
time
as
the
other
linguistic-cultural
group becomes
more
than
a reference group for
him.
It
may
become
a
second
membership group for him. His new
position may become a marginal one,
accompanied by feelings of chagrin
or regret as he loses ties
in one

Anisfeld &
Lambert, 1964
Anisfeld &
Lambert, 1961
Carey &

Cummins, 1983
Gardner &
Lambert, 1972
Genesee, 1978
Genesee et al, 1977
Lambert k
Tucker, 1972
Lambert et ait 1963
Peal & Lambert' 1962
\,
Shapson &

Kaufman, 1978
Swain & Lapkin, 1977
Tucker et al, 1976
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fearful
the
group coupled with
anticipation of entering another.
(Lambert et al., 1963, p.358)

In the Philippines, English is a prestigious and
is the language of the business
official language; it
world, frequently the medium of instruction in schools
and the language of upward mobility. In this context,
Gardner and Lambert did a correlational study of high
students living in Manila who had completed
school
training in English as a
about six years of formal
subject matter and had had English as the medium of
instruction since grade three. They found that those
students oho approached the study of English with an
outlook were
These
instrumental
most successful.
students had a desire to gain social recognition or
economic advantages throu0knowledge of English; they
wished to gain benefits of a noninterpersonal sort.

Similarly, two groups (elementary and advanced) of
American students attending the McGill French Summer
School were more likely to give' instrumental reasons
for learning French than integrative reasons. Many of
the subjects were interested in becoming teachers of
French or in improving their teaching skills. Also,
group,
students with favorable
for the
elethentary
attitudes toward France, a willingness to identify with
French people, and a capacity to modify meanings of
concepts were most likely to do well in the
French
French course. For the advanced group, an increase in
to
related
positively
attitudes
was
pro-French
reported
that
anomie
authors
achievement.
The
(for
the advanced group,
increased for both groups
highly correlated with favorable attitudes
anomie was
toward th' French) ano suggested that students in such
a course become psychologically marginal between two
linguistic-culcural groups.
For Anglo children in Canadian immersion programs,
orientation toward learning French may differ according
Results from three studies suggest that
to location.
children in Quebec are instrumentally oriented while
those in Vancouver are integratively oriented. Those
in Quebec may feel that French is more necessary for
and community participation than those in
future jobs
Western Canada.
studied Jewish children
Anisfeld and Lambert
very different districts
learning Hebrew in two
of
Montreal. For children in Westmount whose parents were
second-generation North Americans and were economically
and socially secure, an instrumental orientation was a
These children
in
Hebrew.
predictor of achievement
thought in terms of becoming rabbis or Hebrew teachers
Thes°
in engaging in other Jewish professions.
and
nine students had been attending a
grade eight and
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wealthy Jewish afternoon school since grade one and
received four hours of instruction in Jewish subjects a
week.

addition to assessing orientation to second
language learning, measures of attitude have also been
in
used
these studies.
For example,
Anisfeld and
Lambert used an anti-Semitism scale and
reported that
anti-Semitic attitudes were a predictor of achievement
in Hebrew for children in Outremont whose parents were
first generation North Americans still bearing traces
of
old-fashioned Jewish background. Apparently, the
children were striving to free themselves from this
background.
In

Findings from the other studies that have employed
measures of attitude toward the target language and its
speakers
suggest three themes.
First, students who
have positive attitudes toward the target language and
its
speakers
perform best in acquiring the target
language.
Secondly, students who enroll
in bilingual
programs and/or become bilingual
have more positive
attitudes toward the target language and
its speakers
than others.
And thirdly,
students who fail
to
identify with any linguistic group experience the most
difficulty in language learning. Elaborating on this
last point, Peal and Lambert reported that 10-year-old
monolingual French-s,peaking children achieved best in
English when they closely identified themselves with
both linguistic groups and most poorly, when they failed
to identify with either.
Similarly, Carey and Cummins
found
that
Edmonton teachers rated
the academic
cooperation and classroom participation of francophone
and anglophone grade five students more favorably than
mixed, francophone/anglophone students. The authors'
comments related to this finding are interesting:
The differences between the Mixed
group and both French and English
groups
in
terms
of
academic
cooperation
suggest
that
some
individuals within the Mixed group
may have ambivalent
or
negative
feelings in relation to their usage
of French and their attendance at
French-medium schools. There are
no differences
between the groups
in
either IQ or English academic
achievement (CTBS and cloze, tests),
thus the differences noted
by the
teachers seem likely to be specific
to the children's attitude towards
French.
Although the Mixed group
in
the present
study
:s
not
a
homogeneous group,
aoproximately
one-third of the children reported
that both parel:s spoke French most

-93k.

of the time to them but that they
spoke English most of the time to
their parents. This pattern shows
the
strength of the assimilation
process and
suggests that
the
relative
lack
of
academic
cooperation among some members of
the
Mixed group as perceived by
their teachers may be related to
conflict between francophone and
anglophone roles
identities
and
and, hence, the status of French as
a language of communication.
(Carey & Cummins, 1983, pp.165-6)

Various investigators have approached the topic of
attitudes from a different perspective; they have asked
the question,
"What
are the effects of
bilingual
programs on the children's attitudes toward the target
maamquage and its speakers?"
In
the majority of cases,
'P.-the answer
to the question is that the children who
have participated in the bilingual programs have more
favorable such attitudes than their counterparts
in
'regular programs. Five of these studies have been of
Anglo children in French or Spanish immersion programs.
Of the Spanish immersion children, Cohen wrote:
Experimental
group was
significantly more positive toward'
Mexican cultural
items
(Mexican
flag, Mexican boy, tortilla, etc.)
than was the
Comparison group,
while the Comparison
group was
significantly more positive toward
Anglo culture items (American flag,
American boy, bread, etc.)...
(Cohen, 1974, p.95)
...

the

The study of French immersion children in Quebec
is
particularly
interesting.
Lambert
and
Tucker
measured attitudes over a period of three years and
found
the
immersion students had
more favorable
attitudes toward the French except during the year of
the FLQ crisis. They wrote:
It was important therefore to test
children again in 1971 after
social nightmare of the 1970
kidnappings
and
the
menacing
demands for secession were quelled,
at least temporarily.
Thus, in the
spring of
1971
when the Pilot
Classes were in grade V and the
Follow-ups
in
grade
IV,
the
children were asked,
through
a
comprehensive,
interview-type
questionnaire, for their attitudes
the
the

10
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toward French Canadians and toward
the European French. At this time,
we
find
that the
Experimental
children have
unmistakably more
favorable attitudes toward Frenchar4
Canadians
European-French
people
than
do
the
English
Controls;
the Experimentals
also
give various signs
that they are
much more closely. identified with
French people and the French way of
life.
After five years in the
program, then, we were delighted to
see that the children had broadened
and
liberalized their perceptions
of the other ethnic group to the
that they,
point
relative to the
English
Controls,
of
thought
themselves as
being both Englishand French-Canadian in outlook. We
consider this outcome to be at
least as
important as the mastery
of the other group's language.
(Lambert b Tucker, 1972, p.206)
Cohen, 1975

In a few studies, children
when compared
with children
studying the target language as
shown to be more comfortable,
about using the language as well

in bilingual programs,
in
regular programs
a subject,
have been
willing and confident
as happier about using

it.

Genesee, 1978

Muller et al, 1977
Shapson & Day, 1982
Shapson &
Kaufman, 1978
Swain & Lapkin, 1977

In

seven

investigatio's,

six of

which

are

of

or Canadian French immersion programs, children were asked
liked the bilingual
In
all cases,
program.
the majority gave positive responses such as wanting to
continue,
recommending it to younger siblings and
liking the challenge.

'tow they

a
Finally,
paper by
Gulutsan discusses data
collected by Lavallge for a Master's Thesis at the
University of Alberta.
Lavallge identified those
students in a
bilingual
French/English junior and
senior high school who claimed to know an additional
language well enough to maintain a casual conversation
in it.
He compared the trilinguals with bilinguals in
a
number of attitudinal
and
motivational
measures.
Lavall4e found that the trilinguals, in comparison with
the
bilinguals,
expressed
more
significantly
satisfaction with the French program in the school.
They were also somewhat more intensely motivated for
learning
in
a
milieu and somewhat more
bilingual
integratively motivated.
Then Gulutsan
found that,
among the trilinguals,
those who had resided
4n
a
French
community scored
higher on the measure of
motivational intensity.
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Genesee, 1978(a)
Genesee et al, 1977
Lambert &

Tucker, 1972

Muller et al, 1977
Shapson I Day, 1982
Shapson &
Kaufman, 1978
Swain & Lapkin, 1977
Gulutsan, 1976
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All but two of the seventeen studies
reviewed in
this
section
have been
conducted
by
Canadian
researchers, and the majority have been of Canadian
subjects.
These people have considered orientation,
attitudes and motivation in a variety of
research
designs
-as
correlational
studies, as dependent
variable!: when comparing
types of programs, and
as
predictors for such variables as enrolling in bilingual
programs and achievement in language learning. While
more needs to be done in this area, these works suggest
the following:
(1)

Individuals differ in their reasons for learning a
second language. They may do it to improve social
status or job
opportunities
(an
instrumental
orientation) or they may do it to draw closer to
another
cultural
group
(an
integrative
orientation).
This orientation-may vary according
to
community,
socio-economic
status,
language
background or stage of language learning.

(2)

Positive correlations exist
between attitudes
toward
and/or identification
with the target
language and its speakers and variables such as
motivation, enrollment in bilingual programs and
success
in
language
learning
(achievement,
confidence, use of language and satisfaction).

(3)

Children
who
fail
to
identify
with
any
linguistic/cultural groups may be most at risk in
language learning.

(4)

One study suggests that learning a second language
may
positively dispose children toward learning
more languages.
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Language Aptitude
In
the studies selected for inclusion in this
report, few have taken into account "language aptitude"
either as an
independent or a dependent variable.
These
three
listed
studied the
variable in
a
correlational
design; two performed factor analysis.
In the study of Jewish children in Montreal, linguistic
aptitude
as
measured by
the
Psi-Lambda Forei n
Language Aptitude Battery correlated qu to
gh y with
Hebrew language achievement for all classes. However,
for the other two studies
(one done in the Philippines
and one in Montreal), the Modern Language Aptitude Test
was not as good a predictor of second-language Yearning
as
measures
assessing orientation,
attitudes and
motivation (see preceding section).

Summary

Two studies suggest that language aptitude-may not
in
important
second-language
learning
as
attitudes and motivation.
be

as

Anisfeld &
Lambert, 1961
Gardner &

Lambert, 1972
Tucker et al, 1976
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Personality
A
small
collection of studies have considered
personality.
The perspectives of these studies are
very different as illustrated by these four.questions:
(1)
What
are
the personality
characteristics of
individuals who do well in bilingual programs? (2) What
are the persona'ity characteristics of individuals who
should not
be
in
bilingual
programs?
(3)
Do
the
personalities of bilinguals differ from monolinguals?
(4) Do the personalities
of individuals
in bilingual
programs differ from those in monolingual programs?

Cummins, 1978(b)
Edwards &

Casserly, 1976
Gardner &
Lambert, 1972

Lambert et al, 1963
Lerea & Kohut, 1961

Macnamara et al, 1976
Swain &
Burnaby, 1976
Tucker et al, 1976

Here again the evidence for answering each of
these questions is scarce. Apropros of the first
question, aspects of personality may not be as strongly
related to achievement in a
second language as aspects
of attitudes, orientation and motivation. Quickness in
grasping new concepts and perfectionist tendencies may
be related to language achievement.
The relationship
of
personality to achievement may be different for
younger and older children. Success for older students

may be associated wit,' being adventuresome, assertive,
conscientious and emotionally stable.
Two studies suggest that! the answer for question
two is that children who are shy, introverted and lack
confidence should not be in bilingual programs.
Lerea and Kohut found no significant differences
between bilinguals and monolinguals when they estimated
social adjustment.
And finally,
for the fourth question, Swain and
Burnaby reported that kindergarten children
entering
French immersion programs were happier, more talkative
an^ .7c re perfectionist than children entering a regular
program;
while Edwards and Casserly reported that
French immersion children in grades two and/or three
were more reserved,
assertive, tough-minded, vigorous,
shrewd, conscientious and venturesome than children in
a program with 75 minutes of French a day.
Summary
Aspects of personality
such as
self-confidence,
perfectionism,
assertivtness, adventuresomeness,
and
conscientiousness could be characteristic of children
who
enroll
in
bilingual
programs and/or
become
bilingual.
However,
a great deal more research would
be needed to establish such findings definitely.
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Social Development
researchers of bilingualism and bilingual
have undertaken a study of variables that
education
could
be
classified
under
the
heading
"social
Edwards
development".
employed the
and
Casserly
Vineland Social Maturity Scale one year but the next
year eliminated it, because they judged the results not
to
be
sufficiently
relevant to research on second
language programs. As a result of testing grades one
and two French immersion children for one year, they
concluded that at grade one, French immersion children
were experiencing some
lag in maturing socially
but
that at grade two no detrimental efftcts were obvious.
The
items
of
the
Vineland SoLlal Maturity Scale
represent
progressive
maturation
in
self-help,
self-direction, locomotion, occupation, communications
and social relations.
Few

Purbhoo and Shapson used an observation schedule
a modified sociogram and concluded that Italian
children in a Toronto bilingual
program (see page 8)
had
patterns of behavior and classroom interaction
typical
of their own age group in kihdergarten and
grade one.
and

Macnamara et al. used several research techniques
to study French children attending English schools and
English children attending French schools in the city
of Montreal
and concluded that in some ways the two
situations differ. With respect to social development
and relations, they wrote:
...
English children seemed to
stay more aloof in French schools
in
than
French children
English
English children tend to
ones.
make friends more in their own
linguistic group. There were more
reports of enmities and animosities
between the linguistic groups
in
French
and
schools,
the
the
conflicts appeared to last longer.
(Macnamara et al., 1976, p.130)

Summary

Social development as related to bilingualism and
bilingual programs has not been a popular theme for
researchers and therefore it is difficult to pinpoint a
representative finding on the topic.

Edwards &

Casserly, 1976
Macnataara et al., 1976
Purbhoo &

Shapson, 1975
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Language/Learning Disabilities
The information on disabilities
in the context of
bilingualism and/or bilingual
programs is fragmentary.
samples of kindergarten children with
Bruck chose
language disabilities in French immersion classes and
in English classes and compared them with children with
normal language development in both types of classes
until all
were in grade three.
The language-disabled
children and normal-language children were matched on
the basis of sex, age in months, classroom teacher and
father's occupation. Bfuck's purpose was to determine
the feasibility of French immersion programs for the
language-disabled children (those who in spite of
physical well-being ormal intelligence and a healthy
personality acquit', *anguage with painful
slowness).
After three years of extensive testing in mathematics,
reading,
spelling,
abstract
reasoning,
grammar,
intellectual functioning,
and visual/auditory skills,
Bruck concluded:
results
are
extremely
encouraging, for they suggest that
children
with
language-learning
problems
who
attend
French
immersion
programs can
develop
linguistic, cognitive, and academic
skills at a rate similar to that at
which they would develop were they
placed in an all-English classroom.
(Bruck, 1978, p.65)

Edwards and Casserly had a different rationale for
measuring
learning difficulties
in
their study
of
primary children in French
immersion; they wanted to
investigate
whether exposure
to
second
language
instruct ion
leads
to
learning difficulties.
Both
English and French teachers rated the children, and the
were
children
administered
the
Illinois Tests
of Psycholinguistic Abilities
and
the
Slingerland
Screening Test. Generally iTeaking the results of the
study indicated that the French immersion program had
no detrimental effects
on the
incidence of learning
disabilities when compared with regular programs with
French for 20 or 75 minutes a day.
Finally,
rites,
from
the
Neuropsychology
Laboratory at
t e Royal Ottawa Hospital, investigated
the type of lear ing disabilities found in children who
fail or do poorly in primary French immersion programs.
A group of 32 primary French immersion children were
selected along with seven comparison groups assembled
from the
neuropsychological
tiles.
All
comparison
groups were matched as
closely as possible to the
immersion group for age,
sex
and I.Q.
Each child
received an extensive
individual
neuropsychological

100

3ruck, 1978
Edwards &

Casserly, 1976
!rites, 1976
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assessment; the scores were then analyzed according to
complex statistical
analyses. The French
immersion
difficulty group had above average intelligence and
higher performance levels on virtually all of the tests
with
one
exception,
a
complex
psychomotor
problem-solving task.
Trites interpreted the deficit
on the Tactical Performance Test as a motivational lag
in the temporal
lobe region or a learning disability.
After following some of the children who were switched
to an English language program, Trites concluded:
follow-up
testing indicated
that children who have difficulty
in French immersion accelerated in
academic skills after they had been
switched to an English language
program.
However, at the time of
the first follow-up they were still
below expected levels considering
their age and ability. The results
of this study do not support the
view
that
the
child who
had
in
difficulty
primary
French
immersion would have experienced
the same difficulty in an English
language
program.
Rather,
the
findings support
the conclusion
that
some
children,
of
above
average
potential
and
normal
abilities
for school
progress in
their native language, experience
difficulty or fail in a primary
immersion program
in
a
second
language as
a result of a mild
specific maturational lag.
(Trites, 1976, pp.200-1)
The

Summary_

Research o
language/learning
disabilities as
related to bilingualism and bilingual programs is so
limited
that
it
is
impossible
to
formulate
generalizations.

10?
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Student Employment

A preceding section entitled Student Orientation,
Attitudes and Motivationze included reviews of some
studies that suggested th'Nt enrplment and achievement
in a second language program is'Irequently related to
in
instrumental orientation.
is, students who
That
learn a language for the purposes of improving social
status and/or career opportunities will be motivated to
do well.
Some obvious and intriguing questions then
come to mind.
Do graduates of bilingual
programs use
the second language? Do the graduates obtain better
jobs or
develop more
rewarding careers?
Do the
graduates experience more
mobility?
upward social
Given that answers to such queries require difficult
longitudinal research efforts, it is unfortunate but
understandable that they are rarely considered.
However, one study did take up similar ques,tions.
bilingual
program studied by Popp
hash been
described on page 30; it is the K-13 French and English
In
program in the Niagara South Board of Education.
that investigation, Popp responded to some parents and
some
students who were concerned that the bilingual
program might in fact jeopardize job opportunities.
He
devised a job survey and collected rest uses from a
small sample of grade twelve graduates from each of the
bilingual school
and an English-speaking school. The
survey was designed to elicit information regarding the
percentage of employed and unemployed persons, the
nature of employment, and the extent to which French
was used on the job. The only major difference in the
two
groups of
employment characteristics
of
the
students a few months after graduation was that several
the bilingually educated students used French at
of
work while none of the English educated students did.

Popp, 1976

The

Summary

The effects of bilingual programs and bilingualism
on student employment is an important, but unstudied,.
subject.

-
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Parent Attitudes and Involvement
I

Of all
the research' literature reviewed
in this
repoft, not more thani10% deals overtly with the
Isubject of parents, and for the research that dries, the
subject is frequently ,addressed as an aside or not
considered as part of the formal research design. This
is unfortunate, for no' one could dispute that parents

play an important role/in the lives of their children.
Parents pioneered/ the St. Lambert French Immersion
program in Montreal and remained supportive in spite of
;uncertainties and d)fficulties.
The
role
of
the
parents in this pro,WA is described in an appendix
written by one of the
parents.
Here are three
excerpts:
/

Some members of
the group had
generally
more
"instrumental"
reasons f : r wishing their children
to be
btlingual. They wished the
continuing progress and success of
their
children
in
a
province
progressively
more
becoming
dominated by
tie French
fact.

Others 'considered bilingualism a
personal
for
asset
cultural,
intellectual, and social reasons -the
so-called
"integrative"
motivation.
(Lambert & Tucker, 1972, p.221)
Though only eight people did most
of the actual work, the efforts of
the whole group at this stage were
essential.
Mutual
reinforcement
gave the members the courage and
the will to continue against rather
overwhelming odds. For most, this
was
a
first
experience
with
community action, and they found it
unusually stimulating
and
often
nerve-wracking.
The specter of two
hundred
parents
kept
the
administrators and board members
uneasy too, and it was known that
some of them were having
severe
nervous
reactions to the group's
forceful approach.
(Lambert & Tucker, 1972, pp.224-5)
the parents'
group felt
the
full weight of responsibility
for
the
of
success
the
Experimental
Class.
They felt compelled to play
a leading role in setting it up.

Cohen, 1974

Cummins, 1978(b)
Lambert &

Tucker, 1972
Swain & Lapkin, 1977
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They could hardly leaice it in the
hands of reluctant
administrators
who did not know exactly what was
expected of
them.
It
was an
awkward,
unprecedented
role
for
parents,
and
understandably the
administration felt threatened by
it.
However, there was not much
choice for the
parents.'
group.
They
found the teacher, one whom
they had hired themselves for their
winter classes, spent hours,during
the year encouraging
her and the
skeptical principal
of the school
selected for the experiment.
(Lambert & Tucker, 1972, pp.226-7)
.

,

Other immersion programs such as the Spanish
immersion program in Culver City,' California (see page
38)
and the late French immersion program in Peel
County, Ontario have also been strongly supported by
middle class Anglo parents.
Cummins
discussed the
immersion program in Ireland and suggested that present
day
programs are more successful
than previous ones
largely because of parents' attitudes:

Thus, among many parents, mainly in
the Dublin area, there has been a
renewal of interest in having their
children .educated through Irish.
These parents are considerably more
committed to the Irish language
than
many parents of children in
earlier Irish
immersion schools.
...
In
other words, many of the
parents of children
in
earlier
immersion schools would have held
neutral
or
negative
attitudes
towards
Irish and few would have
spoken any
Irish
at
home.
In
contrast
many
of
the
recent
all-Irish
school's
were
founded
through
parental
and
pressure
parents
are
involved
both
in
decision-making
in
and
extracurricular activities.
(Cummins, 1978(b), pp.275-6)

English/Ukrainian bilingual
in
programs
(see page 6), the English/German bilingual
Edmonton
program in Cincinnati
(see page 33), and the American
bilingual
Spanish/English
Headstart
programs
are
examples of children receiving some education through
the medium of a heritage language. The authors discuss
the
influence and
satisfaction of the parents.
The
parents of the English/Ukrainian program children felt
the objectives of the program were appropriate and were
The
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Chesterfield, 1982
Edmonton Public
Schools, 1979
Ewanyshyn, 1980

Muller et al, 1977
Veidt, 1976
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being achieved and ,:onsidered the program operation to
be effective. These parents were particularly pleased
because they felt their children were acquiring an
appreciation of Ukrainian culture and, in the case of
the Catholic School
System, an understanding of, the
Rite.
Ukrainian Catholic
And,
Veldt wrote
the
following about the parents in Cincinnati:
there
is one factor which,
...
calculate
althouga difficult
to
statistically,
may
have
been
functioning to the advantage of the
bilingual
pupils.
Parents
who
enroll
their
children
in
an
alternative program represent not a
random
of
sample
of
parents
elementary school
students, but
rather a highly
select group who
are
vitally concerned about and
involved in the education of their
sons
and
daughters.
Parental
interest,
enthusiasm,
and
commitment
constitute
an
incalculable source of motivation
for such pupils.
(Veldt, 1976, p.49)
-

Two investigations examined the effect of numerous
variables on
children's success in learning a second
language. Both shore up the notion that children with
parents who support the learning of a second language
do better than those with non-supportive parents.

Gardner

Two other studies compared samples of monolingual
and bilingual 10-year-old French Canadian children on a
number of variables.
Both studies concluded that the
parental
differed
attitudes of
the
two
groups
significantly and that they influenced the children's
attitudes.
Parents of bilingual children encourager.
their offspring to learn the sec,nd language ;Ind hat;
more favorable attitudes to the speakers of
that
language.
These parents were also more likely than
parents of monolingual children to make an effort to
learn the second language themselves.

Anisfeld &

Bilingual programs may also serve to change parent
attitudes to and involvement in school
and education.
Of
four San Antonio
schools with Spanish/English
bilingual programs, Pryor reports that the school with
the most successful bilingual program had a far better
parents
attendance of
at
PTA meetings
for the
experimental
group
than
for the
groups.
control
Similarly,
the Toronto program for Italian children
(see page 8) also influenced the parents:

Cohen, 1975

xlj

Lambert, 1972
Tucker et all 1976

Lambert, 1964
Peal &

Lambert, 1962

Owens, 1972
Pryor, 1967
Purbhoo &

Shapson, 1975
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The
final
goal was to help the
parents become more involved with
their children's
education.
...
While parents from the comparison
group
expressed
an
as
great
interest
in
the
children's
the
General
education,
Mercer
parents
attended more
official
school
and
functions
talked
regularly with the teacher on an
informal
basis.
These
results
illustrated
that
parental
involvement can be affected by a
transition program.
Informal talks
continued during the second year
,

with a new teacher in charge ofthe
transition program indicating that
the common language rather than the
teacher
specifically
was
responsible.
(Purbhoo & Shapson, 1975, pp.44-5)
Cohen described the effects on
parents of the
Spanish/English bilingual program for Mexican-American
children in Redwood.City (see page 7) as follows:

of the Bilingual
Project
grail!)
were
significantly
more
positive about the effects upon
their children's English
language
developmenit'of using Spanish
as a
medium
df .instruction
in
the
They felt that the use
classroom.
of
Spanish would either increase
learning
their
children's
of
that their
English
English or
ability would come out the same.
Comparison parents tended to feel
that
use
Spanish
in
of
the
classroom would either decrease, or
have no effect on, their ability in
English.
Few Comparison parents,
however, f.,lt
that use of Spanish
would enhance
the
learning
of
This difference in views
English.
is
striking.
It
lends
further
to
the
contention
support
that
exposure to a bilingual
program
actually affects
the
views
of
parents.
(Cohen, 1975, p.260)
Paridt:.

.

bilingual
Finally,
in
the Spanish
preschool
program described by Owens (see page 8), the children
spent approximately two hours a day in a home learning
\ environment containing five children and a home tutor.

(
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Parents were
active..
activities
and
served
children.

,ived
Is

in
the
learning
models
for
their

Summary,

A rather limited collection of studies suggests
only that parent attitudes and involvement are
important to children's attitudes to and achievement in
learning second languages but also that bilingual
programs may positively affect
parent's attitudes to
and
involvement in education
and
second language
learning.
not

113
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Teacher and Principal Attitudes
The
attitudes of teachers and principals have
rarely
been canvassed by researchers of bilingual
programs.
This omission
is perplexing given that a

major responsibility for making such programs work lies
with the teachers, principals and administrators. One
group of researchers ended a paper on teachers' views
with these words:
... the investigators believe that
the data strongly
suggest that
evaluators
of
innovative
educational
piograms must examine
carefully
the repercussions
of
these programs not only on pupils
and
parents,
but
also
on
the

teachers and administrators who are
directly or indirectly associated
with them.
(Campbell et al., 1973, p.110)
Campbell et al. found quite a difference between
English-speaking and French-speaking teachers in their
opinions about an innovative French immersion program
for English-speaking children.
The French-speaking
teachers were
very favorable;
they
believed the
children would become skilled in French, master course
content, become sensitive to the values and traditions
of French Canadians and would not lose their English
skills.
The English-speaking teachers disagreed on all
points and also felt that the
immersion program was
receiving too much publicity.
In
spite of these
differences,
the two groups were interacting in the
school
with the immersion program;
the
francophone
teachers had not become social isolates.
evaluators

Other
example:

report similar

attitudes;

for

Campbell et all 1975

Edwards &

Casserly, 1976
Lambert &

summary, it would appear' that
the decisive factor in a teacher's
to
the second language
attitu %e
programs
is
not
teaching
experience, the size of school or
class or the grade being taught but
simply the position which a person
holds.
Principals
are
most
hesitant
evaluating
about
the
programs positively and are the
strangest' advocates of revising the
present
curricula.
The
French
teachers are
almost unanimously
favorable in their evaluation
of
the
effectiveness of the second
language programs.
The
English
In

Tucker, 1972
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teachers
to
tend
maintain
a
position between the two extremes.
All
agree on the high level
of
co-operation which exists in the
schools, a situation which probably
greatly enhances
the
children's
learning of French and the transfer
of what is learned in those classes
to an English setting.
&
(Edwards
1976,
Casserly,
pp.378-9)
In the same study,
principals, English teachers
French teachers all agreed that they, and not
parents,
should be
the ones
to determine
the
and

appropriate second language program for a child.
Lambert and Tucker found that the opinions of
teachers about
English-Canadian
French
immersion
students varied. Some English teachers were amazed and
delighted while others expected the children to be
disastrously retarded and went out of their way to
search for deficiencies.

The evaluators of the Edmonton English/Ukrainian
bilingual programs (see page 6) solicited opinions of
just
the bilingual
program teachers and principals.
(No background
information on
the teachers
and
principals was reported.)
In
general, teachers and
principals rated the objectives of the programs highly
and felt they were being attained.
The
operation of
the programs was judged as being effective and most
wanted them to continue.
Most of the teachers
felt
that the bilingual
programs had had a positive effect
on the students' appreciation of the Ukrainian culz,:re,
religion and/or Ukrainian Catholic Rite.
Teachers
wanted more Ukrainian language materials, guidelines,
library
books and inservice while principals wanted
more money and special
timetabling or scheduling
arrangements.
Some of the program teachers
reported
receiving
less
from
support
administration
and
non-program teachers than non-program teachers. Some
also
reported
feelings of
isolation
from
the
non-program teachers.

Edmonton Public

Lapkin et al. studied French immersion programs in
two different
school
settings:
immersion centres
housing only
he immersion program,
and
dual-track
schools in which both the immersion and regular English
programs operated. The test
of Grade five
results
students indicated superior achievement
on the part of
immersion centre students in some aspects of French and
English skills.
The authors suggest five possible
reasons for the differences, one of which was slightly
more favorable staff attitudes towards the immersion
program in the immersion centres than in the dual-track

Lapkin et al, 1981

schools:

11 5

Schools, 1979

Ewanshyn, 1980
Muller at al., 1977
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When asked to specify whether they
would prefer to teach early French
immersion in an immersion centre or
homeroom
a
dual-track
school,
immersion
teachers
unanimously
chose the immersion centre.
This
suggests that the dual-track school
immersion homeroom teachers are not
as satisfied about teaching in the
immersion program in their schools
as
are their counterparts in the
immersion centres.
When asked to
describe the atmosphere in their
of
staff
schools, 44%
in
the
centres
indicated
immersion
that
there was a compatible mix, or made
a positive comment, compared with
30% in the dual-track schools. ...
addition, more staff in the
In
dual-track schools indicated that
felt the
they
atmosphere
was
segregated (17% versus 5% in the
immersion centres).
(Lapkin et al., 19$1, p.84)
Further, principals
and vice-principals in the
Lf
dual-track
reported
more
areas
schools
administrative
in
difficulty,
particular:
staff
and
other
relations,
parents'
demands,
bussing
transportation, and crowding in the schools.
infant
surveyed
and
primary
Irish
Cummins
immersion
in
English-speaking areas
of
teachers
in Irish but Cummins
The questionnaire was
Ireland.
provided no information on the background of the
teachers.
Most of the teachers felt that becoming
bilingual confers
intellectual advantages on children
of above-average intelligence and would not hold back
the
intellectual
development
of
children
of
below-average intelligence. Most felt that personal
for
children's
commitment to Irish was
essential
progress in an all-Irish school and only 9% felt that
it
was psychologically healthier to fully develop a
child's native language before starting instruction
through the medium of a second language.
finally,

teachers
of
Spanish/English Headstart programs (see
up their feelings as follows:
And

the

bilingual
page 8) summed
the

11t

Cummins, 1978(b)
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English-preferring
children:
For

-

Hispanic

Being aware of
his
Hispanic
heritage
and
language
will
enable the child to develop in
both
English
and
Hispanic
cultures.

For non-Hispanic children:
-

The child- can
understand his
Hispanic peers and there is a
greater degree of interaction.
cultural differences would
The
be understood without prejudice.

For

Spanish-preferring
children:

-

important for the native
Spanish child to speak English
in
this country
because more
often than not,
he will
be
confronted
only
with
in
English-speaking
persons
higher positions.

Hispanic

It is

Children
better,
get
a
because
they
self-concept
recognize that speaking Spanish
is
just
as
good as
speaking
them
learn
This
helps
English.
not
to be
ashamed of their
language.
(Chesterfield, 1982, p.16)

-

does
not
Chesterrield
discuss the
background of the teachers
interviewed but
the majority spoke both Spanish and English.

cultural
says that

Summary

There is a hint in this limited amount of research
that teacher and principal attitudes may vary according
to their language/cultural background and position in
the school
and that such attitudes may be
related to
the success of bilingual programs and the achievement
of students in such programs.
This subject should be
more thoroughly investigated.

Teacher Employment,

Approaches to
staffing bilingual
educational
programs vary
considerably but the
solutions or
arrangements as well as the characteristic; of staff
are not always documented by researchers and are rarely
used
as
control
or
independent variables in the
research designs. In fact, on the whole, a certain air
of silence surrounds the topic of teacher employment.
What is discussed here is an accumulation of bits and
pieces of information gleaned from twenty-seven papers.
most
In
instances,
it seems that Ontario and
Quebec French
immersion programs
employed' native
speakers of French, although bilingual Anglophones or
persons with nativelike command of French were also
hired, particularly, in Ontario. One must assume that
the persons hired were qualified teachers but little
information
is provided.
(Unqualified teachers were
employed in the St. Lambert project, at some stages.)
The
teachers'
country of birth, years of teaching
experience and other languages spoken are scarcely
touched on, although Lambert and Tucker mention that in
one year they hired teachers from Belgium and
North
Africa who were French-speaking. Genesee poi A.ed out
that the native French-speaking teachers in tne French
immersion program in the P-otestant School Board of
Greater Montreal
could also speak English.
Lapkin et
al. compared French immersion programs in two settings
-- immersion centres housing only the immersion program
and dual-track schools
operating both immersion and
regular programs -- and concluded the immersion centres
were more successful partly because the teachers were
more experienced and were better in communicating with
the
parents
in
the
English. .Also,
principals and
vice- principals
in
the immersion centres were more
skilled in French.
Three papers suggest that the job
security of Anglophone teachers
is threatened
by the
bilingual
programs
and that anxieties and
negative
attitudes can arise as a result.
Here.is an excerpt
from one of the papers:

One comment on the Teacher Survey
about an immersion centre where the
regular English program was
still
in the process of being phased out
suggests that this
process
can
cause a certain amount
of tension
in
the school:
"Problems
are
occurring between staf
because of
redundancy at school
level brought
about
by
the
growth
of
the
immersion program."
(Lapkin et al., 1981, p.84)
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Bulk & Swain, 1978
Barik at al., 1977
BrtiCk at al. 1973

Campbell at ai., 1973

Genesee, 197B(U)
Lambert &
Tucker, 1972
Lapkin at al., 1981

Swain & Lapkin, 1977
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In the Montreal experiment in trilingual education
or double immersion (see page 6), Genesee et al. point
out that regular content courses were taught via French
by native French-speaking teachers while religious and
cultural
subjects were taught via Hebrew by native
Hebrew-speaking teachers.

Genesee et al, 1978

The Culver City
Spanish immersion program
page 38) employed Mexican-American teachers.

Cohen, 1974

(see

Some bilingual
programs
rely
exclusively on
qualified teachers who are fluently bilingual. Many of
these use concurrent simultaneous translation methods
or alternate from one language to the other sometimes
repeating content.
In some cases, the environment of
the classroom is described as bicultural.
The teachers
themselves are often immigrants. Two Canadian programs
are good
illustrations.
The description
of
the
Punjabi/English program in British Columbia that was
disussed on page 15 is concluded with this paragraph:
The
results
of
this
evaluation
suggest
the
children
in
the
experimental
class made gains in
self-concept.
The
contributing
factors are undoubtedly many, but
the
fact
that they had an East

Indian teacher is believed to be an
important one. That these children
have a
culture as well
as
a
language different
from our own
bears repeating. Perhaps the fact
they gained
in
self-concept and
through this kind of program they
received an understanding of our
culture without detriment to their
own shows a step that must be taken
before learning English can really
be accomplished.
The continuation
of this program and the employment
of an East Indian teacher, fluent
in
Punjabi and English, for this
class is strongly recommended.
(Moody, 1974, p.34)
.

The Toronto Italian transition program
8) was staffed in an interesting manner:

Both the teacher and her assistant
were born
in
Italy,
spoke
both
English and Italian fluently, and
had experience with primary grade
chilaren though not at the junior
kindergarten age. The teacher had
studied the Italian
language and
was
familiar with its formal
or
standard form, while the assistant

(see page

legarreta 1979
Moody, 1974
Pryor, 1967
Purbhoo &

Shapson, 1975
Trevino, 1970
Tucker et al, 1970

-113spoku Calabresi, one of the more
common
Italian dialects.
This
minimized
any
difficulties
in
communicating with
the children
whose
backgrounds consisted
of
dialect and the formal Italian.
(Purbhoo & Shapson, 1975, p.9)

Unqualified personnel tend to shoulder a major
responsibility in bilingual programs for groups that
have few educated adults.
The programs
for Cherokee
Indian children in Oklahoma,
Aboriginal children in
Australia
and
Indian children in Mexico
have been
presented on pages 13,3 and 44. The project schools
of the Cherokee
Bilingual Education Program did not
have bilingual
teachers, so bilingual
Cherokee Indian
teacher aides were employed to work with the classroom
teacher in a team effort to provide bilingual education
for the Indian children. Bacon et al.
provide little
detail
about the arrangement but the aides received
training and
were apparently
effective.
In
the
Milingimbi
Bilingual
Education
Program,
a
trained
non-Aboriginal teacher taught the English parts of the
program and a partially trained or untrained Aboriginal
teacher taught the Aboriginal language portion of the
program.
The Aboriginal
teaching assistants had no
prior teaching experience but
held major teaching
roles.
Similarly,
the bilingual schools
of
the
National Indian Institute of Mexico recruited teachers
from the local Indian populations. Modiano compares
the teachers of the experimental group (the Institute
schools) with
the teachers
of
the
control
group
(Federal and State schools) as follows:
teachers
were
recruited
primarily from three groups.
In
and
the
Federal
State schools,
where all
reading instruction was
in
Spanish, many came from the
local
mestizo population;
they
often had a cursory knowledge of
the
Indian
languages
but
represented the element which had
exploited them for decades; for the
most part their relationships with
the
Indian communities were
far
from
cordial.
Most
of
the
remaining
Federal
and
State
teachers were recent normal school
graduates from other regions of the
country; some came with missionary
zeal, some were demoralized by the
difficjlt
living conditions
they
found, but none spoke the language
of their students. As a group the
The
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Bacon et al, 1982
Gale et al, 1981
Modiano, 1968
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Federal and State teachers averaged
nine years of
formal
education;
only one was a woman.
Institute
teachers
who
approached
reading through
the
vernacular, were
recruited from
local Indian populations. When the
first
Institute
schools
were
founded
in
1952
many of
the
teact .rs
were
barely
literate
themtIlves.
By
the time of the
field study the
Institute was able
to recruit new teachers from among
its own graduates and had provided
in-service education for the older
teachers, so that, as a groupo they
now averaged six years of
formal
education.
Many were still clumsy
in their mastery of Spanish. Four
of the 28 (14%) were women.
(Modiano, 1968, pp.38-9)

The author concludes with these comments:
The Mexican study also showed that
teachers'
ability to communicate
with their
students and
their
attitudes toward them
may have
outweighed
their
training
or
educational
level.
Would
this
always hold true?
How far could
these students have gone
if
the
teachers had been more adequate?
If
we
had
to choose
between'
bilingual
aides
and
college
edu7ated
teachers
who
cannot
con lunicate with
their students,
who
would be
more
effective?
Further study is warranted.
(Modiano, 1968, p.43)
Spolsky (1978) describes how a bilingual program
change the economic and political makeup of a
commurity because of a need for different teachers:
can

In the Navajo situation,
the most
important
outcome of
bilingual
education
is probably related to
changes
in
the
economic
and
political situation.
In
1972, the
53,000 Navajo students in school,
90% of whom speak
Navajo, were
taught by 2600 teachers, only 100
of whom spoke Navajo.
The decision
to
establish bilingual
education,
even a transitional variety for the
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first three grades, set up a need
for
a
thousand
Navajo-speaking
teachers.
Whatever effects this
may
have on the educational
or
linguistic situation,
it is
clear
that
it
immediately
offers
the
possibility of jobs
within the
community for a'stzeable group of
people. ' A
thousand well-paying
jobs on the reservation.for Navajos
would lead to a greater income not
just
for the teachers themselves
but for the community as a whole
and would
immediately establish
within the community a well-paid
middle
class
whose
potential
infuence on political
development
of
the Navajo nation is o6vious.
Whatever may then be the expressed
goals of a
bilingual education
program,
it is probable that
its
major effect will be 'in 'this area.
The political
effect of bilingual
education
is
to assure not just
development of this group but also
community control
of
school
and
teachers and so the integration of
the school into community life.

(Spolsky, 1978, pp.W-8)
Some bilingual programs are staffed by two sets of
each proficient
in
trained teachers,
one
language.
Each is
responsible for distinct language portions of
the curriculum. This is true for these four bilingual
programs for Moroccan and Turkish children in Holland,
Finnish children
in
Sweden, Spanish
children in
Connecticut and German children in Cincinnati
(see
pages 12, 25, 33, and 35).

Altena &

The instructional staff for the first year of the
Redwood -City
Bilingual Project (see page 714 comprised
two bilingual
Mexican-American teachers, one aide who
had been an elementary school teacher in Costa Rica and
another Mexican-American aide with
a
high
school
background.
The Costa Rican aide left the project
because she tended to assume the role of the teacher
against the wishes of the master teacher and because
she
expected
payment commensurate with
her
past
training and experience.
In the second year,
there
were two Anglo bilingual teachers, one Mexican-American
bilingual teacher, one bilingual specialist and three
Mexican-AmArican aides.
third year, another
In
the
Mexican-American bilingual teacher was added as well as
three aides;
one
a
teacher from Bolivia, one an
untrained person from El Salvador and one an untrained
Mexican-American.

Cohen, 1975

Appel, 1982

afgren * OuvinenBirgerstam, 1982
Plante, 1977
veldt, 1976
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The Spanish/English bilingual program in Florida
page
23)
employed
teachers mho were native
speakers of both
languages.
The native speakers
of
English were not
bilingual. The native speakers of
Spanish were experienced- Cuban
Veachers and were
bilingual.
The Cuban teachers had itompleted a special
course at the University of Miami;
Aides were also
hired; they were former Cuban teachers.

Gaardner &

A home tutor and parents were used in the Spanish
bilingual
preschool program doc4mented by Owens and
discussed on page 8. No information is provided about
the tutor.

Owens, 1972

(see

Macnamara (see page 22) /expressed concern that
studies of bilingualism rarely/controlled for teacher
variables such as training, abtli14 to teach and racial
bias.
COnsequently, he took/ special precautions to
guard against differences among the groups with respect
to
teaching training and skill.
He
provides few
details about the teaches except to say that some were
untrained.
Summary

Staffing bilingual
programs
is
not
always a
straightforward matter. A school board may not have in
its employ the necessary triained bilingual teachers and
the. community may not have a literate adult population.
Various solutions have been .tried.
Trained bilingual
teachers from the mother country or other countries
with the same language have been hired. Two sets of
teachers have been employed - one to deal with the
instruction in each language.
Trained teachers from
the mother country have been hired as aides. Untrained
people from within the community have been hired as
aides.
And, bilingual teachers of the dominant culture
have been recruited.;

Certain tensions may arise if regular
their jobs and careers are threatened;

staff feel

Researchers
rarely
control
for
teacher
characteristics in their studies of bilingual programs.
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Richardson, 1968

Macnanera, 1966
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Instructional Materials

Extensive searching through this set of research
literature on bilingual programs brought to light only
meagre information
about
instructional
materials.
Instructional
materials
are
rarely
considered as
independent, dependent or control
variables in the
designs of the research studies.
These two French
immersion primary programs in
Montreal
had curricula that
closely resembled that
followed by most school systems of Montreal. The books
and materials were from Quebec and France. All
the
materials were designed for children who spoke French
as a native lenguage. The programs of study at each
grade
level focused attention on the development of
expected academic skills with language made incidental,
except for French Language Arts.

Bruck et al, 1973

This Ottawa primary French immersion program also
made use of many French books and materials, but most
appeared to have been published in Ontario.

Edwards &

Peel
County
in
Ontario
began their
French
immersion at grade eight and
found that
it
was
difficult
to find materials appropriate to both the
linguistic and cognitive levels of the students. They
found
the
grade
eight
materials
from
Quebec
conceptually
appropriate
but
linguistically
too
sophisticated; consequently, the teachers prepared much
of the materials themselves.

Swain & Lapkin, 1977

The Spanish
paye
36)
hardware.

immersion program in

California (see

Lambert I

Tucker, 1972

Casserly, 1976

Cohen, 1974

had
no
special
curriculum, materials
or
The
Spanish
immersion
teachers simply

observed and borrowed techniques from the conventional
English kindergarten and first grade teachers..
Some authors write
briefly of the difficulties
caused
by
the
lack
of
materials in the heritage
language.
Bacon et al.
felt the lack of curriculum
materials utilizing the Cherokee language limited the

early effectiveness of the Cherokee Bilingual Education
Program.
(See page 44.)
In
the years to follow,
appropriate
materials were
developed by
program
personnel.
In the Redwood City,Project (see page 7),
Cohen reported that finding instructional materials for
teaching Spanish and for teaching the content subjects
in Spanish was a real problem.
In the first year, an
aide translated some science lessons into Spanish but
found
it very time consuming.
Translations of math
concepts were made spontaneously and at times with
difficulty.
the third year, the Mexican-American
In
teachers were at
a definite disadvantage because no
Spanish materials were available for math and science.
The Redwood City Project emphasized the importance of
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Bacon et al, 1982
Cohen, 1975
Edmonton Public
Schools, 1979
Ewanyshyn, 1980

Gale at al, 1981
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culture and therefore
needed books,
filmstrips,
films and records to teach a bicultural
social
studies.
In
the second year,
a
commercial
series on
Mexican-Americans and
project-developed
slide-cassette packages on famous Mexican-Americans

were available for use.
These two programs appear to have relied heavily
on translated materials.
Trevino (see page 59) reports
that
the English text books supplied by Texas were
translated by the teachers and director for their
Spanish/English program. The bilingual project in the
Philippines (see page 11) used materials developed at
Education Centre at the University of
the Science
Philippines for math, science and health.
Since the
materials were developed in English, a specialist was
needed to supervise their adaptation to Filipino.

Other investigators say that time and money had to
be invested in the collection, production and purchase
of materials but make few other comments.
According to
Pryor,
the extent of the planning, organization of
materials and availability of curriculum materials at
the beginning of the year
greatly
influences the
success of a bilingual program.
Summary
in
Little is said about instructional materials
research studies of bilingual education;
however, the
information' that
is
provided suggests
that many
difficulties
translating existing materials,
such as
developing new materials and matching cognitive and
linguistic levels are encountered.

This subject is
research designs.

rarely considered as part
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Trevino, 1970
Tucker et al, 1970

Chesterfield, 1982
Gaardner &

Richardson, 1968
Purbhoo &

Shapson, 1975
Pryor, 1967
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Teaching Styles and Methods of Instruction
serious limitation of this entire body of
research literature on bilingual education programs is
the
lack
of
assessment apd control
of
individual
teaching styles and methods o'f instruction.
A

Three investigations of Canadian French immersion
programs briefly refer to the natural
way in which
children are introduced to French.
These programs
by
begin
emphasizing
French as
a
of
language
communication.
The
teachers aim
at
developing
listening comprehension,
vocabulary and spontaneous
verbal expression while refraining from teaching formal
language skills and making extensive corrections. For
example, Bruck studied the 'suitability of early French
immersion programs for language-disabled children and
made this interesting observation:
One

Bruck, 1978
Genesee et aL, 1977,
Lambert &

Tucker, 1972

phenomena
we have
noticed in our clinical practice is
that
many
language-disabled
children cannot cope with a typical
French-as-a-second-language program
(typically given
for 20
40
minutes a day
several times
a
week);
they
leave school
with
almost no knowledge
of
French.
This may be due to the fact that
most of such programs are based on
teaching methods (a great deal of
memory work, repetition of language
out of context, and the learning of
abstract rules) which inadvertently
exploit the
weaknesses of
the
language-disabled
child.
The
French immersion program does not
seem to have this effect; rather it
provides
a
more
and
suitable
natural
environment
for
these
children to learn French.
(Bruck, 1978, p.70)
of

the

Cohen described the differences between regular
classes and
bilingual
Spanish/English
classes
as
follows in the study of the Redwood City program (see
page 7):
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-120group
received
The
Comparison
English-only
conventional
However, almost half
instruction.
of
these students also received
attention through ESL or
special
through
or
I
classes,
Title
individual
It
was
tutorials.
Bilingual
observed
that.
the,

students w re instructed less as an
entire class, and more extensively
in
small groups or individually,
than were the Comparison students.
(Cohen, 1975, page. 124)
(see program description on page
effects of different teaching
methods and how they might relate to achievement scores
on tests used to evaluate tne success of a bilingual
program:

Finally, Veldt

33) speculated about the

elementary
the
standard
Unlike
in
Cincinnati,
the
curriculum
Bilingual
German-English
School
selected
Alternative
materials for its basic reading
instruction Which evince a strong
phonics base and emphasize word
and
coding-decoding
recognition
This approach to the
activities.
reading in
teachingilearning of
a
large
English corresponds to
extent with the method chosen for
in German. However,
the same task
those sections of the Metropolitan
which
are
Achievement
Test
ability
concerned
with reading
appear to test some elements not
normally presented and learned in a
first-grade reading program which
phonetic-decoding
has
a
This
fact may have
orientAtion.
instrumental in artificially
been
of
depressing
the scores
the
first-grade bilingual group on the
reading achievement portion of the
posttest.
(Veldt, 1976, p.49)
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Veidt, 1976
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Summary

Bilingual education programs are usually evaluated
by comparing them with regular educational programs,
but this is nearly always done without assessing and
controlling for
teaching styles
and methods
of
instruction.
There is enough in the five papers referred to in
this section to suggest that these variables may matter
'nd that they in fact cover d wide range of phenomena.
Are the researchers evaluating bilingual and regular
school programs or are they merely evaluating different
teaching styles and methods of instruction? Do the
researchers use tects that match one program more than
another? Do other programs exist in the schools (such
as remedial classes) that involve some children and not
others?
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Bilingual Education as an Intervening or
Dependent Variable
has emphasized the importance of
Paulston (1978)
accounting for sociohistorical, cultural, economic and
forms of
to certain
lead
factors that
political
bilingual
education when conducting evaluations and
casting "bilingual
could mean
assessments.
This
variable
or
dependent
education" as the intervening
rather than as thA independent variable in research
Paulston/cites Swain on this matter:
designs.
The reason Idlingual education has
been the independent variable is
etc.,
because educators, parents,
were worri d about the possible
bilingual
of
harmful
e fects
The
their kids.
n
education'
evaluations of the programs were
undertaken o show that bilingual
In
harmful.
not
as
education
other words, research for immediate
necessarily
purposes
educational
has used bil ngual education as the
Now if you
independent variable.
of
a
theory
to
develop
want
then you
education
bilingual
have to fake one step backwards (no
and
meant)
negative connotation
the/a
education as
view bilingual
dependent- variable.
(Cited in Paulston, 1978, p.191)
The
of this kind was located.
Only one study
study that children's
investigator assumed in this
progress in a bilingual program was the result of an
interaction between the bilingual program and community
McConnell chose two sites with opposite
variables.
sociolinguistic environments. One site was in a Texas
border area where Spanish was the dominant language of
the community used for nearly all social and economic
tradespeople and
all
the
for example,
functions;
professionals like dgctors and dentists spoke Spanish.
The other program operated in Washington state in a
community where Spanish speakers were in the
rural
minority and there were strong pressures for language
economic functions were
and
because social
shift
children
the
Texas,
In
English.
in
carried on
and this
interacted most at home with their mothers,
In
Washington,
interaction was most often in Spanish.
interacted with
often
children most
however,
the
The
socio-economic
the
English
language.
siblings in
sites
were very
of the two
and ethnic environments
similar -- migrant Spanish workers. There were also no
statistically significant differences in the academic
and language skills of the two groups of children as
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entered
the
bilingual
programs.
The
Spanish/English programs in the two sites were parallel
child/staff
ratios,
curriculum
materials,
timetables, staff training,
staff qualifications. and
staff recruitment. The student outcomes measured were
Spanish and English vocabulary, mathematics and English
reading. Data were analyzed for differences according
to site and length of program attendance.
they

The differences between sites were significant for
all
variables but
most
pronounced for
English
vocabulary. The acquisition of English vocabulary for
the Washington group was very rapid for the first two
years while in Texas it got off to a slow start. With
respect to Spanish vocabulary, the Texas children were
always higher because of the reinforcement of Spanish
outside the program.
McConnell wrote the following
about the relative dominance of the two languages in
'the two sites:
...cthe average scores in English
.vocabulary are consistently higher
than
the
scores
in
Spanish
vocabulary for children
in
the
Washington site. This is not true
the Texas site
at
All
the
...
children in this sample started out
with a "test dominance" in Spanish.
After one year,
a
fourth of the
children
in
Washington
tested
higher in English compared to only
5%
in
Texas.
By
two years a
majority
of
the
in
children
Washington,
almost
two-thirds,
tested higher in English than in
and
Spanish
the
percentage
continues
to
rise
with
each
attendance period.
In
Texas, too,
a limited number of children tested
higher in English than in Spanish
after
attending
the
bilingual
program, but the percentage who
changed
"test
dominance"
was
consistently much lower.
(McConnell, 1983, pp.8-9)
For math and English reading the pattern
each site were quite similar.

of gains for

The differences according to
length of program
attendance were also significant for all
variables.
Each period of attendance
for the
bilingual programs
produced marked increases
in
all
variables in both
locations:

133
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entered
the
math children
program very low at both sites; the
average score would compare to the
lowest 20 percent of children from
norm group.
...
The
the national
program was very powerful at both
sites resulting in a rapid increase
in math scores so that in one year
children's average scores were in
the "low average" range compared to
national
norms, and by,two years
their average scores
attendance,
norms in both
above
average
were
In

sites. ...

In reading, it took two years
program
attendance in a bilingual
for
children's reading scores to
reach the "low average" range
...
By three years their average scores
were nearly at national norms, and
both
by
four years children at
had
average
scores which
sites
exceeded the national norms. ...
(McConnell, 1983, pp.10-12)
Summary

.

with
findings
teat
suggest
McConnell's
programs
held
and
bilingual
socio-economic conditions
characteristics of a
the sociolinguistic
constant,
community can affect outcomes of bilingual education.
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OTHER LITERATURE

The intent of this section is to briefly overview
other bodies of literature and to suggest afew sources
for those who wish to pursue the topics in more depth.
This
additional literature was not included in the
present documint because it was difficult to locate,
designed
poorly
research,
outdated
research,
inconclusive, marginally relevant,
theoretical
not
experioAtal, and/or somewhat outside the area of

eduction.
As mentioned in the Introduction, the 110 research
studies reviewed in this document were conducted during
the past twenty-five years.
Research done prior to
1960'has been reviewed by others such as Darcy (1953
and 1963), Peal and Lambert (1962), Jensen (1962, I and
II),
and Macnamara
(1966). A large portion of the
pre-1960 research examined the effects of bilingualism
on intellectual functioning and tended to conclude that
bilinguals suffer
from a language
handicap when
measured on verbal tests of intelligence.
This body of
research was not included as it is generally agreed by
scholars in tithe field that the studies had certain
methodological flaws; in particular, investigators made
little
attempt
to
control
variables
such
as
socio-economic status and degrees of bilingualism.
In
the words of one author:
.

Almost
without
exception,
the
monolingual groups in these studies
(i.e.,
the children
who
gave
significantly higher performances
on standardized intelligence tests)
were
speakers
of
a
sociolinguistically dominant language,
dominant
in
the
sense that
it
enjoyed
greater
prestige
and
greater communicative utility in
the larger society from which the
groups were
selected.
In
the
majority of these studies,
it was
apparent
further
that
the
bilinguals,
regardless
their
of
proficiency
in
the
dominant
language, were also disadvantaged
by
socio-economic
environmental
factors
specific
to
the
lower
status bicultural
communities in
which they were socialized.
the
author feels safe in insisting that
the category of research referred
to earlier
... has not taken into
account all the variables which one
must. justifiably
assume to
be
operative; anA that those studies
which followei through to conclude
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that bilingualism as a variable of
produced
intellectual
itself
beyond the pale of
deficit,
are
responsible inquiry.
(Diebold, 1966, pp.19-20)
dissertations were not collected and
Doctoral
included
in
this
review., as
they
are not easily
American dissertations
obtained.
Excerpts from all
problems and questions about bilingual
that bear on
1962
and
1975
education
completed
between
(approximately 50) are available in Tucker et al.
(1977).
Rotberg (1982)
provides the legal background of
policy in bilingual education in the United
federal
of
the
States.
The
paper discusses
Title VII
Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965, the
1974 Supreme Court Lau vs Nichols decision, the 1975
Lau Remedies, and the 1978 Title VII Amendments. She
writes:
The purpose of Title VI
was to
fund bilingual
education programs.

Its educational philosophy followed.
a transitional bilingual-bicultural
approach, encouraging the use of
"bilingual
educational
practices,
techniques, and methods." In order
to avoid segregated classes, Title
VII permitted the participation of
children whose native language is
English -- though their percentage
could not exceed 40 percent. The
"The objective of the
Act stated:
program shall be to assist children
of limited English proficiency to
language
improve
their English
skills,
and the participation of
other children in the program must
be
for the principal
purpose of
achievement
of
contributing to the
that objective."
(Rotberg, 1982, p.33)
American bilingual
Dozens of these Title VII
programs have been evaluated and the majority have not
been included in this document;
first, because they
to
according
have
been
evaluated
usually
norm-referenced models instead of control-group models
and second, because results for non-English speaking
for
with
those
are
frequently mixed
children
(1984)
discusses
Yap
children.
English-speaking
standards for Title VII evaluations.
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The issues regarding the optimal
age to learn a
second
language
and
whether
the
age
of
a
second-language
learner
affects
the
nature
of
bilingualism are largely unresolved in the research
literature and, for this reason., have not been directly
addressed in this document. A similar position has
been
taken by other& such as Diaz (1983) and Stern
(1982).
Some, such as Penfield and Roberts (1959),
believe that there is a critical period of years when a
second
language
is
acquired with
greatest ease;
whereas, others such as Snow and Hoefnagel-HUhle (1978)
disagree.
One
reason that the optimal 'age for
introducing a second language is a difficult variable
for
study and
research is that it
is
not
easily
\separated from the amount of time spent learning a
Nkecond language.
Swain (1981) provides a good overview
61\,,the
relationship between
these two variables.
Another paper by Swain (1978) discusses these variables
in the context of early, late and partial immersion.
There is a large volume of literature available
that
examines the
linguistic, psychological
and
neurological
bases of bilingualism. This
literature
includes
topics such
as
interference,
transfer,

interlanguage, switch mechanisms, translation, language
tags,
language set, phonology, morphology,
lexicon,
bilingual/polygot aphasia, compound
and coordinate
bilingualism, and differential cerebral lateralization.
One would expect that this
literature and
research
would be instructive for those involved with bilingual
'education but
on the whole it remains very complex,
technical, methodologically weak
and
inconclusive.
Good
reviews of these topics may be found in Hatch
(1983), Vaid and Genesee (1980)
and Albert and Obler
Albert
and
(1978).
Obler
synthesize
the
neuropsychological and neurolinguistic evidence and
conclude that language is organized in the brain of a
bilingual in a manner different from that which might
have been predicted by studies of cerebral organization
for language
in monolinguals.
They provide evidence
that
knowledge of the neurological
differences and
similarities between monolinguals and bilinguals will
be essential to the future of bilingual education. In
the final pages of their book they write:
summary, it would appear that
learning
a
second
language
distinguishes the bilingual
from
the
monolingual
not
only
in
language
skills, but
also
in
perceptual strategies and even in
patterns of cerebral organization.
If
this
is
true,
then
certain
consequences become apparent.
We
shall speak of three.
In
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First, it would no longer be
correct to accept the traditional
dogma that the left hemisphere is
necessarily dominant for language
in
right-handers.
The
right
hemisphere
may
havO
as . much
capacity to acquire language in
adult-hood as it does in childhood.
It may even be dominant for one of
the languages of the bilingual. ...
Second,
knowledge
that
cerebral organization for language
differs
for
bilinguals
and
monolinguals
may
be
useful
therapeutically.
Finally,
the
evidence
presented
in
this
book
has
implications for second language
If
teaching.
it is true that the
right hemisphere plays a major role
in
the acquisition of a second
language, at any age, then it might
be useful
to develop a program of
second
language
teaching
that
emphasizes
so-called
"right
hemisphere
strategies."
For
example, a second language might be
more easily learned if it were
taught
through nursery
rhymes,
music,
dance,
or
techniques
emphasizing visuospatial skills.
(Albert & Obler, 1978, pp.253-4)
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CONCLUDING SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
This document is a review of 110 research studies
that investigate the effects of bilingual education and
bilingualism on, primarily, the academic and cognitive
development of children and young adults. Individually
or as a group, .these
studies cannot be considered to
represent all that can be achieved in the field. Many
studies have been designed in such a way that they tend
to incorporate a rather narrow band of factors and many
investigators have proceeded in their research without
carefully documenting
the characteristics
of
the
bilingual programs, defining bilingualism or randomly
assigning children for experimental and control groups.
The vast majority of the studies gloss over the impact
of such variables as teacher training, teaching style,
teacher
background
characteristics,
methods
of
instruction,
types
of
instructional
materials,
attitudes within the home, school and community, parent
influence and involvement, socioeconomic conditions,
official and social status of the languages and social
status of
each respective
ethnic/cultural
group.
Purposes for
establishing bilingual
programs and
criteria for evaluating their success are too often
vaguely stated.
The effects of bilingual programs and
bilingualism
on
s4ch
variables as
self-concept,
classroom
behavior,
school
attendance,
social
development, student employment and teacner employment
have
been
considered by only a few investigators.
Researchers rarely
design their studies
so
that
bilingual
education is the dependent or intervening
variable.
A cohesive theory of bilingual education and/or
bilingualism has not yet been formulated, meaning that
outcomes or consequences of establishing a particular
program in
a
given
community cannot
be
easily
predicted. Such a theory cannot be
formulated until
researchers
beginto incorporate a larger array of
educational, ,6conomic cultural, social, political,
cognitive, lin4uistic and
psychological variables into
their investigations.

Keeping in mind these limitations, the purpose of
this concluding summary and discussion is to highlight
some of the themes that seem to be woven through the
research
studies reviewed.
The ways
in which this
document
is organized
(an organization that has not
been
forced but which has grown naturally from the
material) does
in part
suggest some of these themes
but, unfortunately, eclipses others.
The 110 research
studies represent an amazing diversity and the results
and interpretations of results at times seem completely
contradictory.
More than
one
reviewer of
the
literature has admitted to being baffled.
Paulston
,
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(1978, p.188), for example, has said that, "A study cart
be found to support virtually every possible opinion, a
not
uncommon
practice in
review-of-the-literature
with.
programs,
endeavors."
The
diversity lies
research
goals, socio-economic conditions,
politics,
languages and
ethnic/cultural
resources,
designs,
Generalizations, however, are best formulated
groups.
variations and
a
backdrop of differences,
against
is in this respect that the diversity
extremes and it
of
this
collection of studies embodies a certain
strength.

In the absence of a theory of bilingual education
or bilingualism, Vygotsky's ideas and theories seem to
help account for the findings of these 110 diverse
research
studies. Vygotsky proposed that speech is
social
in origin and at first is used entirely for
affective and social functions, after which it develops
self-directive properties that eventually result
in
internalized verbal
thought.
A
few excerpts
from
.Thought and Language (Vygotsky, 1962) serve to further
this discussion:
determined
is
Thought . developmen
i.e
by
the
by
language,
linguistic tools of t ought and by
the sociocultural expe ence of the
child's
child.
The
intellectual
growth is contingent
on his mastering the .social means
of
thought, that
is,
language.
(p.51)
environment,
The language of
the
permanent
its
with
stable,
meanings, points the way that the
child's generalizations will take.

Verbal intercourse with adults
factor in
thus becomes a powerful
child's
the
the
development of
concepts.
(pp.68-9)
...

imitation and instruction play
They bring out the
a major role.
specifically human qualities of the
mind and
lead the child to new
levels.
developmental
Therefore the only good kind of
instruction is that which marches
and
leads
ahead
of
development
...

it...

(p.104)

relation between thought end
word is a living process; thought
word
is
born
A
through words.
devoid of thought is e, dead thing,
thought unembodied in words
and a
The

.
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remains a shadow.
The connection
between them,
however, is not a
preformed and constant one.
It
emerges
in
the
course
of
development and
itself evolves.
(p.153)

If rightly interpreted, these excerpts would seem
to suggest that a child's development will be at risk
if, for any reason, the chance to develop words and/or
thought becomes blocked and that the most devastating
kind of block
would be one where social and verbal
intercourse with adults was severely curtailed. These
excerpts would also seem to indicate that going to
school-and being exposed to an education differs for
each child, as each is experiencing a unique social,
cultural,
lingustic and economic environment outside
school.

Several of these studies have involved children
who are in environments
(social, cultural, linguistic,
economic) that seem to block the chance for them to
develop words and thought through rich social
and
verbal intercourse with adults in their lives. Their
parents may be barely
literate or may need to spend
long hours working away from 11,ome in order to survive.
The
language of the home
May not be officially
recognized,
used,
or
even
accepted by the wider
community.
The
language of the home may not be
sophisticated; it may not have a written form or it may
not be modern. Upon entering
school, the children may
be suddenly confronted witj1 a new environment and a new
language and perhaps with adults who are somewhat less
than approving and accepting. Thus,
not only do the
child's home circumstances limit the
full development
of thought
and words, but the child is at a distinct
cultural,
social and
linguistic disadvantage in the
community and at
school.
In all respects, the chance
for a
normal
development of words and thought
is
blocked.
The best examples in the body of literature
reviewed
are the American and Mexican Indians, the
Aboriginal
children
in
Australia,
the
Finnish
immigrants
in
Sweden and the Turkish and Moroccan
immigrants in Holland. The bilingual
experiments set
up
for
these children
involve using the heritage
languages as media of instruction forall or some of
the school curriculum as
soon as
the children begin
school with teachers (sometimes untrained aides) of the
same
cultural
background.
So,
not
only are the
children being educated by adults who understand,
respect and care for them, but
they have a chance to
develop words and thought in their first language while
learning a second language. Their development of words
and
thought is thus not put
on hold for months or
years.
While these programs have
been shown to be
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better than regular programs that are conducted only in
the second
language, few of the investigators report
that the children progress at normal rates.
Another set of seemingly contradictory studies has
involved children from middle- and upper-class homes
where,
not only
is
the home language an official,
prestigious one in the community,
but the children
bele_g to the majority group and are well accepted and
respected. At home, these children
are in the best of
stimulating
environments.
They
experience
sophisticated social
and
verbal
intercourse with
well-educated, aware, ambitious adults and are strongly
encouraged and guided in all
aspects of word and
thought development.
Upon entering school, they are
not faced with an unfamiliar sociocultural milieu.
It
is within this context that it has been discovered that
it
is possible to completely immerse children in a
second language as soon as
they enter school with no
detrimental effects on the first language skills and
other academic skills but with considerable advantages
for learning the second language.
In contrast to the
minority group children diicussed above, these children
are not completely blocked in their chance to mature
with respect to words and thought -- it is happening at
home and in the community. While totally immersed in a
second language during the beginning months of school,
they may still in fact be developing words and thought
in their first language.
Monolingual children in such
circumstances ana such bilingual programs seem to come
closer to becoming truly bilingual while maintaining
high academic achievement than any other group in any
other type of program. The more immersed the children
are, the better they learn
the second
language. The
best
example
is
the French immersion programs for
English-speaking children in Canada.
third
collection of studies illustrate yet
another combination of sociocultural,
sociolinguistic
and
socioeconomic circumstances that have produced
bilingual
education programs with somewhat different
goals,
methods and criteria for measuring success.
A

Good examples are the Ukrainian and French children in
western Canada, the German children in Cincinnati and
the
English-speaking Irish children
In
in Ireland.
each of these settings, the ethnic/cultural groups (not
first
and second generation immigrants) have become
quite assimilated in the dominant English language and
Pnglo culture. English may be used extensively in the
home by parents and children and the home environment
frequently has the socio-economic goals and advantages
cf the middle-class.
The children feel
relatively at
ease in the community and are accepted by it. School
does
not present an unfamiliar milieu. The popular
of bilingual
goal
programs
in
such settings
is
to
revitalize a language, culture and at times a religion
is being
that
lost through assimilation; reaching a
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sophisticated level
of bilingualism is rarely a high
priority.
However,
those
involved
are
usually
concerned that skills in the official language of the
dominant culture not deteriorate. The language to be
revitalized may be used as a medium of instruction for
various subjects and proportions of time, but the more
subjects and time, the better the skills that are
developed.
Interestingly enough,
the
number
of
subjects and proportion of time devoted to the two
languages have little relationship to skills in the
dominant language
or
achievement in
the various
academic subjects.
The implication would seem to be
that the children never experience a block in their
chance to develop words and thought. English has been
the
language of the home, community and school and
since they have grown up with the language they have
had every opportunity to interact with all
the adults
in
their lives.
The revitalization of a heritage
language seems not to disturb their intellectual and
academic development.

Sometimes bilingual education programs have little
impact
on
language skills
(particularly those of
speaking and listening)
for
one or both
languages.:
These programs may exist within a
fourth kind of
context,
the best example of which is the dominant
Spanish culture in some communities of California And
Texas that border on Mexico.
Even though English is
.

the only official language and the dominant language of
the United States, Spanish is the dominant culture and
language
in
these
areas.
The
people are
not
necessarily first and second generation immigrants, but
interaction with nearly all the adults in .the home and
in the
community is in Spanish.
In regular schools
they are confronted with English but are still involved
mostly with their Spanish peers.
It is not surprisiny
then that a Spanish/English bilingual program in such a
setting may do little-to improve Spanish speaking and
listening skills.
However, the
program may help
prevent
the creation of a block; the children are
allowed to continue a development of words and thought
in
school through the Spanish language while being
introduced to English. Studies of Spanish children in
other areas of the United States that are more Anglo
dominant tended to show different results.
The
influence and stability of the patterns
of
language use in communities are
also manifested in a
few studies that have shown that the introduction of a
bilingual education program did
little to change how
the languages were used in the community.
In fact, a
bilingual program may not even change the pattern of
language use in the school corridors and yard.

investigators explain
Some
success
in
second
language
learning
in
terms
of
psychological,
motivational
terms and have built theories based on
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instrumental/integrative orientations and/or positive/
negative attitudes toward the target language and its
persons suggest that orientation and
speakers. These
attitudes may be more important than language aptitude.
Scattered throughout
this
review are
a
few
findings
(frequently confounded with other findings)
that suggest that childreo may be particularly at risk
in their word and thought development if they cannot
identify with any cultural group (say in the case of
conflict)
or
if
they are in
serious home-school
bilingual
programs that present the two languages
concurrently or through simultaneous translation. It
may be that children. progress most rapidly toward rich
bilingualism and well developed words and thought if
they identify with both cultural groups. A teacher who
switches languages or translates may prevent this dual
identification.
Two teachers of different cultural
groups
in one classroom may also impede this dual
If
identification.
the circumstances of the home and
community are such that a child has an excellent chance
to identify with one culture and to develop words and
thought in the language of that culture, the school
might do best
to emphasize the second language and
is
the
French immersion
culture (as
case with
programs).
There
is
in
the
also
a
suggestion
literature that simultaneous or concurrent translation
programs that supposedly offer a 50-50 balance may
inadvertently favor one language or the other,

Another theme that threads its way through the
literature and has not been highlighted in any of the
the
notion that outcomes of
is
section summaries
bilingual
programs are frequently of a cumulative
nature; that is,
the first year or so progress may be
particularly slow, while in the following years it
speeds up.
More than one study presented results that
compared experimental groups with control groups by
"discrepancies in abilities were decreasing
saying,
over time", or "the rate of gains for the experimental
group increased from year to year."
In the case of
reported in
full immersion programs, initial lags are
the language that is neglected for two or three years.
These studies reported cumulative effects in a variety
of language, academic and cognitive skills. However,
again these effects cannot be considered as totally the
result of the school program but are
intertwined with
and
a
result
of
many
other
sociocultural,
sociolinguistic and socioeconomic variables.

And finally, a few researchers claim that becoming
bilingual raises the level of intellectual functioning.
Depending on how one wishes to define intelligence,
Bilinguals, when
compared to
this may
be
so.
monolinguals, may recognize the arbitrary nature of
words at an earlier age, may have a keener sense of
earlier
language sound
display an
systems, may
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_d_evelopment_of the ability toseparate-word-44464- from
word meaning, may be more sensitive to feedback cues
and
may
be
capable of more flexibility in their
thinking thus resulting in better divergent thinking
and hypothesizing skills. Vygotsky has written:
... a foreign language facilitates
mastering the higher forms of the
native language. The child learns
to
see
his
language
as
one
particular system among many, to
view its
phenomena under
more
general categories, and this leads
to
awareness of
his
linguistic
operations.
(Vygotsky, 1952, p.110)
However,
other
measures
of
intellectual
functioning such as verbal and nonverbal standardized
IQ tests,
word association tests and problem solving
tasks produce results that are not at all clear cut.
In fact, this whole area is extremely difficult to sort
out
considering,
for
example, that
standardized
intelligence tests frequently
require reading and
writing skills and may not be correlated with speaking
and listening skills.
The

diversity
of
the
sociocultural,
sociolinguistic
and
socioeconomic
conditions
represented by the studies reviewed for this document
is mirrored within the school population of the Board
of Education for the City of Toronto. The children of
the Toronto
Board represent
many ethnic/cultural
groups.
(See carter and Cheng et al., 1982 and Wriyht
and
Tsuji, 1984.)
Some of
the children were born
outside Canada,
some, represent
fourth
and
fifth
generation
immigrants, some do not speak English at
home, some speak two or three languages at home, some
have parents with little education who belong to the
working class, some have parents who belong to the
highest socio-economic groups in the city, some have no
peers
of
the
same cultural
group,
and
some can
theoretically
exist in the
city without
learning
English or French as their cultt.ral groups represent
large numbers clustered in certain areas of the city.
Defining bilingual education as has been done in
this document as a program using two languages as media
of instruction means that with respect to -the Toronto
Board of Education bilingual
programs are in existence
for
only French and English
(Canada's two official
languages).
In
Ontario it
is
not
legal
to
use
non-official languages as media of instruction
in the
public school
system except on a temporary basis to
help children acquire English skills. If the time were
to come when heritage languages were used as media of
instruction
in Toronto schools, then this review of
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research studies suggests that Ole diversity of the
school population of the Toronto :Board would require a
In
variety of bilingual programs and' teaching methods.
implementing such a variety of programs, conscientious
educators would probably want to gather certain kinds
of information and keep in mind certain principles as
First, they
suggested by this review of literature.
might wish to gather information on the
linguistic,
cultural and economic circumstances of each
social,
Second, efforts might be made
ethnic/cultural group.
wanting
to
understand
each group's
reasons for
bilingual/trilingual programs -- some who are well
assimilated might want to revitalize their language and
culture, others who have just immigrated might wish to
maintain their 'heritage language and/or use it until a
satisfactory transition has been made to English or
French, while still others might desire a high level of
bilingualism/trilingualisM for career
and economic
Third,
special
reasons or
for
sociaV
reasons.
consideration might
be
given
to
the
resources,
particularly teachers and material,
that are available
and/or might need to be created for each heritage
language. Fourth,
time might be devoted to becoming
aware of the attitudes of various administrators and
school
staffs and to overcoming undesirable effects
that might arise from any negative attitudes.. Fifth,
program might be designed not only
each bilingual
goals,
background' characteristics,
according
to
attitudes but also according to the
resources
and
need rich social and
guiding iprinCiple that children
verbal interaction with adults on a continuous basis to
And, finally,
different
dev-lop words and thought.
to
evaluate
the various
be
used
criteria might
programs.
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ANNOTATED REFERENCE LIST

Altena, N., & Appel, R. Mother tongue teaching and the
acquisition of Dutch by Turkish and Moroccan immigrant
workers' children. Journal of Multilingual and
Multicultural Development, 1982, 3 (4), pp.315-22.

A study of a two-year bilingual transition and maintenance
program for Turkish and Moroccan junior age children.
Mother-tongues were used as medium of instruction with
gradual change to Dutch.
Comparison with controls showed
that mother-tongue teaching did not hinder the oral and
written proficiency of Dutch.
(N = 24)
Andrew, C.M., Lapkin, S., & Swain, M. Report of the 1979
evaluation of a French immersion program and an extended
French program in the Toronto Board of Education, grades 5-8.
Toronto: The Ontario. Institute for Studies in Education, 1980.

The eighth year of comparing three cohorts (N's = 29, 23, 23)
of Toronto Anglo children immersed in French with those in a
regular program indicated that pupils in the two programs
performed equivalently in English, Math, Science, and work
skills.
Initial lags in English were mostly overcome.
In
French measures the pupils compared satisfactorily with
immersion students in .a more bilingual environment.
Other
students in a late grade 8 immersion program were doing well
but somewhat lower than comparison students of early
immersion program.
Anisfeld, E., A Lambert, W.E. Evaluational reactions of
bilingual and monolingual children to spoken languages.
Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology, 1964, 69 (1),
pp.89-97.

Monolingual (N a 79) and bilingual (N = 71) French-Canadian
children listened to tape recordings of children's voices,
some in English, some in French, and rated each speaker's
personality on 15 traits.
The French monolinguals upgraded
the personalities of French speakers on all traits, whereas
the bilingual saw fewer differences between the personalities of the French and English speakers.
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Social and psychological variables
Anisfeld, M., & Lambert, W.E.
in learning Hebrew. Journal of Abnormal and Social
Psychology, 1961, 63 (3), pp.524-9.
Ability (intelligence and language aptitude) and attitude
(reasons for learning and attitude toward culture and
community) were correlated with measures of achievement in
the Hebrew language for 81 Jewish eighth and ninth grade
students in Montreal. The attitude measures were least
stable and attempts were made to explain this through
sociopsychological characteristics.
Bacon, H.L., Kidd, G.D., & Seaberg, J.J. The effectiveness
of bilingual instrWction with Cherokee Indian students.
Journal of American Indian Education, 1982, 21 (2),
pp.34-43,
A study of 35 grade eight Cherokee Indian pupils in Oklahoma
who had participated in four and five-year bilingual
programs.
Reading and mathematics test scores compared with
those of control pupils shoved positive results.
Bain, B. Bilingualism and cognition: Toward a general theory.
In S.T. Carey (Ed.), Bilingualism, biculturalism and
education. University of Alberti, 104.

This is a report of two studies dealing with contemplative
In the first, 10 bilinguals
and participative cognition.
matched with unilinguals on sex, SES, IQ, grades and
developmental level discovered and transferred problem
In the second, 42 bilinguals matched
solving rules faster.
with unilinguals on sex, SES, IQ and grades were more
sensitive to emotional expressions as displayed in
An attempt is made to theoretically integrate
portraits.
the views of Piaget and Vygotsky.
Bain, B., & Yu, A. Cognitive consequences of raising children
bilingually: 'One parent, one language'.
Canadian Journal
of Psychology, 1980, 34 (4), pp.304-13.

A longitudinal study of three bilingual groups (English/
Chinese, French/German, English/French) and six unilingual
groups (2 English, 1 Chinese, 1 German, 2 French) in Alsace,
Alberta and Hong Kong which showed that by age four children
raised bilingually using the 'One parent, one language'
principle obtained significantly higher scores on' cognitive
tests than all unilingual groups.
(N = approximately 10 per
group.)
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Barik, H.C., & Swain, M.
Three-year evaluation of a large scale
early grade French immersion program: The Ottawa study.
Language learning, 1975, 25 (1), pp.1-30.

The results from three cohorts showed that kindergarten
pupils in French immersion programs (FI) are as ready to
begin grade 1 as the controls in regular English programs.
During grade 1, FI pupils lag behind controls in English
reading skills with some abilities to transfer from French
to English.
During grade 2, with 60 minutes of English a
day, the FI pupils catch up to the controls in most English
language skills. Math skills and cognitive development at
all grades are equal for both groups. Fl pupils achieve
higher than FSL students in French and compare reasonably
well with French-speaking pupils. Pupils were middle to
upper socio-economic level.
Class was the unit of analysis.
Barik, H.C., & Swain, M. A longitudinal study of bilingual and
cognitive development. International Journal of Ps_ychology,
1976, 11 (4), pp.251-63.

This is a longitudinal study of pupils in French immersion
and regular programs in Ottawa and Toronto. When adjusted
for initial IQ and age differences, regular and immersion
students did not differ in overall IQ measures or specific
subtest scores between grades 1 and 3. A further analysis
showed that high French achievers obtained significantly
higher IQ scores than low achievers even after controlling
for initial IQ and age.
(N = 136)
Barik, H.C., & Swain, M. Evaluation of a French immersion
program: The Ottawa study through grade five.
Canadian Journal of Behavioral Science, 1978, 10 (3),
pp.192-201.

The results of the French immersion program in grades three
to five of the Ottawa public school system (Barik and Swain,
1975) indicate that pupils are in-general on a par with or
ahead of their peers in the regular English program in most
academic areas considered (English, Mathematics, work-study
skills, science) and are performing satisfactorily in
French.
Individual was the unit of analysis.
Age and IQ
were covariates.
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BariK, H.C., Swain, M., & Nwanunobi, E.A. English-French
bilingual education: The Elgin study through grade five.
Canadian Modern Language Review, 1977,-33 (4), pp.459-75.
Four cohorts of Partial French Immersion (PFI) students in
grades 2, 3, 4 and 5 were studied again in 1974-1975. The
first cohort in grade 5 showed the most favourable results.
They scored as well as RE (Regular English) students in
mental ability, English language and math skills; their
French listening and reading comprehension, and French
achievement were also satisfactory in comparison to that of
the Total French Immersion (TFI) pupils with similar contact
time in French.
However, the other cohorts lagged behind
their RE peers in math (grades 2, 3, 4) or English (grade 3)
or mental ability (grade 2). They also did less well than
the TFI students in French. Results of the same four
cohorts in the previous years were also summarized.
(1974-75 N's = 19, 21, 15, 18.)
Ben-Zeev, S. The influence of bilingualism on cognitive strategy
and cognitive development. Child Develo)ment, 1977(a), 48,
pp.1009-18.

Two groups of primary-aged Hebrew English bilingual children
(one group each in the U.S.A. and Israel) and two groups of
monolingual Jewish children (Hebrew and English) with
similar intellectual and SES backgrounds were tested. In
spite of lower vocabulary level, bilinguals showed more
advanced cognitive strategy and development.
Ben-Zeev, S. The effects of bilingualism in children from
Spanish-English low economic neighborhoods on cognitive
development and cognitive strategy. Working Papers on
Bilingualism, 1977(b), 14, pp.83-122.
Ninety -eight bilingual Spanish/English-speaking children
were compared with ninety English-speaking Latino children
in primary public Chicago schools. Results were similar to
Ben-Zeev (1977(a)) in that bilinguals were more attentive to
language structure and more ready to reorganize in verbal
and nonverbal tasks than the monolinguals in spite of
deficiencies in vocabulary and syntax usage.
Bruck, M.
The suitability of early French immersion programs for
the language-disabled child. Canadian Jo...irnal of Education,
1978, 3 (4), pp.51-72.

A study of learning disabled children in French immersion in
grades K to 3 matched with control children on sex, age,
teacher and father's occupation. The children acquired some
proficiency in the French language while developing skills
in English.
They learned basic concepts of reading, math
and spelling taught in French.
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Bruck, M., Lambert, W.E., & Tucker, G.R. Bilingual schooling
thromgh the elementary grades: the St. Lambert Project at
grade seven. Language Learning, 1974,.24 (2), pp.183-204.

This paper presents a review of the St. Lambert/Project
(Lambert and Tucker, 1972) from Grades K through 7. The
samples of grades 6 and 7 experimental students and control
students had become much smaller and the instruction time in
French had been reduced to under 50%. The grades 6 and 7
experimental students were experiencing no detrimental
effects in academic or cognitive development or French
communication skills.
Bruck, M., Lambert, W.E., & Tucker, G.R. Assessing functional
bilingualism within a bilingual program: The St. Lambert
Project at grade eight. Unpublished manuscript, Psychology
Department, McGill University, 1975.

A comparison of early immersion pupils' practical skill in
French with native-speaking French pupils and late immersion
pupils.
Usage of French and English language skills was
also studied for some groups. Late immersion pupils
performed as well or better on all tests, except liening /
comprehension in French, as early immersion pupils.' The
grade 7 early immersion pupils used French less frequently
and tended to score lower on tests than the grade 8 early,
immersion pupils.
The grade 8 early immersion pupils scofed
as well as the native-speaking French pupils in all tests/.
(Small sample)
/

Bruck, M., Tucker, G.R., & Jakimik, J. Are French immersion//
programs suitable for working class children? A folTow-/up
investigation. Unpublished manuscript, Psychology
Department, McGill University, 1973.

Controlling for SES and IQ, 39 children from working class,
English-speaking Quebec homes in a 2- and 3-year Fren h
immersion program were found to perform as well as 44 French
control and 43 English control'children in intellect al
development, English, French and mathematics. Progr ss and
results were comparable to middle class immersion pr grams.
Campbell, R.N., Taylor, A.M., & Tucker, G.R. Teachers' views of
immersion-type bilingual programs: A Quebec example/.
Foreign Language Annals, 1973, 7, pp.106-10.
This is a study of English-speaking and French-spelaking
teachers' opinions of the St. Lambert French immersion
program (Lambert and Tucker, 1972) compared with the regular
FSL program. Both English and French teachers agree that
the traditional program has limitations. The Frenchspeaking teachers generally view the immersion programs more
favorably than the English-speaking teachers.
(Total N = 54
teachers)
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Capco, C.S., & Tucker, G.R. Word association data and the
assessment of bilingual education frograms. In J.E. Alatis
and K. Twaddell (Eds.), English as a ' cond language in
bilin ual education. Washington, D.C.: Teachers of English
to
peakers of Other Languages, 1976.

A study of the effects of bilingual English and Filipino
instruction (N s 64) with monolingual English (N . 35) or
Filipino (N . 32) instruction on language skill as measured
by word association techniques. The results suggested that
both language of instruction and language of testing
affected language skill. The Ss generally performed better
in their'native language (Tagalog) than in their second
language (English).
Carey, S.T., & Cummins, J. Achievement, behavioral correlates
and teachers' perceptions of Francophone and Anglophone
immersion students.
The Alberta Journal of Educational
Research, 1983, 29 (3), pp.159-67.

Francophone students from Edmonton, Ontario and Quebec and
Anglophone students from Edmonton and Ontario were compared
in their English and French Ooze performance. Correlations
between English and French cloze performance and other
intelligence and cognitive abilities were high. Differences
between the mixed group and both the French and English
groups are reported in terms of academic cooperation as well
as teachers' perceptions of these subgroups. (N's = 26
Francophones, 30 Mixed, and 41 Anglophones)
Carringer, D.C.
Creative thinking abilities of Mexican
youth: The relationship of bilingualism. Journal of
Cross-cultural Psychology, 1974, 5 (4), pp.492-504.

Spanish/English bilinguals (N = 24) scored significantly
higher on four subtests of the Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking than Spanish monolinguals in Mexico. The mean age
was 15.2 years, and SES levels were middle and upper.
Cathcart, W.G. Effects of a bilingual instructional program on
conceptual development in primary school children.
The Alberta Journal of Educational Research, 1982, 28 (1),

pp.3143.
Primary children in both an English/French bilingual program
and in a regular English program were tested on concept
formation and cogffitive development.
When readiness scores
were controlled the bilingual program children were better
on one subtest of both the number and the measurement
concept test and the use of reversibility as a justification for conservatism. A suggestion of cumulative
effects for bilingual programs. Includes discussion of some
literature.
(N = 96 per program)
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Chapman, E: An evaluation of the Eulish-Ukrainian
bilingual program: Final report. Winnipeg: Manitoba
Department of Education, Feb., 1982.
.

A 50-50 English/Ukrainian bilingual program in Manitoba when
evaluated showed that after 2 1/2 years, students were
performing at'about /5% on Ukrainian oral skills, and were
developing reading and writing skills. After an initial
lag, the bilingual students' English skills were at a level
comparable to that of regulat program students.
(Varied
N's
86 to 131 bilingual students)
...

Chesterfield, R. et al. An evaluation of the Head Start
bilingual bicultural curriculum modeTs. Final report.
Executive summary. Los AngeTes, California: Juarez and
Associates, Inc., 1982.
A total of 243 English- and Spanish-speaking pre-school
children in bilingual Head Start programs were compared with
199 similar children in nonbilingual programs in several
Spanish dominant communities. The Spanish experimental
group made significantly better pre-post gains over the
Spanish comparison group on most of the English language
measures and performed equally well or better on the Sp"anish
language measures. The English-speaking group performed as
well as the comparison group on all English language
measures and Spanish language tests.
Cohen, A.D. The Culver City Spanish immersion program: the first
two years. Modern Language Journal, 1974, 58, pp.95-103.

This paper summarizes three University of California M.A.
theses done on this project. The English-speaking students
in the Spanish immersion program were reported: -as acquiring
competence in understanding, speaking, reading, and writing
Spanish, while maintaining English-language proficiency.
The students were also performing well in subjects such as
mathematics. Two classes of kindergarten and grade one
children along with control children were involved.
(IQ and
SES are not discussed)
Cohen, A.D. A sociolinguistic approach to bilingual education:
Experiments in the American southwest. Rowley, Mass.:
Newbury House, 1975.

A longitudinal study of bilingual (Spanish/English) primary
children in Redwood, California (N - 45). Bilingually
schooled children were .as profictient in English language
skills, slightly more proficient in Spanish skills and the
same or better in mathematics than the comparison students;
they also used Spanish more. Includes history and
literature review of bilingualism and bilingual programs.
(See Cohen et al., 1976.)
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Cohen, A.D., Fathman, A.K., & Merino, B. The Redwood City
Bilingual Education Project, 1971-1974: Spanish and English
proficiency, mathematics, and language use over time.
Working Papers on Bilinsualism, 1976, 8, pp.1-29.
This paper reports a sequel to Cohen's original study for
Mexican-American primary bilingual children (see Cohen,
1975) in a program which used English and Spanish
simultaneously. 'Attrition had reduced the sample size to
18, making the findings only suggestive. Several results
were similar to chose of the original Cohen study and thus
were favorable to the bilingual program, but other results
were mixed or favoured the comparison English-only
instruction.

Cohen, S.P., Tucker, G.R., elambert, W.E. The comparative
skills of monolinguals and bilinguals in perceiving phoneme
Language and Speech, 1967, 10, pp.159-68.
sequences.
Five groups of university students, one, monolingual in
20), one monolingual in French (N s 26), one
English (N
bilingual and native in English (N = 12), one bilingual and
native in French (N = 21), and one bilingual and native in
both (N = 15) were measured for their accuracy in perceiving
The bilinguals who were native
initial-phoneme sequences.
in English or both languages were superior on the tasks.
Errors tended to be distortions in the direction of the
subjects' native language.
Collison, G.O. Concept formation in a second language: A study
of Ghanaian school children. Harvard Educational Review,
1974, 44 (3), pp.441-57.

Eighty-five sixth grade Ga- and Twi-speaking students who
had studied English for about six years manipulated and then
discussed specially chosen science materials. A study of
the untutored statements of the students showed that
children function at a higher conceptual level in their
vernacular than in English.
Cowan, J.R., & Sarmed, Z. Reading performance of bilingual
children according to type of school and home language.
1912VencoorkirIBilinualism 1976, 11, pp.74-114.

This study examined bilingual children's performance in
reading Persian and English at grades one, three and six.
Two types of programs, one an immersion and one a 50-50
split were compared with'monolingual control schools. The
results showed the bilingual children performing not quite
as well as either of their monolingual peers, although the
difference was more striking for Persian than English.
Entire classes averaging about 25 students were examined.
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Crawford, P.

Evaluation of the French immersion pro ram,
Wirlowdale: North York Board of Education,

52rin,i, 1983.
1984.

Tests of English reading and writing; French reading,
language skills, listening and writing; Mathematics; and
self-concept showed results for the immersion students which
were consistent with those of programs, in other Canadian
centres.
Tests given varied for the grades 2, 4, 6, 8 and 9
students.
Cummins, J.
Cognitive factors associated with the attainment
of intermediate levels of bilingual skills. The Modern
Language Journal, 1977, 61, pp.3-12.

An investigation of cognitive pricesses and the attainment
of balanced bilingual skills foi Edmonton children from
English, French and mixed Fren h/English home backgrounds.
The findings can be finterpret0 to mean that higher levels
of divergent thinking are either a causal element or an
effect of the attainment of ,functional bilingualism. Also,
bilingual learning experienges may be either positive or
negative depending on the bevel of competence the child
attains in the two languages.
(Total N
82)
Cummins, J.
Bilingualism and /the development of metalinguistic
awareness. Journal of 'ross- Cultural Psychology, 1978(a),
9 (2), pp.131-49.

Tasks were designed tO assess metalinguistic awareness and
ability to evaluate contradictory and tautological statements of grades 3 aryd 6 English/Irish bilingual children and
control groups of uhilingual children matched on 1Q, SES,
sex and age. The pilingual children showed a greater awareness of certain properties of language and were better able
to evaluatecontradictory statements.. (N = 53 bilingual
children)

Cummins, J.
Immersl'on programs: The Irish experience.
International Review of Education, 1978(b), 24 (3),
pp.213 -82.

A paper which presents the attitudes of 63 infant and
primary tea hers in 15 Irish immersion schools in Englishspeaking ar/eas.
Most felt that becoming bilingual confers
intellectV1 advantages on children, particularly those who
are brigh , outgoing, motivated and have parental support.
A history, of Irish immersion education is included.

I
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Bilingual education and cognition.
Cummins. J., & Gulutsan, M.
The Alberta Journal of Education} Research, 1974, 20 (3),
pp.259-69.

Sixty-one grade 6 balanced bilinguals in a French/English
bilingual program in Edmonton performed better than
unilinguals, matched for sex, SES and age, an several
measures of reasoning and divergent thinking.
Other
findings suggested that bilingual sch 'qoling has different
effects on children from different home backgrounds.
Cummins, J., & Mulcahy, R. Orientation to language in
Ukrainian-English, bilingual children. Child Development,
1978, 49 (4), pp.1239-42.

Two groups of primary children attending a bilingual program
in Edmonton, Canada were compared with a unilingual control
group matched for IQ, SES, sex and age. The most fluent
bilingual children were better able to analyze ambiguity in
sentence structure than were the less bilingual and
unilingual children. No differences were found for
awareness of the arbitrary nature of word-referent
relationships.
(N a 24 per group)
Cziko, G.A. The effects of language sequencing on the
development of bilingual reading skills. Canadian Modern
Language Review, 1976, 32 (5), pp.534-39.

Sixty-one English-speaking Quebec children participated in
three K-4 programs :o foster bilingual reading skills. None
of the three programs -- early immersion, late immersion or
FSL -- had detrimental effects on the English reading skills
after controlling for SES and non-verbal intelligence. Also
on a test of French reading, both immersion groups did as
well as a French control group.
Dzvine, M., Tucker, G.R., & Lambert, W.E. The perception of
phoneme sequences by monolingual and bilingual elementary
school children.
Canadian Journal of Behavioral Sciences
1971, 3 (1), pp.72-6.
Classes of grades 3 and 4 Montreal students, some schooled
monolingually in either French or English (N = 77) and some
schooled bilingually in both English and French (N = 44)
were compared for their ability to differentially
discriminate initial phoneme sequences. The bilingually
taught children had developed a sensitivity for the sound
system of their second language, but this training had not
resulted as of grade 4, in a generalized facility in
discriminating sound systems.
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Edmonton Public Schools.

Evaluation of the bilingual
program, 1978-1979.
Department of
Planning
and
Plinning
and-Research,
Edmonton Public-Schools, 1979.

This is a yearly evaluation report of a partial immersion
bilingual program introduced in 1974. Bilingual students in
grades 2 to 5 achieved as well or better than students in
the regular programt in both reading and mathematics. Preand post-test results and questionnaires returned by
parents, teachers and principals also indicated that the
bilingual students were acquiring a degree of proficiency in
the Ukrainian language and an appreciation of the Ukrainian
culture.
(N = 241 experimental children)
Edwards, H.P., 8 Casserly,. M.C. Research and evaluation of
second language (French) programs in the schools of the
Ottawa Roman Catholfc Separate School Board. [Annual Reports
1971-1972 and 1972-1973.) Toronto: Ministry of Education,
Ontario, 1976.

Two .annual reports of a longitudinal assessment of the
relative progress of primary school children enrolled in
programs designed to promote bilingualism. Findings
supported the value of French immersion when compared with
75-minute and 20-minute a day programs. Children were
mostly of English and French backgrounds. Large N's.
A
supplement discusses results for Italian children.
Ehindero, O.J. The influence of two languages of instruction on
students' levels of cognitive development and achievement
in science. Journal of Research in Science Teaching, 1980,
17 (4), pp.283-8.

Two groups (N = 60 each) of Yoruba-speaking junior-aged
Nigerian students of equivalent educational and SES
background were taught science in Yoruba and in English.
Using Piagetian tasks and test items classified according to
.Bloom's taxonomy, it was determined that children taught in
Yoruba did better on science concepts which required the use
of higher-level cognitive skills.
Ewanyshyn, E.
Evaluation of a Ukrainian-English Bilingual
Program, 1V7T-1979. Edmonton Catholic School System, 1980.

Students in the bilingual program achieved as well in
English language arts and mathematics as students in the
regular program at grades 2 to 5 and made very significant
progress in learning Ukrainian, appreciating Ukrainian
culture and understanding the Ukrainian Catholic Rite. The
attitudes of parents, students, teachers and principals were
very positive.
193 students were matched with 193 controls
on sex, age, grade, SES and primary mental ability.
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Feldman, C., & Shen, M. Some language-related cognitive
advantages of bilingual five-year-olds. The Journal of
of Genetic Psychology, 1971, 118, pp.235-44.

Mexican and Black (N = 15) monolingual and Mexican bilingual
(N = 15) Head Start children were compared at tasks
involving object constancy, naming and the use of names in
sentences. All tasks, especially nonverbal ones, were
easiest for bilinguals.
Gaardner, A.B., & Richardson, M.W. Two patterns of bilingual
education in Dade County, Florida. In T.E. Bird (Ed.),
Foreign language learning: Research and development:
Kortheast Conference on the Teaching of
An assessment.
Foreign Languages, Inc., Reports of the Working Committee,
1968.

A Florida two-way bilingual program in which Spanish- and
English-speaking children in grades 1-3 received instruction
in their native tongue during one-half of each day was
evaluated during the first three years of operation. Both
English- and Spanish-speaking pupils in the program
performed as well in language arts and arithmetic as did
their corresponding groups who had studied their regular
curriculum in the monolingual control school. Experimental
pupils also made significant gains in their ability to read,
understand and deal with academic content in their native
and second language.
Gale, K., McClay, D., Christie, M., & Harris, S. Academic
achievement in the Milingimbi bilingual education program.
TESOL Quarterly, 1981, 15 (3), pp. 297-314.
An Australian bilingual program in English and Gupapuyngu
was started in 1973. For four years, children from both
English-only and bilingual classes were tested for
achievement in ural English, English reading, creative
writing aqd mathe-atics. At the end of the program, the
children from bilingual classes were performing better in
seven out of ten tests than the English-only children.
(N's = 10 to 30)
Gardner, R.C., & Lambert, W.E.
second-language learning.

Attitudes and motivation in
Rowley: Newbury House, 1972.

A correlational study of 54 variables including attitudes,
motivation, language learning aptitudes, personality, social
and language background, language achievement and IQ of high
school students in three American cities (N's = 176, 243 and
103) involved in learning
142) and one Philippine city (N
a second language to determine why some students learn a
foreign language better than others. Two independent
clusters of variables were identified as important; they
were IQ/language aptitude and attitude/motivation
(integrative vs instrumental).
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Genesee, F. The role of intelligence in second language
learning. Language Learning, 1976, 26 (2), pp.267-80.

Anglophone Quebec students from grades 4, 7 and 11 in each
of regular French-as-a-second-language courses and French
immersion courses were evaluated on a battery of French
language tests. Reading and language usage tests correlated
with IQ while listening comprehension and interpersonal
communication skills did not. The immersion groups scored
consistently higher than the FSL groups.
Genesee, F. Second language learning and language attitudes.
Working Papers on Bilingualism, 1978(a), 16, pp.19-41.

Students from grades 6 and 11 of immersion and regular
Montreal French programs were administered an attitude
questionnaire.
In spite of extra work and no increased use
of French in the community, immersion students were happy
with the program, recommended it for others and felt
comfortable and confident with French.
(N's`= 65 and 86
immersion students)
Genesee, F. A longitudinal evaluation of an early immersion
school program. Canadian Journal of Education, 1978(b),
3 (4), pp.31-50.

A summary of the findings of a longitudinal (grades 1 to 6)
evaluation of an early French immersion program in a
Montreal Protestant school. board. At the end of grade 3,
despite an initial lag, immersion students equalled the
controls in English language skills. They also had
satisfactory, although not native-like, French skills and
were not retarded in their mathematics taught in French.
The pattern of results was largely sustained throughout
grades 4, 5 and 6. Results were similar for all IQ levels
and both sexes.
(N's = 46 to 63 middle class children)
Genesee, F., Polich, E., & Stanley, M. An experimental French
immersion program at the secondary school level: 1969 to
1974.
Canadian Modern Language Review, 1977, 33, pp.318-32.

A comparison with English and French controls of 108
Montreal Anglo children in a grades 7 to 11 late immersion
French program.
There were no detrimental effects for
English literacy skills. For French interpersonal
communication skills, the immersion students performed
better than English controls, but not as well as French
controls. No negative effects were found in mathematics and
attitudes.
Interpersonal communication skills were not
related to IQ levels.
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Genesee, F., & Stanley, M.N. The development of English writing
skills in French immersion school programs. Canadian
Journal of Education, 1976, 1 (3), pp.1-17.
io harmful effects resulted to English writing skills of
students in both early and late French immersion programs in
ontreal.
IQ and SES were controlled. (N's = 54 grade 4,
6 grade 6, 117 grade 7 and 86 grade 11 students)

Genesee, F., Tucker, G.R., & Lambert, W.E. Communication
skills of bilingual children. Child Development, 1975,
46, pp.1010 -i4.

Native Montreal English-speaking children in two French
immersion programs were tested in English on social skills
and compared with a matched group in an English program
comparable in terms of age, SES and IQ. The immersion
groups showed more differential sensitivity in interpersonal
communication. (N's = 11 per group)
Genesee, F., Tucker, G.R., & Lambert, W.E. An experiment in
trilingual education: Report 3.
In S.T. Carey (Ed.)
The Canadian Modern Language Review 1978, 34, pp.621-43.
This is a third-year. report comparing double-immersion
programs (Hebrew/French) in two English-speaking Hebrew-day
Montreal schools with an enriched Hebrew program with
regular FSL. Grades 2 and 4 children (N's m 48, 38) were
tested after both had been in the experimental programs for
three years.
Linguistic and language academic achievement
were assessed in three languages and mathematics was
assessed in English and French. Nonverbal IQ was
controlled.
In general, the results indicated no cause
for concern for the double immersion students.
Gulutsan, M.
Third language learning.
Review 1976, 32 (3), pp.309-15.

Canadian Modern Language
_

A discussion of language programs and research directions in
Alberta. Results by sex, grade, SES and length of residency
from a secondary analysis of data collected from a bilingual
French/English junior and senior high schools in Edmonton
are presented.
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N4bert, R., et al. Rendement acad4mique et langue d'enseignement
chez les glaves franco-manitobains. Saint Boniface,
Manitoba: Centre de recherches du Collage Universitaire de

Saint-Boniface 1976.

A study which disproved parents' fears that: (1) their
children's academic performance would be lower if they took
courses in French rather than English, and (2) a high
proportion of instruction in French would adversely affect
command of English: N = 2144 pupils in grades 3, 6 and 9
and controls. Control variables were IQ, SES and
motivation; and dependent variable's were academic
achievement in Enllish, French, mathematics and social
studies.
Ianco-Worrall, A.D. Bilingualism and cognitive development.
Child Development, 1972, 43, pp.1390-1400.

A study using Vygotsky's techniques which supported
Leopold's observations on the earlier separation of word
sound from word meaning.
The subjects were 30 Afrikaans/
English bilingual primary-aged children in South Africa.
Controls were unilingual in English and Afrikaans.
Jacobs, J.F., 411 Pierce, M.L.

Elementary English

Bilingualism and creativity.
1966, 43, pp.499-503.

A Florida study of 71 sixth- and fifth- grade children -- 20
monolingual American, 16 Greek-American, 17 Spanish-American
and 18 Czech-American. The bilinguals scored higher on the
non-verbal "uses" test of creativity!, and lower on the
verbal "word meanings" test even when matched for IQ.
Kaufman, M.
Will instruction in reading Spanish affect ability
in reading English? Journal of Reading, 19680 11 (7),
pp.521-7.

A New York experiment involving 139 grade seven Spanishspeaking pupils randomly assigned to f program teaching
reading skills in Spanish two to threehours a week and a
control program offering no instruction in Spanish.
Using
control measures in IQ, age and initial reading scores, the
findings suggested some positive transfer of learning from
instruction in reading/ Spanish to reading ability in English
and no evidence of interference.
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Kittell, J.E.
Intelligence-test performance of children from
bilingual environments. Elementary School Journals 1963,
54, pp.76-83.

Thirty-three bilingual children from 15 languages were
compared with 33 unilingual children in California an IQ and
reading tests administered in grades 3 and 5. The findings
suggest that bilingual primary children may suffer a
handicap that affects their performance on verbal
intelligence tests and reading tests. A bilingual
environment may, however, be a factor in verbal improvement
during the intermediate grades.

Lambert, W.E. Gardner, R.C., Barik, H.C., & Tunstall, K.
Attitudinal and cognitive aspects of intensive study of a
second language. Journal of Abnormal and Social Psychology,
1963, 66 (4), pp.358-68.
American University students at two levels of skills in
French attending a six-week French summer school in Montreal
were studied.
Results supported the theory that learning a
second language depends on an appropriate
pattern Of attitudes toward the other cultural group and a
particular orientation toward language study. Anomie
increased for both groups of students during the course.
(N = 192)

Lambert, W.E., & Tucker, G.R. Bilingual education of children:
The St. Lambert experiment. Rowley: Newbury House, 1g72-.
A longitudinal investigation of academic, linguistic,
cognitive and attitudinal variables of English-Canadian
children in a Montreal primary French immersion program.
French and English children in regular programs matched on
IQ, SES and parents' attitudes were used as controls. The
immersion groups performed as well in English, French,
mathematics, creativity and cognitive functioning as the
controls. They also had good attitudes toward French people
and the program and had good self-concepts. Various
attitudes of teachers and parents were positive.
A comparison of second language learners and
Landry, R.G.
monolinguals on divergent thinking tasks at the elementary
Modern Language Journals 1974, 58, pp.10-15.
school level.
A comparison of elementary children in a FLES program
(N = 72) with control children on Torrance Tests of Creative
Thinking in New Hampshire. The FLES group (learning
Spanish) scored highest on all six dependent variables at
grade 6, while at grade 4 similar trends favoring the FLE-S
group were obvious. Schools and students were randomly
selected, and SES and sex were controlled.
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Lapkin, S. The English writing skills of French immersion pupils
at grade five. Canadian Modern Language Review 1982, 39
(1), pp.24-33.

Global ratings of grade five immersion and regular students'
(Total N
98) English compositions did not differ.
Lapkin, S., Andrew, C.M., Harley, 8., Swain, M., & Kamin, J. The
immersion centre and dual-track school: A study of the
relationship between school environment and achievement in a
French immersion program.
Canadian Journal of Education,
1981, 6 (3), pp.68-90.
Tests of French, English, mathematics, work study skills and
science were given to 111 immersion centre students, 164
dual-crack immersion students and 142 regular English
program students at the grade 5 level from the Carleton
Board of Education.
Immersion centre students were superior
on some French and English skills.
It appeared that school
environment was more closely associated with success than
home background, parental motivation, or outside school
exposure to French.
Legarreta, O. The effects of program models on language
acquisition by Spanish speaking children. TESOL Quarterly,
1979, 13 (4), pp.521-34.

Controlling for cognitive ability and Spanish dominance,
this study showed that bilingual program models with
balanced language input are most facilitative for both
Spanish and English acquisition by children. Small samples
(N's = 6 to 13) of native-speaking kindergarten children
participated in five program models, two with ESL.
Lerea, L., & Kohut, S.
A comparative study of monolinguals
and bilinguals in a verbal task performance. Journal of
Clinical Psychology, 1961, 17, pp.49-52.

Two experimental groups, 30 bilinguals and 30 monolinguals,
matched in age, intelligence, sex and SES, were administered
a bilingualism questionnaire, a mental maturity scale, an
association test, a personality scale and a relearning
association test. The bilinguals learned and relearned the
association test more rapidly than the monolinguals.
Study
done at Northern Illinois University.
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Lerea, L., & LaPorta, R. Vocabulary and pronunciation
acquisition among bilinguals and monolinguals.
Language and Speech, 1971, 14, pp.293-300.

Monolinguals and co-ordinate and compound bilinguals
(N n 51) attending university were required to learn two
lists of nine disyllabic Hebrew words visually and
auditorially. The average scores of both bilingual groups
were better than the monolinguals in aural vocabulary;
however, when the words were seen, the monolinguals were
superior to the compound bilinguals.
Lewis, H.P., & Lewis, E.R. Written language performance of
sixth-grade children of low socio-economic status from
bilingual and monolingual backgrounds. The Journal
of Experimental Education, 1965, 33 (3), pp.237-42.

A study of 98 monolingual, 56 Chinese-bilingual and 42
Spanish-bilingual children in California matched by IQ and
of similar scholastic and SES background. Analysis of
compositions written after viewing a film without words
showed that bilingualism in general did not have an adverse
effect upon written language.
Liedtke, W.W., & Nelson, L.D. Concept formation and
bilingualism. Alberta Journal of Educational. Research,
1968, 14 (4), pp.225-32.

Two samples (N = 50 each) of Edmonton grade one pupils, one
monolingual AOld the other bilingual, were tested on a
specially constructed Concepts of Linear Measurement Test
based on Piaget's test items. The bilingual sample was
The oilinguals
better than the monolingual on the test.
received instruction in English and French and were brought
up in a bilingual home environment.
LUfgren, H., & Ouvinen-Birgerstam, P. A bilingual model for the
teaching of immigrant children. Journal of Multilingual
and Multicultural Development, 1982, 3 (41 pp.323 -31.
This is an evaluation of a bilingual program for Finnish
children. The data were Swedish and Finnish language tests,
ability tests, interviews with parents and observations by
The school achievement ,of the Finnish children,
teachers.
especially their language ability was compared with the
achievement level of other relevant groups of pupils. The
model was found to work well and to enhance the prospects of
Finnish pupils.
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McConnell, B.B. How are bilingual outcomes influenced
by community pressures toward faniva,ge shift?
Paper
presented at the American Educational Research Association
annual meeting, Montreal, 1983.

Spanish-American children of migrant farm workers from two
parallel bilingual programs in opposite sociolinguistic
environments in Texas (N=45) and Washington (N=75) were
measured on English and Spanish vocabulary, math and English
reading.
In both sites, measures on all variables increased
according to length of program attendance. For English and
Spanish vocabulary, progress was directly related to the
different sociolinguistic characteristics of the two sites.
Macnamara, J. Bilingualism and primary education: A study of
Irish experience. Edinburgh: University Press, 1966.

Six groups of Irish primary pupils who differed in the
amount of Irish taught were tested in mechanical and problem
arithmetic and various subtests of English and Irish
language.
SES, nonverbal IQ and teaching skill were
controlled. Results support the balance effect in language
learning. Teaching arithmetic in Irish to English speakers
retarded problem, but not mechanical, arithmetic and had no
effect on English. More bilingui, :rich speake'rs were best
in Irish and worse in English and all arithmetic.
None of
the Irish samples matched the British sample in English.
(N = 1084)

Macnamara, J., Svarc, J., & Horner, S. Attending a primary
school of the other language in Montreal. In A. Simoes Jr.
(Ed.)
The bilingual child. New York: Academic Press, 1976.
Five English and four French primary schools (grades 4 to 6)
with children from the other linguistic group were tested in
language, interviewed and administered questionnaires and
sociograms. These data along with teacher-interview data
showed that in some respects an English child's going to
French school is not the same as a French child's going to
English school.
Modiano, N. National or mother language in beginning reading: A
comparative study. Research in the Teaching of English,
1968, 2, pp.32-43.

Children from Mexico whose native languages were Tzeltal and
Tzotzil in 13 schools were taught t9 read in their native
languages first and were compared with children who were
taught to read in Spanish. The former group learned to read
with greater comprehension in Spanish than the latter. The
study also suggested that teach2rs' abilities to communicate
and their attitudes outweigh training and educational level.
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Moody, J.L. Evaluation of the Punjabi-English class at the
Moberly Primary Annex fo'r the 1973-74 school year.
Vancouver: Board of School Trustees, Department of Planning
and Evaluation, 1974, #74-18.

A small sample of Punjabi children (ages 5 to 9) were placed
in a transition program where the teacher spoke Punjabi when
necessary and the children had Caucasian buddies. When
compared with similar children in regular programs (age,
sex, length of residence and IQ controlled) they scored
higher in the areas of verbal fluency and self-concept and
the same in classroom behavior, absenteeism, vocabulary, IQ,
constants and oral language. Both groups were poor in
auditory discrimination and English articulation.
Moore, F.B., & Parr, G.D. Models of bilingual education:
Comparisons of effectiveness. Elementary School. Journal,
1978, 79 (2), pp.93-7.

A study involving several dependent and independent
variables of. 207 Title VII children of seasonal workers in
rural Texas in grades K-2 in four schools. One finding
indicated that non-bilingual classes scored significantly
higher than bilingual ones in English reading and language.
Study has several limitations.
Muller, L.J., Penner, W.J., Blowers, T.A., Jones, J.P.,
Mosychuk, H.
Evaluation of a bilingual (English-Ukrainian)
program.
Canadian Modern Language Review, 1977, 33,,
pp.476-85.
Five Edmonton public schools offered a grade one program
with 50% instruction in Ukrainian and 50% in English.
Seventy experimental pupils, their teachers, administrators,
parents and control pupils were involved with tests and
interviews in English and Ukrainian. Participation in the
bilingual programs did.bot adversely affect achievement in
regular curriculum areas. Positive attitudes were reported
as well as well-developed Ukrainian oral language skills.
Ojerinde, A.
Testing for the effects of language on science
achievement of primar) four pupils in Nigeria. Adolescence,
1982, 17 (66), pp.335-45.

An investigation of the effect of the medium of instruction
and medium.of examination on the achievement of children
(1) instructed in Yoruba, examined in Yoruba; (2) instructed
in Yoruba, examined in English;(3) instructed in English,
examined in English; (4) instructed in English, examined in
Yoruba. ,Children in group one performed best.
Urban and
rural children taught in English performed best if examined
in Yoruba.
(Total ,N . 597)
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Oliver, E., Corlett, C., & McKenzie, C. Wellington County
French immersion program - kindergarten and grade is
1975-1976. Guelph: Wellington County Board of Education,
1976.

Kindergarten immersion students were as ready,to enter an
English grade 1 class as control children. At grade 1,
immersion students lagged in English but performed as well
in mathematics. 'IQ was controlled. (N's = 60 and 58)
Oren, D.L.
Cognitive advantages of bilingual children related to
labelling ability. Journal of Educational Research, 1981,
74 (3), pp.163.9.

This study that examined the effects of bilingualism
(coordinate and compound) and monolingualism on children's
cognitive flexibility found that the average performance of
coordinate bilingual subjects in labelling and naming tasks
was significantly better than the performance of compou.id
bilingual and monolingual subjects.
It was also found that
coordinate subjects were, more advanced in differentiating
objects and their corresponding symbols.
(Total N m 32)
Owens, T.R. Analysis of a Spanish bilingual preschool program.
Paper presented at AERA, Chicago, Illinois, April, 1972.

This California project provided instruction in Spanish
and English for 100 children (ages 3 to 6) over a one and
one-half year period. Parents were actively involved.
Three- and four-year-old bilingual students had better
growth in oral Spanish and oral English than the control
groups.
Pre-school and kindergarten bilingual children did
better on the correct use of past tense in Spanish.
Peal, E., & Lambert, W.E.
The relation of bilingualism to
intelligence. Ls cholo ical Mono ra hs: General and
Applied, 1962, 76 2
,
pp.1-23.

A group of monolingual and a group of bilingual 10-year-old
children from six Montreal French schools were administered
verbal and nonverbal intelligence tests, and measures of
attitudes to the English and French communities.
The
bilinguals performed best on all tests, and several
explanations are suggested.
A literature review is
included.
Plante, A.J. The Connecticut 'pairing' model proves effective
in bilingual/bicultural education. Phi Delta Kappan, 1977,
5B (5), p.427.

Students who were dominant in Spanish benefitted greatly,
from a program that taught all the basic skills in Spanish
combined with English language arts instruction.
Spanish
and English academic skills, self-esteem and behavior were
measured.
(N = 45 Spanish dominant children in the
experimental group and 27 in the control group.)
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The English competence of French-speaking students in
Popp, L.A.
a bilingual setting. The Canadian Modern Language Review,
1976, 32, pp.365-77.
A Canadian study of the K-13 Niagara South bilinigual
program. Students begin education in French with English
introduced in grade 3 and increasingly used to grade 13.
English and reading tests and an employment survey of
grade 12 students and controls showed mixed results.
J.
(N's = 15 to 28)

Pryor, G.C. 'EvaluationofttHin.ual.ro.ectof

Marl anda51ncletidentSictfnAntonio l
Texas in the first. rades of four elementar schools
an
non a, exas: iar andale
dur ng
sc oo year..
Independent School District, 1967.

P comparison of achievement and personal adjustment rf
Spanish-speaking students in an experimental bilingual
school environment at the first grade with traditional
English-only instruction in four schools. The results of
the evaluation tend to reflect favourably on bilingual
instruction.
Purbhoo, M., & Shapson, S. Transition from Italian. Toronto:
The Board of Education for the City of Toronto, Research
Department, 1975, #133.

A two-year transition program in kindergarten is compared to
regular classes with children of similar ethnic and SES
backgrounds. Tests, observations and teacher ratings of
language, behavior, self - concept,. and social interaction

showed no negative results for the transition students, and
their parents were more involved. Some additional data
suggest bilingual students have better cognitive develop(Final N = 32 transition students)
ment.
Quinn, M.E., & Kessler, C. Science education_and bilingualism.
Paper presented at the Annual Convention of the National
Association for Research in Science Teaching', Boston,
Massachusetts,,April, 1980.

The effect of bilingualism on the ability to formulate
scientific hypotheses or solutions to science problems is
examined for:sixth-grade students ranging from monolingual
high SES level English-speaking children to proficient
bilingual Spanish-English low SES children. The significant
difference was found between the experimental and control
groups for both monolinguals and bilinguals whelp comparing
the scope for quality of scientific hypotheses, with the
bilinguals scoring higher.
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Rogers, R.S., & Wright, E.N. The school achievement of
kindergarten pupils for whom English is a second language:
A longitudinal study using data from the study of
achievement. Toronto: The Board of Education for the City
of Toronto, Research Department, 1969, #80.

A longitudinal study of 8695 senior kindergarten Toronto
pupils from 1961 to 1968 in which monolingual and bilingual
pupils' were compared.
Bilinguals were found to have a
performance deficit which was overcome by grade 3.
Rosier, P., & Farella, M.
Bilingual education at Rock Point -some early results. TESOL Quarterlyt 1976, 10 (4),
pp.379-88.

An American study of 4th and 5th grade Navajo students who
learned to read in Navajo and continued to have content
instruction in Navajo while they later learned English.
English reading test results were positive and cumulative
when compared with national norms, students in earlier ESL
programs and students in Bureau of Indian Affairs schools.
(N = 40 grade fours)
Saegert, J., Scott, S., Perkins, J., & Tucker, G.R. A note on
the relationship between English proficiency, years of
language study and medium of instruction. Language
Learning,, 1974,
pp.99-104.
The purpose of this investigation was to examine the
relationship between measured English-language proficiency,
years of English-language study and the use of English or
French as a medium of instruction for, samples of Arabicspeaking Egyptians (N = 114) and Lebanese (N = 71)
university ct.udents.
No systematic relationship was found
between years pf EFL study and English proficiency; however,
the use of a foreign language (English and French) as a
medium W. instruction is a better overall predictor of
proficiency.
Samuels, M., Reynolds, A.G., & Lambert, W.E. Communicational
efficiency of children schooled in a foreign language.
Journal of Educational Psychology, 1969, 69 (5), pp.389-93.
Quebec English-speaking children who had received their
first two years of instruction exclusively in French were
found to be as capable as matched (SES and IQ) control
groups of monolingual English- and French- speaking
children, in encoding and decoding novel information.
IN's = 22, 28 and 23)
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Shapson S.M., & Day, E.M. A longitudinal evaluation of an
early immersion program in British Columbia. Journal of
Multilingual and Multicultural Development, 1982, 3 (1),
pp.1-16.

Two cohorts of French-immersion students performed similarly
in mathematics and English.to regular students. Immersion
students had higher levels of French achievement than
students enrolled in other types of French programs.
Initial lags in Englithswere found in grades 1 and 2.
Positive attitudes toward French language and culture were
19 to 46)
associated with immersion students. (N's
.1

Shapson, S., & Kaufman, D. A study of a late immersion French
'program in secondary school. Canadian Modern Language
Review, 1978, 34 (2), pp.186-93.
A study of grtowth iniFrench language skills and change in
attitudes of 24 grade 10 French immersion students in B.C.
French skills were better than regular grade 10 controls,
and similar to regular grade 12 controls. The immersion
students had more positive integrative attitudes.

Language in the process of cultural
assimilation and structural incorporation of linguistic
minorities.
Rosslyn, Va.: National Clearinghouse for
TiliTigual Education, 1979.

Skutnabb - Kangas, T.

Three groups of Annish children in two communities in
Sweden were studted. Finnish children from OlofstrUm who
were instructed entirely in Swedish (N . 351) had the lowest
scores in Finnish picture vocabulary test as compared to
similar children from Gothenburg who were instructed in
Finnish either as subject (N = 2U2) or medium (N . 134).
The OlofstrUm Finnish immigrants were also performing below
average in th!! Swedish language skills and school
achievement. Data also indicated that Finnish children who
started school in Finnish scored higher in Swedish listening
comprehension Lhan their counterparts who started school in
Swedish.

Skutnabb-Kangas, T., & Toukomaa, P. Teaching migrant children's
mother tongue and learnin' the language of the host countr
n t e context of the soc o-cultural situat on o the
migrant familxt Helsinki: The Finnish National Commission
for UNESCO, 1976.

A study of the importance of mother tongue teaching and
the significance of age of immigration for Finnish children
in Sweden. The extent to which mother tongue had been
developed prior to contact with Swedish (naturally in
Finland or through mother tongue teaching in Sweden) was
687)
strongly related to how well Swedish was learned. (N
Some theory development.
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Spence, A.G., Mishra, S.F., & Ghozeil, S. Home language and
performance on standardized tests. The Elementary
School Journal, 1971, 71, pp.309-13.

An inquiry into the relationships between home language
patterns of 146 first-grade Mexican-American pupils and
their performance on a battery of standardized tests in
Arizona. Children instructed in Spanish and English at home
had intellectual advantages over those instructed in Spanish
only, but both groups are disadvantaged in their readiness
for academic achievement.
Spilka, I.V. Assessment of second-language performance in
immersion programs. The Canadian Modern Language Review,
1978, 32 (5), pp.543-61.

Spontaneous speech samples were obtained from 20 fifth and
sixth graders (see Lambert and Tucker, 1972) in immersion
programs and compared with those of native speakers of
French.
The speech of non-native speakers was characterized
by a slower rate of production and simpler sentences.
However,' the non-natives could adequately express themselves
in French, and their language style was as flexible as that
of French speakers. Numerous errors
sentence
completeness, gender, and verbs were made by non-natives but
with fewer errors on prepositions and pronouns. Non-natives.
made more errors of all types than natives.
Stafford, K.R. Problem solving as a function of language.
Language and Speech, 1968, 11, pp.104-12.

English-speaking monolingual, and bilingual (compound and
co-ordinate) Navaho eighth grade pupils weloe compared on
problem-solving tasks with IQ and reading comprehension
controlled. Compound bilinguals did least well of the three
groups.
(N's = 20, 41, 44)
Stern, C., & Ruble, D. Teaching new concepts to non-English
speaking preschool children.
In J.E. Alatis and K. Twaddell
(Eds.), English as a second language in_bilinjual education.
Washington, D.C.: Teachers of English:to Speakers of Other
Languages, 1976.

This study examines the effect of three Headstart language
programs (Spanish, N = 5; English, N = 5; Bilingual, N
5)
on the ability to acquire and utilize concepts for children
of Mexican descent. There were no measurable differences
among the three groups.
4
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Swain, M. Writin' skills of rade 3 French immersion pu ils.
Toronto:
e ntar o nstitute or tu es in u.cation
1979.
(mimeo).

This paper analyzes short stories writtt.n in English and
French by French immersion students compared with regular
English program students. Vocabulary skills, technical
skills, grammatical skills and creativity were examined.
The errors made by the students are discussed in detail.
Skills in writing English stories compared favorably with
control students; however, there were more errors in the
(N's = 40
French writing than in the English writing.
immersion students)

Swain, M., & Burnaby, B. Personality characteristics and second
language learning in young children: A pilot study.
Working_ Papers on Bilingualism, 1976, 11, pp.115-28.

Ontario French immersion pupils (N = 63) were compared
68) on 9 personality characterwith FSL pupils (N
istics.
Immersion pupils were more happy, talkative and
High achievement in French correlated
perfectionist.
positively with perfectionism and negatively with
talkativeness.
Swain, M., & Lapkin, S. Beginning French immersion at Grade 8.
Orbit, 1977, 8 (4) pp.10-13.

Two classes of students (initial N = 55) in Peel County were
immersed in French in grade 8 and followed to grade 13 with
amounts of French gradually decreasing. Tests of English
reading; French reading, writing, speaking, and li:Aening;
science; math; and study skills showed: (1) an early lag in
English reading and science, (2) higher level of French
proficiency, (3) better developed work skills, and (4) equal
math skills of immersion students when compared with
Both
controls in, core French programs (initial N . 54).
groups had favorable attitudes to immersion classes.
Swain, M., Lapkin, S., & Andrew, C.M. Early French immersion
later on. Journal of Multilingual and Multicultural
Development, 1981, 2 (1), pp.1-23.
The results of the French immersion program at grades 6 and
8 of the Ottawa public school system (Barik and Swain, 1975
and 1978) show that in English language skills and work
study skills, the immersion students perform as well as, or
better than English program composition groups; that in
mathematics and science, the immersion students performed as
well as comparison groups; and that in French language
skills, the immersion students' performance is approaching
or equivalent to that of native speakers of French in some
tests of French.
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Torrance, E.P., Gowan, J.C., Wu, J.J., & Aliotti, N.C. Creative
functioning of monolingual and bilingual children in
Singapore. Journal of Educational Psychology
61 (1), pp.72 -5.

A total of 1063 monolingual and bilingual Chinese and
Malayan junior-age children in Singapore were administered
the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking. The monolinguals
excelled the bilinguals on fluency and flexibility while the
bilinguals excelled on originality and elaboration.
Trevino, i.G. Bilingual instruction in the primary grades.
Modern Language Journal, 1970, 54, pp.255-6.

A total of 69 primary English and Spanish monolinguals in
Texas were taught bilingually for three years. Their
achievement in arithmetic (mechanical and problem solving)
when compared with national norms supports the theory that a
second language may be taught efficiently in the primary
grades without adversely affecting th'e normal scholastic
progress of any child.
Trites, R.L. Children with learning disabilities in primary
French immersion. Canadian Modern Language Review, 1976,
33 (2), pp.193 -207.

A study of the type of learning disabilities found in
primary children who fail or do poorly in primary French
immersion programs (N=32) compared with seven groups varying
in language background, language of education, and
disability (matched on age, sex anc' IQ).
In spite of above
average motor and sensory function, the French immersion
difficulty group performed very poorly on a complex
psychomotor problem-solving task.
Tsushima, W.I., & Hogan, T.F. Verbal ability and school
achievement of bilingual and monolingual children of
different ages. Journal of Educational Research,
1975, 68, pp.349 -53.

Bilingual (N
142) and monolingual (N = 265) American
children in Japan in grades 3, 4 and 5 were tested in verbal
ability and school achievement. Differences favoring the
monolinguals became progressively more pronounced with age
while controlling for nonverbal IQ.
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Tucker, G.R., Hamayan, E., & Genesee, F.H. Affective, cognitive
and social factors in second-language acquisition.
Canadian Modern Language Review, 1976, 32, pp.214-26.
Early, late and non- immersion students in grade 7
(Ws n 17, 28,, 19) of middle social class were compared
on French reading, language, listening and oral tests.
Immersion students performed better than non-immersion
students. Students who were higher motivated, had high need
achievement and had positive attitudes toward French and its
speakers performed best regardless of group. Being
adventuresome and attempting to utilize French were also
important for the late immersion students for listening and
oral French.

Tucker, G.R., (Manes, F.T., & Sibayan, B.P. An alternate days
In J.E. Alatis (Ed.),
approach to bilingual education.
'Bilingualism and language contact. WasOngton, D.C.:
Georgetown-University Press, 197U,

The language proficiency and content mastery of grade one
students in classes instructed bilingually was compared with
those !nstructed monolingually in either English or Tagalog.
The bilingually, instructed pupils at the end of one year
were comparable to the control students in oral English,
Pilipino reading, Pilipino science and nonverbal social
studies.
(N m 33 bilingual students)
Veldt, F.P. German-English bilingual education: The Cincinnati
innovation. Unterrichtspraxis, 1976, 9 (2), pp.45-50.

A one-year study of 151 first- and second-grade pupils
enrolled in a bilingual program with German as a subject,
medium of instruction and cultural focus for 7U minutes
Pre-post a:ademic test scores compared with those
daily.
of matched pupils showed equal or superior results.
Wijnstra, J.M. Education of children with Frisian home language.
International Review of Applied Psychology, 1980, 299
17p3 -b0.

Dutch language and arithmetic skills of Frisian-speaking k-3
children in different programs from Dutch monolingual and
Dutch-Frisian bilingual schools were studied. Comparisons
with Dutch-speaking children in Utrecht were also made. At
the end of grade 3, Frisian pupils from the bilingual
schools performed as well as other Frisian groups and the
Utrecht group on tests of Dutch reading and language usage.
There was no significant differences among the Frisian
groups on arithmetic tests, but they all scored lower than
the Utrecht group. A follow-up study in grade 6 confirmed
the earlier findings.
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